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Preface
The politics of the Australian states are largely an unworked lode,
and although this book attempts to chart some of the Victorian
structures of government and politics, I am only too aware of its
limitations. The starting point was Alan Davies' chapter on Victoria
in The Government of the Australian States (edited by S.R. Davis,
Longmans, Melbourne, 1960) from which I have expanded and
analysed the basic structures and organized them according to their
influence, as I see it, on the Victorian political scene.
However, because of the time lag between completion of the
manuscript and its final production, together with the necessity with
a text of this nature to up-date and revise, there is some unevenness
in approach, together with some inevitable errors and omissions for
which I can only apologize. The last two chapters for instance are
descriptive rather than analytical, intended to indicate the most recent trends in Victorian political structures rather than study of
detail or accurate prediction.
Many people gave invaluable help along the way. Most of them
must remain anonymous—party officials, public servants and
parliamentary officers—but I do wish to thank the executive officers
of the interest groups who helped me with the case studies, Anthony
Whitlock of Newspaper Newsletter who made available to me his
files on the media network in Victoria, and Susan Bruce who assisted
me editorially. The cartographers of the Department of Human
Geography, Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian
National University, drew the maps and diagrams; the Canberra
Times, Mr Larry Pickering, Cheshires and Mr Bruce Petty, and the
Melbourne Herald gave permission for the reproduction of the cartoons. My thanks are due to all them. Mr Arthur Gardner, chairman
of the Victorian Public Service Board guided me through the
labyrinths of the structures of government in Victoria, and my colleagues in the Department of Political Science were always ready to
discuss my progress with me, and give me much-needed encouragement when my energies flagged.
J.H.
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The Victorian State
Stereotype

What is it that distinguishes the politics of one Australian state from
that of another? Differences between the six states that make up the
Australian federal system shape the outlines of Australian politics in
ways as yet only partially understood and difficult to translate into
measurable terms, but they are nevertheless substantial. Simple
observation suggests that Victorian governments operate in a unique
political environment, tangible enough when it comes to hard
political in-fighting, but delicate and elusive to pin down in words.
Political cartoonists, who use state stereotypes for instant audience
identification,' and the vernacular descriptions of those who live in
the various states as cabbage-patchers, crow-eaters and bananalanders draw on this core of state-centred identity almost intuitively,
but it still lacks a clear definition. Part culture, part geography, part
history, it is however, something more than the sum of these. Yet for
the moment, analysis of these three factors will have to suffice for
understanding.
VICTORIAN CULTURE
Surprisingly enough, there have been few serious attempts to seek
out regional differences in Australia in social attitudes, although
awareness of such differences is widespread. A study conducted in
1969 by J.W. Berry,^ categorized recognition of variations through
students' choices of words which picked up the different images they
held of those who lived in each state. His findings hinted at the existence of distinct state loyalties, but few sociologists have explored
their significance for Australian social and political relationships.
Even though the Australian federal system displays none of the obvious dividing lines of race, language or religion, the students clearly
differentiated between the states, suggesting that differences arising

Each State is developing its own social, moral and physical
characteristics, due partly to inertia and, in some degree,
to poor bar facilities on interstate trains.

Fig. 1.

"State characteristics" by Bruce Petty from Petty's Australia Fair.
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out of perceived social characteristics may well be the basis of territorial sovereignty in Australia. For example, Victorians saw
themselves as suburban, respectable, conservative, materialistic and
conforming, whereas those who lived in the northern states of New
South Wales and Queensland saw them as conservative, formal and
aloof. Tasmanians, South Australians and West Australians saw
Victorians as competitive and commercial as well as agreeing with
the northerners. In turn southerners and westerners both described
New South Wales as cosmopolitan, commercial, materialistic and
aggressive.
Berry's study suggests that Victorians see themselves as having
a clearly defined state identity, enabling them to distinguish clearly
between their own and all other states. The interesting corollary is
that those living in other states do not "see" Victorians as sharply as
they "see" those who live elsewhere in Australia. This suggests that
while Victorians regard their state identity as important, other
Australians may not have a clear image of what it means to be a Victorian. An impressionistic way of expressing this is the view that
Sydneysiders often have of the city of Melbourne as a smaller and
colder version of Sydney, a judgement that does not do justice to
Melbourne's distinctive but private life styles. It may be that the
combination of Victoria's small size (the cabbage-patch), and its
lack of visibility gives its inhabitants something of a state inferiority
complex. As a consequence, political leaders like Sir Henry Bolte
who projected an image of the state which played up its role in the
Australian federal system have tended to be the most successful.
Sir Henry was the most aggressive of state political leaders,
identifying himself with a "sell Victoria" campaign both locally and
overseas which aimed at attracting industry to his state in preference
to others. He was the chief advocate of states' rights at the annual
confrontation with the federal Government at Premiers' Conferences
and Loan Council meetings, and he made frequent and vigorous demands that the federal Treasury should provide the funds needed for
Victoria's continuing development. Moreover, his record seventeen
years in office must be offset against the two and three year terms (or
even weeks and months) characteristic of Victorian ministries over
the previous half century. It is difficult to imagine him as premier of
any other Australian state, and this as much as anything else underlines the subtle and complex ways which relate stereotypes and
state politics.
Data from the Australian Survey Project in 1967, carried out by
the Australian National University in Canberra illustrates other
state cleavages. Asked by interviewers "In your opinion what are the
most important problems the federal government should do
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something about?" the respondents' replies fell into categories clearly defined by state. About one quarter of those living in South
Australia for instance, thought that pensions were the most important, but two-fifths of Tasmanians placed it first. This suggests that
state policies in the island state are much more likely to be pensionwelfare oriented than they are in South Australia. Again, a number
placed education as their first priority, but those who did so were
almost twice as likely to be Victorians, a response confirmed in an
A.S.R.B. survey taken five years later.' The Victorian concern for
education is reflected in the expenditure in Victoria per capita for
education in 1972-3, which was $92, compared with $80 in New
South Wales." Expenditure on teacher education in Victoria is
$11.22 per capita, and only $7.50 in New South Wales, suggesting to
the Victorian Minister for Education in 1975 that expenditure on
education might be cut by granting fewer teacher training
studentships in the future. He hastily abandoned his proposal in the
face of criticism it evoked.
Differences like these also show up in state loan expenditures
per capita on works and services. By 1971 Victoria had borrowed
$0.63 per capita for metropolitan transport, whereas New South
Wales had borrowed $11.75 per capita.' If the political leadership in
each state is only moderately responsive to its electorate's wishes,
such discrepancies must be the outcome of major differences in the
political and social attitudes in each state.
Class perceptions also showed regional differences in the
Australian Survey Project data, as Table 1.1 shows. Victorians
clearly see themselves as more middle-class than do those who live in
New South Wales and Queensland, confirming the Victorian
stereotype of itself as the Liberal Party state. The Tasmanian
percentage is extremely strange, given the state's long-term A.L.P.
state government, but as the result is statistically significant, the
nature of state Labor in Tasmania warrants close analysis on this
basis.
Voting patterns at federal elections and in referenda also show
state -based variations in percentages. In the 1967 "nexus" referenTable 1.1 Class perceptions
N.S.W.
%
n
Middle
Working

53.5
45.2

275
233

n=1212

Vic.
%
n
59.1
39.5

259
173

x2 = 15.54

Queens
%
n
49.8
48.4

p<.01

108
105

Tas.
%
n
73.8
23.0

45
14

s
Victoria's
geography

dum, this was illustrated most strikingly by the way in which the
range of the percentages of votes cast in each state did not overlap at
all between the state capitals. Furthermore, state-wide voting patterns were more similar to those in the capital cities in each state
than they were across state boundaries. "It would be harder to think
of stronger circumstantial evidence that the great metropolitan
centres of Australia are potentially integrated and bounded networks
for the formation of political opinion and for influencing mass
political behaviour."'
The issue is not whether social attitudes in each state are sufficiently distinctive to support a federal system in Australia, with its
seven sovereign legislatures. Compared with racial and religious differences in Canada, for instance, the cleavages in Australia are obviously much shallower. The question is rather, is it possible to identify social differences of the kind set out above which can form the
basis of a hypothesis for diversity and the formulation of state
stereotypes. It would be much more informative to begin with an assumption of diversity in the Australian political culture, rather than
the customary one of homogeneity, as a starting point for an understanding of the sources of Victorian state loyalties.
VICTORIA'S GEOGRAPHY
Geography has been another important factor in Victoria's politics
and government since Queen Victoria first granted responsible
government to the colony in 1855, and even today the sharpest
political issues centre around the environment. It is the smallest of
the mainland states with less than three per cent of the total land
area of Australia, although as compensation it has a high proportion
of the continent's arable lands, and its farms produce twenty per cent
of Australia's primary production.
Successive state governments have capitalized on the favourable
soil and climatic conditions by underwriting irrigation schemes to
supplement deficient water resources and ensure the continued
development of the state's rural assets; indeed if geography alone
was a deciding factor, Victoria would probably be a predominantly
rural state, with the characteristic political patterns of such states.
That this is not the case is the consequence of deliberate policies by
state governments determined to build a complementary industrial
structure. Historically, Victoria set itself to rival New South Wales
in the commerical arena as well as developing its agricultural assets,
twin policy goals which led to an important dichotomy in the Victorian parliament between rural and urban interests in addition to
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the more customary distinction between worker and employer. This
had important consequences for the development of the party system
in Victoria, and for the subsequent struggle for political power.
Rural interests constituted a challenge to the urban dominance
of Melbourne for more than one hundred years, and echoes of the
battle between city and country can still be detected in the political
system today. The "drift to the city" has been a feature of Victorian
society since the 1890s, but the movement has been slow, and it took
forty years for the balance of population in Victoria to swing in
favour of the city.' Workers who drifted to the city prior to 1945
found employment in industries linked with the country, such as
flour milling, wool scouring, tanning and the manufacture of
agricultural machinery, and probably retained their loyalty to the
country for some time after the move. Thus they were probably more
sympathetic to the disproportionate rural representation that persisted in the Victorian electoral system well into the 1950s than their
city-bred counterparts.
Another consequence of geography stems from the relationship
between the state's hinterland and its single major urban complex on
the southern coast. The countryside is comparatively closely-settled
and farmed by small-holders, and the secondary industries that have
flourished, food processing, textile manufacturing, agriculture
machinery, etc. have their base in the state's primary industry.
Heavy industry has been slow to establish itself in Victoria, compared with its strong development in neighbouring New South
Wales. As a consequence urban labour in Victoria has lacked a
springboard for the strong militant image and party organization
traditional to labour in New South Wales, and has taken a different
political direction.
Victoria's social division into three main groups, urban labour,
urban non-labour and rural resulted in a parliament composed of a
strong country faction arising out of radical small-holders, and two
opposing urban interests, neither particularly sympathetic to the
rural interest. Yet to capture and retain office, political parties were
forced to support policies which recognized the state's close
relationship between agriculture and industrial development, and to
coalitions of expediency between the three more or less equal factions. These were to give to Victorian politics its characteristic
ministerial instability which lasted until the mid 1950s. Majority
governments were the exception rather than the rule for more than
fifty years in Victorian government, a striking contrast with the
stable one-party ministries in other states. It was not until the
Liberal Party victory in 1955 ushered in the long Bolte reign that the
pattern was to change. The state's political history is thus in-
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tertwined with its geography, both reflecting and shaping its politics
to make the third strand in the political culture.
POLITICAL HISTORY
Politics as personality, 1900-30
Victorian ministries from 1900 to about 1920 were formed by the fusion of various groups, and the frequent changes of leadership and
cabinet membership that characterized this period were more the
outcome of personality clashes than of ideological differences. By
the early 1920s the dimensions of poHtical conflict in the state began
to extend. The Country Party mobilized to win seats from National
Party country members, the Australian Labor Party established
itself in the urban area, and throughout 1924, National ministries.
Labor ministries and Country-National coalition ministries struggled for parhamentary power. Finally a Country-National coalition,
led by John Allen and Sir Alexander Peacock formed an uneasy
truce which marked the emergence of the three divisions in Victorian
politics, and saw the Country Party attain the dominance which it
was to exercise throughout the 1930s and 1940s.
This is not to say that subsequent ministries were any more
stable. Labor and non-Labor formed shaky governments repeatedly
brought down by intransigent country members, and even during the
depression years, a Labor government held office in Victoria only by
virtue of the support of a break-away group of four Country Party
members. Their downfall in 1932 in the aftermath of the federal
government's defeat was followed by another nervous coalition
government, until in 1935 the Central Council of the Country Party
decided to withdraw its support from what was by then the United
Australia Party and combined with Labor to bring down the
ministry in traditional style. The Labor Party gave their assurance
that they would support an all Country Party ministry in office, but
so little faith did the Governor, Lord Huntingfield, have in the
proposed Country Party-Labor government that he refused to commission it for several days. In turn, the Country Party had so little
expectation of being in a position to govern in its own right that it did
not even have a coherent programme to put before parliament when
it was finally sworn in as the government.
The Dunstan period 1930-45.
It was a low-key beginning for its leader, Sir Albert Dunstan, but
heading his minority government, he held on to power until 1943 to
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become something of a legend in Victorian political history. Critics
have argued that Victorian politics reached an all-time low during
this period,' but such criticism misses the core of his political
dominance, which was a function of his skill in neutralizing the
rural/urban dichotomy which previous political leaders had never
managed to bridge for any length of time. Sir Albert actually
governed with A.L.P. support to put together a C.P.-Labor alliance
which lasted into the 1940s. He staved off electoral defeat in later
years by ignoring the need for electoral re-distribution even to the
point where 39 country votes were all that were needed to equal 100
city votes. He even persuaded the A.L.P. not to field candidates
against the Country Party in country electorates, and state elections
ceased to be a three-cornered contest between rural, urban labour
and urban non-labour. Dunstan thus brought together two of the
three traditional opponents in the Victorian party system, and was
able to keep the third out of the game accordingly. It was not until
1945 that elections were contested on redistributed boundaries to
give the A.L.P. a marginal advantage that allowed a Labor government to be formed in Victoria again, this time with Independent support.
However, this ministry did not last either, for the post-war bank
nationalization crisis at the federal level gave the hostile upper house
a chance to refuse supply in 1947, whereupon Victorian politics
returned to the unstable coalitions between three factions that had
marked the pre-Dunstan era. Ministry after ministry was formed
and re-formed around combinations of the traditional antagonists,
until in 1952, obviously tired of the charade that government in Victoria had become, the electorate voted overwhelmingly for another
Labor ministry under John Cain. Winning thirty-seven seats in a
house of sixty-five, he formed the first stable majority government
that Victoria had had for more than twenty years. It was ironic that
the Cain Labor government was to be brought down as a consequence of the 1955 split in the Labor Party which saw the birth of the
Democratic Labor Party, the second intrusion of federal politics into
the state arena that had disastrous consequences for Victorian
Labor. Reinforced by a redistribution in 1958 which favoured the
Liberal Party at the A.L.P. expense, it allowed the Victorian
Liberals to begin their record-breaking run in Victorian politics, one
which still continues.'
One-party government 1955-75
This is not to say that Sir Henry Bolte's long reign was predicted in
1955, anymore than Sir Albert Dunstan's dominance was selfevident in 1935. Many saw Bolte as a caretaker premier only, leading
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a party made up of "new-chum" parliamentarians, and supported by
a cabinet where only four ministers had ever held a port-folio before.
Speaking to the Christmas adjourment in 1955, the Premier commented that the elections had resulted in a new Parliament, a new
Government, a new Opposition, a new Speaker, a new Chairman of
Committees, a new Clerk of the House and a new Sergeant-at-arms,
but even he did not realize that the novelty extended to the disappearance of the chronic instability so long characteristic of Victorian
politics.
Indeed there was little to indicate that such a change had occurred. The Liberal Party was divided and torn by the disputes of the
previous years when its leader, T.T. HoUway, had been the centre of
personal intrigues, and it governed only so long as the Country
Party, the A.L.P., and two independent Labor members did not join
forces to bring down the government. There was a sense of surprise
when the first Bolte ministry went a full term, and it was not until the
Liberals consolidated their position in 1958 by winning an additional
six Assembly seats that the long-term trends began to emerge.
From then onwards, the Liberal party organization was built up by
establishing itself in the rapidly developing dormitory suburbs to the
east of Melbourne to give the party a strong urban base. The
Premier was careful to foster country seats won in the west of the
state, and these two strategies, combining representation of rural
and urban interests within the one party were to forge an unbeatable
electoral force over the next twenty years. It was a similar combination to the one which Dunstan had put together so successfully in the
1930s to maintain his grip on office, but this time fused into one
political party and strengthened by the city's domination of the state
electoral system. A divided Labor movement, decimated in 1955 by
the loss of its Catholic wing, and later split into hostile moderate and
left-wing factions offered little opposition. Bolte's success in
isolating both the Country Party and the A.L.P. in Victoria as small
fragments lacking political significance allowed the Liberal Party to
spread its umbrella over both city and country. It was an unrivalled
achievement in the state's political history, allowing the "bossism"
and paternalistic trends which had previously been centered in the
administrative structures to surface in the political sector also. They
are still dominant chacteristics of the state's political system today.
One other factor that stems from this period was the emergence
of the Democratic Labor Party. It has never had direct representation in the state parliament, but because of its tightly controlled second preference allocation to the Liberal Party it has had an important role in keeping the latter in power, an influence which is still
declining only slowly. Without its support. Sir Henry's power would
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have been much more precarious, for it has handicapped urban
Labor in its efforts to re-build itself into an electoral force offering a
serious challenge to the strong state Liberal Party.
The overall effect was to make Victorian government under Sir
Henry Bolte a matter of pragmatic concentration on the processes of
administration and the intricacies of the federal/state relationship.
The past few years of government have been described as
characterized by "conservatism, tempered by occasional bustle and
the odd leap forward ... now settled down into an enviably comfortable stability", with the political fireworks all concentrated in
"fragmented areas of opposition and protest ... and wasted in infighting, of even hatred intensities".'" It is an accurate enough
description of the Bolte period in Victorian politics, which makes its
style one of stark contrast to the gentlemanly conflicts between personalities characteristic of the early years of the twentieth century,
and to the sharp clashes and bitter intrigues between city and country
which marked the period up to the 1950s. Yet remnants of all three
periods persist in the structure of Victorian government today to give
its politics their unique state pattern.
After Bolte
The Bolte style is now beginning to fade away in Victorian politics.
Previously, government policies have supported both country and
urban interests, setting up the great statutory corporations that still
dominate the Victorian administrative scene, such as the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, the Country Roads Board, the
State Electricity Commission of Victoria, the Victorian Railways
Commissioners, the Melbourne Harbour Trust and many others.
Today all but the remotest country districts have been
developed, water conservation schemes have reached even the driest
parts, and the farm output is such that finding markets is a constant
problem. Electrification of the state is complete, the transport
network criss-crosses it from border to border, and services and
utilities are now widespread. Urban pre-occupations have also
changed as the full employment that has resulted from the boom in
secondary industry has mopped up industrial slack. Today the value
of the 1967 factory output is almost nine times that of the 1947 total.
In contrast with the past, political conflict arises out of this booming
prosperity and germinates the typical issues of the 1970s. For example, the city of Melbourne has grown by about fourteen per cent over
the last six years, adding about one thousand people per week to its
population. This has generated the characteristic demands of the
1970's for better government services, improved education and more
public housing, more efficient transport and increased provision for
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recreation. They are demands which create problems that are diffuse, complex and intricate, defying simple political definition and
solution. Victoria's present state government reflects the lack of
clarity and purpose which stems from this modern dilemma, and
even election campaigns tend to be inconclusive in this climate,
centering around party disputes and personalities as much as sharp
policy alternatives.
Moreover, issues are blunted by the realities of federal/state
financial relations, and the limited initiatives open to state governments within the Australian federal system. The old political division
between city and country that dominated Victorian politics for so
long is no longer as relevant, and it seems unlikely that the militant
employer-employee style of politics will develop now, based as it was
on a pattern of industrial relations originating in an industrial
climate quite different from today's white-collar society. Perhaps the
seeds of future political conflict in Victoria are still to be found in
social differences rooted in the environment and consciousness of
"living place" woven into the state's history, but arising from
metropolitan life-styles rather than from a country/city dichotomy.
In urban areas private affluence contrasts with public squalor, hardcore poverty among migrant families with widespread rises in the
general standard of living, unequal educational opportunity in inner
city areas and in the country with the privileges of university education for others, thus ascribing for some a permanent under-class role.
Social divisions like these, made concrete by the River Yarra, may
well supply the parameters of future political conflicts in Victoria,
and give the last quarter of the century its own distinctive political
style, just as each of the three previous time segments had its own
flavour and pre-occupations.
The Victorian political experience has been unlike that of other
Australian states, and its characteristic political and administrative
structures reflect that history. The core of government is centered on
the institutions of government, the parliament and the executive,
rather than in the representative and party systems. Political activity
expresses itself through administration, and in "attending to the arrangements of government", rather than in ideology and commitment to political action arising out of belief. Pushed to the fringes of
the political system, conflict arising out of the clash of ideas seems
almost a private political activity in Victoria. The state's political
leaders have been men of action rather than of commitment,
pragmatic politicians who have arranged the affairs of state to meet
the pressures that have welled up through the administrative system,
that "fragmented and disorderly" structure of separate boards and
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agencies, based on client participation that so horrified the chairman
of a recent pubUc inquiry into the state's public services.
In so doing, in almost by-passing the party and electoral system,
the parliamentarians have been acting according to the Victorian
style of politics, with its direct transactional relationship between the
legislators, administrators and organized community interests.To a
description and analysis of this characteristic political pattern the
remainder of this book will be directed.
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Parliament

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
Queen Victoria granted responsible government to the state that
bears her name in a Constitution Act proclaimed on 23 November
1855. It set up an upper house of thirty members and a lower house
of sixty for a population of 77,345 people, generous provision when
compared with today's Legislative Council of forty-four members
and a Legislative Assembly of eighty-one for a population of
3,406,161. Property qualifications restricted the eligibility of
parliamentarians and voters, though suffrage rights were extended to
university graduates, barristers, solicitors, qualified medical practitioners, ministers of religion and retired naval and military officers.
The new parliament met for the first time "at twelve noon in the
Parliament Houses on the Eastern Hill in the City of Melbourne" on
21 November 1856. It was democracy, but tempered with cautious
conservatism, and pressure for radical reform of the franchise
developed almost immediately so that by the end of 1857, abolition
of the property qualification as a requirement for Legislative Assembly seats had been secured and manhood suffrage granted. The
early radical tone of the parliamentary institutions was not to last,
and for more than one hundred years now, Victoria's parliaments
have reflected the state's conservative political stereotype.
The first few years of the new parliament's life were punctuated
by disagreements about construction details and the outward appearance of the parliamentary buildings (described as the "battle of
the stones"), until finally a Royal Commission was appointed in
1873 to advise on their erection. Looking back, both the disputes and
the remedy seem characteristic of state politics with its concern for
administrative details and the flight to a non-parliamentary solution
when the situation threatened to get out of hand. Equally inevitable
was the fact that the centenary celebrations of representative govern-
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ment in Victoria one hundred years later, took place in parliamentary chambers still incomplete, and perhaps it is also significant that
the architecture and ceiling carvings of the Legislative Council are
justifiably noteworthy, while the style of the people's chamber is so
plain as to be bordering on the austere.'
Finished or not, both the Victorian chambers were used by the
Commonwealth of Australia for its first twenty-seven years while the
federal government got around to selecting the Canberra site and
erecting its own buildings there in the 1920s. It was many years
before the transfer of all federal functions from Melbourne was complete, and Victorian influence in federal politics continued to be evident for many years after the transfer of the parliament to its new
chambers in 1927. Up to the election of the Whitlam government in
1972, Victorian federal M.P.s have held a disproportionate number
of ministerial portfolios in national governments, a circumstance
that fed state rivalries in the nation's politics.^
Another characteristic of Victorian government is the friction
that has occurred from time to time between the two Houses of
Parliament. The upper house has been described "as a conservative
bastion without parallel in the British Empire"' and it has never
hesitated to exert its authority as it sees fit. It was intended to be a
conservative body favouring settled policies, and was designed as a
strong house, with equal power over legislation (including money
bills) with the lower house. No constitutional provision was made for
resolving deadlocks between the two houses, and the Council's position was further safeguarded by the requirement that formal constitutional amendments, including alterations applying to either
house had to be passed by an absolute majority of the membership of
both houses." Some provision for resolving deadlocks was added in
1903 by the Irvine Reform Government, but they were slow and
cumbersome to enact. Even as late as 1931, Sir Frederic Eggleston, a
long-time member of parliament and a close observer and commentator on Victorian politics, considered that probably no second
chamber in the world was as unassailable as the Victorian upper
house.' Sir Albert Dunstan, Victoria's first Country Party premier
made a number of attempts at reform between 1935 and 1937 as part
of the price for Labor Party support in parliament, but could make
little headway in the face of the requirement that an absolute majority of the Council has to approve of any amendment.
The Council continues its career of rejecting lower house
legislation, even on occasion that of supply, as in 1947 and 1952. Sir
Henry Bolte was so irritated by its obstructionist tactics in 1965 that
he committed himself to "an all-out struggle" to cut its powers,
although not even he expected to be able to do so in a hurry. "I don't
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think you can get rid of a thing like this overnight—you have to whittle it away."' Alan Davies, commenting on the Council's style of activity, likened it to a "malicious mechanical anti-coconut shy ...
pitching back bills and bits of bills unpredictably" to the lower
house, and sets out a table of Assembly bills voted by the Council
between 1938 and 1954-5 to illustrate his point.' He went on to argue
that not only was rejection of legislation the Council's main function;
it was also "its sole practical contribution of any significance ... [and
not] in any significant sense a fresh second round"* Abolition of its
property qualification franchise in 1950 did serve to draw its teeth
somewhat, but it is still possible to agree with Zelman Cowen when
he concluded in 1956 that "after a century marked by constant conflict between the two Houses, the Council has emerged with its
powers intact and to some extent increased".' The state elections in
May 1970 did see Sir Henry Bolte gain control of the Council by
winning nineteen of its thirty-six seats, and thus made possible the
taming of some of its more fractious members, but only the electoral
composition of the House had swung in his favour. For the present
its constitutional opportunities for mischief-making have not been
restricted, and it still lurks in the background to Victorian politics
like an ill-intentioned genie.
The Victorian parliament has the power to "repeal, alter or
vary" the Constitution Act, provided the second and third readings
of certain amending bills are passed by an absolute majority of the
members of each House, and it has done so frequently. Those sections which deal with the relations between the Council and the Assembly and the qualifications of candidates and voters are the ones
which have been amended most often. The right to assume the
privileges, immunities and powers of the House of Commons then
existing was taken up by the first Act passed, and includes very wide
powers for punishing contempt of parliament, powers which have
been invoked quite often thoughout the parliament's history.
Contempt of parliament motions seem to bring out a characteristic
Victorian style in the proceedings; the debates are often sharp and
lively with members pressing points eagerly in marked contrast to
the atmosphere engendered by the staples of state legislation such as
the Groundwater (Amendment) Bill and the Wombat Bonuses Bill.
It is as if members feel that here at last is a real issue by comparison
with the stultifying administrative procedures they normally face
and they defend the privileges sanctified in the Constitution Act in
1857 with conviction and determination. Two recent examples can
be given by way of illustration.
In 1968 the chairman of the Public Service Board refused to
hand over to the parliamentary Public Accounts Committee a
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private consulting firm's report on the Public Works Department.
Breach of privilege proceedings were started by the chairman of the
committee, but before debate could take place on the motion, it was
tidied up in a special party meeting. Scornful of what they described
as "backroom long-rolling techniques in the corridors of
parliament" the Opposition then moved a motion claiming breach of
privilege by the Premier Sir Henry Bolte and a long and stormy
debate resulted. Packed galleries heard the Leader of Opposition accuse the Premier of grossly misrepresenting the substance of the
debate in statements to the press and the radio, and arrogantly assume the privileges of parliament in acting "like a political Mr Fixit
or Whelan the Wrecker" while Liberal Party backbenchers acquiesed "to the subjugation of their privileges and conceded to the
overwhelming arrogance and mendacity of the Premier." For seven
hours the debate was waged, interspersed with frequent interjections,
points of order and emotional comment. Sir Henry Bolte was unable
to rally sufficient party support to pass a motion clearing the
Chairman of the Public Service Board, Mr Cahill of the contempt
charge, and had to negotiate a compromise: technically guilty with
no need for further action. Even a premier as strongly entrenched as
Bolte thus found himself forced to accede to the political force of
motions of parliamentary privilege which in the Victorian parliament appear to be surrogate alternatives to political ideas.
Another privilege issue arose in 1972 when the Leader of the
Opposition addressed a group of secondary school students on the
steps of Parliament House, and was charged with contempt of
parliament because he had addressed a gathering of more than fifty
people in the precincts of the House. Once again the House was in
full cry, forcing Sir Henry to find another face-saving formula
whereby Mr Holding was deemed to have apolgized to the House for
his transgressions (even though he refused to do so) allowing the motion to lapse. Nothing could demonstrate more clearly the total
absence of political alternatives based on electoral difference as a
source of sharp political conflict in the Victorian parliament.
MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT

What kind of people are the state parliamentarians who defend their
privileges so strongly? In 1970 it was made clear that they cannot be
a person "convicted of treason or any felony or infamous crime in
any part of Her Majesty's Dominions" when Ronald WilHam (Bunna) Walsh who had been elected as an A.L.P. member for the
Legislative Council in May of that year was challenged. The circum-
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Stances of his election for the blue ribbon Labor province of
Melbourne West were referred to the Court of Disputed Returns
because he appeared to have a record of convictions in the Children's
Court at South Melbourne entered on 14 February 1950 for robbery
with violence. The question was whether this childhood conviction
meant that his election contravened the requirements for qualification as spelled out in Section 73 of the Constitution Act Amendment
Act of 1958. The challenge to his election was upheld by the
Supreme Court which decided that he was "a person who had been
convicted of a felony and who accordingly was not capable of being
elected or sitting as a member of the Legislative Council." After the
shortest term on record as a member of the Victorian Parliament he
returned to his job as a waterside worker because of a conviction at
the age of sixteen for an offence of assault and robbery.'" Where candidates for the Victorian parliament are concerned, the law is strictly
upheld, re-inforcing the "conservative" stereotype.
Most candidates of course do meet the legal qualifications for a
Victorian parliamentarian. These are that they shall have attained
the age of twenty-one years, shall be natural-born or naturalized for
five years and resident in Victoria for two years prior to election,
shall not have been convicted of any felony or infamous crime (committed after the age of eighteen years since the law was amended in
December 1972), nor be appointed as a judge of any court. Until
recently this proviso also extended to clergymen, but this has also
been repealed recently, and ministers of religion may now be M.P.s
in Victoria. Uncertificated bankrupts or insolvents are also not eligible. Women have been entitled to stand for election in Victoria for a
considerable time, but few have taken advantage of the privilege, and
there have been only four women parliamentarians since federation.
Lady Millie Peacock (U.A.P.) was elected at a by-election on 11
November 1933 in the place of her husband, but did not stand at the
next election; Mrs Ivy Weber was Independent member for
Nunawading from 1937 to 1943; Mrs Fanny Brownbill stood as an
A.L.P. member at a Geelong by-election in 1938 in the place of her
husband, was re-elected and remained a member until she died in
1948; and the most recent member Mrs Dorthy Goble became the
Liberal member for Mitcham, a new seat, in 1967. However the Act
only spells out the limitations on entry. Table 2.1 is an attempt to
give some substance to the members themselves, and to the skills and
experience they bring to the job.
In 1970, at least half the parliamentary Liberal Party were over
fifty years old, and so were half the Country Party members. All the
parties recruit "locals" rather than those born out of the state, but a
surprising number of Liberals went to state schools, despite the
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Table 2.1 Backgrounds of M.P.'s, 1970
Liberal

A.L.P.

C.P.

Age
31—40 years
41-50
Over 50

5
7
21

4
1
5

4

Where Born
Country (Victoria)
City of Melbourne
Interstate

12
17
9

6

3

1

1

School
Private
State

16
20

1
10

I

8
7

2
7

2

7
7

1

Tertiary Education
University Degree
Other
Occupation
Farmer
Business Executive
Professional (including teacher and
journalist)
White Collar
Services
Public Office
Municipal
Political Party
Other
Number of members in Parliament

7

5

11
5
1

5

5
2
3

2
2

3

42

22

S

3

(Data taken from Who's Who in Australia for 1969 and do not cover all M.P.'s)

image of the party as the avenue for public school aspirants to enter
politics. The latter appear more likely to set their aims on federal
politics. University degrees are also thin on the ground with only
twelve listed for all parties, and the occupation that appears to have
been most characteristic of pre-parliamentary experience is a minor
professional one. Public office at the municipal level appears to be
more widespread than political party office, three out of the eight
Country Party members holding or having held a municipal position.
Although the table is incomplete, overall it gives some picture of the
state parliamentarians as less imposing than federal members, people plugged into local and immediate concerns whose image of their
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political role is keyed to a different note from that of the national
parliamentarians. The real work on the role perceptions of
Australian members of parliament remains to be done, but there are
hints in this table of important differences between state and federal
incumbents which may have implications for federal/state relations
in Australia.
Length of service also divides the members and the political parties as shown in Table 2.2. Liberal Party members have served for
much longer than the A.L.P. members on average, reflecting their
party's long run in government. Almost half of Labor parliamentarians have three years or less parliamentary experience, where
their Liberal conterparts have served for more than ten years. Thus
the Labour Party is essentially a "young" parliamentary party compared with the others, while the evenness of the spread of the
Liberals' parliamentary years reflects their steady election-winning
style over the past seventeen years.
Finally, if Table 2.3 is broken down by the geographic classes of
electorates, A.L.P. representation shows a significant pattern. The
Table 2.2 Length of Service of M.P.'s, 1970
Years of Service
Over 20 years
17-15 years
14-11 years
10-6 years
5 years
3 years or less
Total

Liberal

A.L.P.

2
14
6
5
8
7

_
5
1
5
1
10

42

22

C.P.

Ind. Lab.
_
—
1
-

2
—

2

2
2
-

Table 2.3 Length of service and type of electorate of M.P.'s, 1970
A.L.P.

Liberal
Years of
Experience
Over 20
17-15
14-11
10-6
5
3 or less
Total

City

Outer
Suburban

Country

City

1
10
2
3
5
3

3
1
—
-^
1

1
1
3
2
3
3

5
1
4*
1
4

24

5

* includes Geelong

13

15

Outer
Suburban

Country

_
^
1

—
1
5

1

6
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novelty of the Labor Party's rural representations shows up very
clearly as the product of the country's dissatisfaction with the slow
government reaction to the rural crisis of the late 1960s, whereas the
Liberal Party's grip on Victoria outside Melbourne is much stronger
and as a consequence their hold on parliament firmer.
LIBERAL PARLIAMENTARIANS IN GOVERNMENT

Liberal parliamentarians in Victoria have enjoyed an unprecedented
term in office. Members of the parliamentary party elect cabinet
members (with the exception of two places) and looking at the patterns of promotion that appear to have developed over the years,
there appears to be a clear link between a member's years of
parliamentary service and his election to office under a Victorian
Liberal government. Table 2.4 illustrates this. Of the members of the
Liberal Party who entered parliament in 1955 after their unexpected
victory in that year, there is only one who has not held office; the
bulk of the Victorian state cabinet is made up of these senior party
men. The next group, those with fourteen-eleven years service all
have one foot on the promotion ladder, although only one of their
number has made it into cabinet, and the only member not to have
achieved some office after his eleven years in parliament is one of the
representatives of the provincial city of Geelong. The group with
between six and ten years in parliament is in striking contrast for
Table 2.4 Length of service and office-holding of Liberal M.P.'s, 1972
Years of Total
Speaker Cabinet Chairman of Cabinet Temporary
No
Ex
Members
Minister Committees Sec. Chairman Office Minis
Over 20
17-15
14-11
10-6
5
3 or less

2
14
6
5
8
7

Total

42

1

2
8
1
1*
2**

3
3
1

1
1
4
7

J

Mr. Ian Smith, Sir Henry Bolte's personal choise for cabinet after the 1970
election.
These two ministers were Mr. Lindsay Thompson and Mr. R. J. Hamer,
both of whom stepped down from the Legislative Council to contest
Assembly elections in 1970 and 1971. Mr. Thompson actually had
seventeen years of parliamentary service, and Mr. Hamer fourteen years
service.
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only one of their number has achieved office, a city member with
eight years service, and though it might appear that some recent
members have done better, offsetting the poor record of those with
ten years service or less, this is misleading. Two of those with ten
years service or less transferred from the Legislative Council and
have actually notched up fifteen years service and more, so that their
cabinet promotion is in accordance with their real length of
parliamentary experience, while the remaining "young" cabinet
member was Sir Henry Bolte's personal choice in 1970 to give increased country representation in cabinet when rural discontent was
at its height.
Seniority in parliament thus appears to be an important factor
in achieving promotion in the Liberal Party, and it is interesting that
such a pattern should have developed where the members of cabinet
are primarily elected by the parliamentary caucus. The Premier has
the privilege of choosing two cabinet members, but when it comes to
the party vote, those with the longest period of parliamentary service
clearly have an advantage. Under a long-term government the Victorian parliament has functioned according to hierarchial
bureaucratic norms related to seniority as befits the administrative
style which characterizes the state's politics.
Moreover, the majority of those who achieve office hold city
seats, although almost half the Liberal parliamentarians represent
country electorates. Today in Victoria, Melbourne dominates, and if
a state parliamentarian hopes for cabinet office, he is helped enormously if among his qualifications are representation of a city electorate and a parliamentary apprenticeship served while the Liberals
remain in office.
MEMBERS IN ACTION
What part do members of the state parliament play in the life of the
House? In 1950, Alan Davies found that most of the work was done
by a small group of energetic members with set tasks when he constructed a scale of parliamentary participation based on the raw
column inches of the Hansard index for a particular session. Table
2.5 shows the 1970 equivalent.
The backbench formula for governing party members in clearly
spelled out, for almost half of the Liberal party turn in weak or
negligible performances, providing almost all in that category. More
ministers come into the active group than in 1950 when only senior
ministers could be classed in it, and a large group of A.L.P.
parliamentarians performed in a new hyper-active category. More
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Table 2.5 M.P.'s participation in parliament based on the Legislative Assembly
1970-1
Total
Active Moderate Weak or
HyperNegligible
(12-24 ( 6 - 1 2
Active
(under 6 ins)
ins)
ins)
(over 24 ins)
Liberal Party
Ministers
Chairman of Committees
Speaker
Others

7

4

3
1

1
1

7

14

6

2

Country Party

-

4

2

Indpendent Labor

-

1

-

21

17

15

A.L.P.

Totals

-

)

I ) 43*
19 )
22
2

8
1

21

74*

* includes Sir Arthur Rylah who retired from Kew in 1971

than three-quarters of the parliament can now be classed as active
performers, whereas in 1950 more than half of them were in the
weak or negligible category compared with only one quarter in that
category today. The group of members responsible for the major
tasks of parliament in 1950—the Premier, ministers, Leader of the
Opposition and members of his "shadow" cabinet, the leader of the
third party and his aides, and those members who manned the
"strategic points of the parliamentary line"—this group must now
be widened to include all the members of the opposition party with
the government backbenchers standing out as the characteristic nonparticipants.
They themselves divide fairly readily into two categories: those
who have given long service but whom promotion has largely passed
by and who (often holding country seats) appear to have absorbed
the backbench role so well that they contemplate no other, and those
with five years of service or less who may yet expect promotion.
Since they also constitute the pool of leader talent for the future,
their comparatively weak parliamentary performance may prove a
handicap to the party in the future as well as a personal liability. (It
must be noted however that weak performers in this category include
a number with country electorates and the one woman in state
parliament, all of whom are somewhat handicapped in the promotion stakes.) There is some difference between the newcomer's weak
performance and that of the confirmed backbencher. The latter is
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unlikely to participate in the general debates on the Address-inReply or in the budget debate, and confines his contributions to
points of order, inquiries on behalf of his constituents, and perhaps
an occasional speech on a matter of special concern developed over
the years. By contrast backbenchers with a small number of years of
service spread themselves more widely and speak briefly on a
number of bills as well as raising matters of electorate interest. They
are less likely to be concerned with the business of the House and
presumably have a different view of their role compared with those
who have come to terms with limited expectations.
Ministers whose performance is moderate in quantity are unlikely to range far outside the demands of their portfolios, but a
"moderate" backbench performer will make contributions on
several matters of special interest (education, transport, urban
renewal), ventilate constituent-derived queries, and contribute to the
general debates as well as to matters concerned with the business of
the House. They are clearly putting forward their claims for office.
Cabinet "heavies" have multiple portfolios which keep them constantly in the parliamentary eye, e.g. the Minister for Education
holds the 1970 record for performance, chalking up an incredible 62
raw index inches. He was closely followed by the Premier and the
Deputy Premier, but one member of the A.L.P. opposition rivalled
the two government leaders' performances, making up a select group
of parliamentarians whose individual contributions were more than
50 index inches in 1970 Hansard. In that same session there were
four members who contributed once or less to the Business of the
House; thus the index inches measure still appears to be a valuable
way of illustrating the spread of parliamentary performance, and
there still seems no reason to query Davies' conclusion that even allowing for a weighting for quantity vs. quality, participation in the
formal work of parliament is a fair test of a member's general level
of parliamentary activity.
One other characteristic of the 1970 parliament compared with
its 1950 counterpart is worth noting, and that is the way in which the
parliamentary Labor Party stands out under its young leader among
the active and committed parliamentary performers. Most of its
members rate thirty of more column inches in the Hansard index,
and even members with only two years service contribute twenty inches and over. They take part in the Address-in-Reply debate,
budget debates, legislative debates and any general parliamentary
business as well as attending to the demands of their electorates.
The noticeable feature of all this activity is how little impact it
has had on the bureaucratic solidarity of the government. Victorian
parliamentary debates are rarely reported in the Melbourne press
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and the A.L.P. performance has gone almost unnoticed in the electorate at large. The party is also handicapped by conflict in the outside organization, its electoral geography, and its tiny parliamentary
size, and the effect of its frenetic parliamentary activity in the 1970
session was rather like that of a gadfly buzzing around a stolid and
seemingly indomitable enemy which it can annoy but not injure.
Vigorous parliamentary life does depend on backbench participation
from both sides of the House, but parliamentary interchanges, even
lively ones between an entrenched ministry and an electorally disadvantaged opposition party do little more than emphasize the rituals
of parliamentary government. In the end of the performance comes
to resemble shadow boxing.
Parliamentary performance in the Liberal party also seems to
be linked with promotion, for with one exception the seven moderate
performers in the Liberal Party have all served for eight years or
more, and four of them have already received a modest promotion.
The Liberal party scenario in Victoria seems to be adapted almost
without modification from Weber, with years of service, electorate
type and parliamentary performance being the key determinants.
Davies suggested that the Victorian parliament in 1950 had a criticising, ventilative function as well as a selective one, which operated by
championing the hard case and the local need against a bureaucracy
which operated in a cold and orderly if somewhat ramshackle
fashion. Today, parliament too seems set in the bureaucratic mould,
so that there is little to distinguish the governing parliamentary party
from the bureaucracy which formally serves it.
The changes in the Victorian parliament since 1950 have made
even more obvious the point that the real heart of present-day
cabinet government is the link between the major political party and
an organized electorate, plugged into the political system through an
interlocking network of advisory boards and councils, all given a
gloss by regular election spectacles. As a single party has come to
dominate Victorian politics over the last twenty years, parliament
has become less and less concerned with representation and more
and more with leadership selection. Those members who succeed in
mastering party and parhamentary techniques find their success
reflected in increased status and power within the party and parliament until this becomes the central motivation behind their
parliamentary performances. Those who do not, like the young
reform-oriented member for Gisborne, Mr Julian Doyle who finally
resigned in despair in 1971 when the new social services portfoHo
went to another candidate, are left out in the cold. The electorate in
turn has learnt that representative power is more effective if it is
wielded outside the parliamentary forum, and has turned its energies
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to sectional representation on the bureaucratic command posts;
finally it seems, the franchise fervour of the 1850s has burnt itself
out, leaving the old/new foe, the bureaucracy, fully revealed.
Whether parliament as a representative institution has outlived its
promise is perhaps worth considering. It seems likely that new
techniques for representation will develop in the next century, for
Victoria has seen its share of student unrest and direct action politics
in the last few years. We may yet see a move from responsible
government to responsible and responsive bureacracy in this state.
SALARIES AND PROCEDURES

Members' salaries were increased in December 1973, and Table 2.6
shows the rates which now apply. The electorate allowance for the
first time included provision for maintaining an office in the
member's electorate, as well as the normal expenses involved in the
discharge of the member's duties, the sliding scale relating to the size
of the electorate. The rates are as follows:
Electorate with an area of not more than 40
square miles
$3,000 p.a.
Electorate between 40 square miles and 750
square miles
3,500 p.a.
Electorate between 750 square miles and 2,000
square miles
3,900 p.a.
Electorate with an area greater than 2,000 square
miles
4,300 p.a.
Office established and used solely by a member
($750 p.a. only for rental of premises)
3,000 p.a.
Office established solely for members and shared
($500 p.a. only for rental of premises)
2,000 p.a.
Office established and used for other purposes as
well as for member's use
1,500 p.a.
A country Premier is entitled to an extra allowance of $2,250 p.a.,
and a minister who normally lives in the country to $1,500 p.a.
Travelling allowances are $40 per day for the Premier when outside
Victoria and $30 per day within Victoria, $35 per day outside Victoria for a Minister, President, Speaker, Chairman of Committeees,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Cabinet, Leader of the Opposition,
Leader of third parties and Deputy Leader of the Opposition, and
$25 per day inside of Victoria. Members sitting on the nine committees listed in the Act are entitled to an attendance fee of $10, as well
as travelling allowances and expenses when on committee business.
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Table 2.6 Salaries and expense allowances of M.P.'s (As from 18/12/73)

Salary
per annum.

Premier
Deputy Premier
Any other responsible Minister of the Crown
The Leader of the Opposition
President
Speaker
Chairman of Committees in the Council
Chairman of Committees in the Assembly
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
Any member of the Council who is for the time
being the Leader of Her Majesty's Opposition
in Council
Any member of the Assembly (other than the
Leader or Deputy Leader of the Opposition)
who is for the time being the Leader of the
Third Party
Any member of the Council or the Assembly
who is for the time being recognized as
Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet
Any member of the Assembly who is for the
time being recognized as the Government
Whip
Any member of the Council who is for the
time being the Deputy Leader of Her
Majesty's Opposition in the Council
Any member of the Council (other than the
Leader or Deputy Leader of Her Majesty's
Opposition in the Council) who is for the
time being the Leader in the Council of
the Third Party if at least six members of
the Third Party are members of the Council
The Government Whip in the Council and any
member of the Council or the Assembly who is
for the time being recognized as an Opposition
Whip or the Whip of the Third Party
Any other member of the Council or the Assembly

Expense
Allowance
per annum.

35,000
28,000
24,500
24,500
24,500
24,500
18,500
18,500
18,500

6,000
2,850
2,500
2,500
1,500
1,500
500
500
800

18,500

800

18,500

800

18,500

800

16,500
16,500

—

16,500

-

15,500
14,000

.^

Increased income and allowances are the perks of committee
membership, and the ability to distribute them has been an important method of reinforcing the hierarchial control of parliamentarians. A contributory pension scheme has operated since 1946,
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each member contributing 11 Vi per cent of his current salary. Election defeat in the first eight years of service leads to the return of
contributions, and after that a graduated pension is paid, reaching a
maximum of $6,510 after twenty years. Widows receive ^sths of a
member's pension. The whole salary scale is still thefinelygraduated
one remarked upon by Davies, whereby the leadership of a third
party, the non-government party whips and the postion of Deputy
Leader of the Opposition all have a cash value.
House of Commons procedure is still the basis of the day-to-day
operations of the Victorian parliament, with two recent amendments
to standing orders being the first since 1934. The more significant
was 79A which allowed questions without notice for the first time.
These are taken in the first thirty minutes of the day, just after the
ritual prayers are read by the Speaker. Supplementary Questions are
permitted at the discretion of the Speaker, and the present officebearer, the Hon. Vernon Christie, has shown skill in his ruhngs on
the amendment in operation. Answers to questions upon notice are
no longer read out in parliament but circulated, the time saved in this
way being used for questions without notice. The second amendment
(No. 91) allowed Legislative Assembly members to refer to
Legislative Council debates in parliament if they felt they had been
seriously misrepresented in the upper chamber, and to make personal statements in the Assembly concerning the misrepresentation.
The Assembly meets for two main sessions during the year.
There is an autumn session from February to May, usually a quiet
one to pass supply, and the main budget session from September to
December when most major legislation is introduced. Tuesday and
Wednesday mornings are set aside for party and committee
meetings, with the House not meeting until the afternoon on those
days, and rising at 11 p.m. or even later. On Thursdays it meets at 11
a.m. and rises around 4 p.m. Table 2.7 sets out the sitting days for
parliaments since 1950. The cost of running parliament has increased quite rapidly since 1966 when members' salaries cost $0,796
million and other expenses $0,761 million to $1,294 million and
$1,655 million respectively in 1970, compared with the Governor's
salary and expenses which have been relatively static. On this
evidence a republic is likely to be a more costly form of government!
The Legislative Council adopts Sessional orders setting out the
precedence of government business and that of private members, but
the Assembly does not, and government business therefore generally
has precedence throughout the session with private members' motions relegated to the bottom of the notice paper. The order in which
business is placed on the Notice Paper is also determined by the
government. Thus it is able to dominate the proceedings much more
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Table 2.7 Duration and sittings of each House

Number of
Parliament

Thirty-eighth
Thirty-ninth
Fortieth
Forty-first
Forty-second
Forty-third
Forty-fourth

Period

1950-1952
1952-1955
1955-1958
1958-1961
1961-1964
1964-1967
1967-1970

Sittings
Legislative Assembly Legislative Council
Duration Number Percentage Number Percentage
of sittings
of
of
of sittings
of
Sittings to duraParliament Sittings
tion
(days)*
865
852
1,038
1,059
1,015
980
1,002

131
92
139
150
149
146
152

15.1
10.8
13.4
14.2
14.7
14.9
15.2

81
61
99
103
112
119
124

9.4
7.2
9.5
9.7
11.0
12.1
12.4

* Calculated from the date of opening to the date of dissolution of the Parliament
(Source: Victorian Yearbook 1971)

than it does in the upper house, using the time honoured methods of
curtailing debate (time limit of forty-five minutes on speeches,
closure, guillotine, etc) and regarding the speakership as a party office on the promotion ladder." Some streamlining of the committee
stage of a bill has recently been adopted; if it is reported from committee without amendment, the report stage is dispensed with and
the Third Reading taken forthwith, if a bill has been amended in
Committee the amendments will be taken into consideration immediately, and if a clean copy is not desired, the Third Reading will
then take place. There is also provision for bills of an urgent nature,
though it is not often used as it was in 1972 when Sir Henry Bolte
passed a bill in twenty minutes to protect Sir Reginald Ansett's transport company from being taken over by a rival. Even private bills
must be introduced by the government in Victoria, the Speaker moving that they be treated as public bills during the Second Reading
stage.
There is also extensive delegation of legislative powers to
departments and statutory authorities in Victoria, regulations made
under such powers being published in the Gazette and laid before
parliament within fourteen days if the House is sitting, or posted to
individual members if it is not, and tabled within fourteen days of
resumption. A joint standing committee on subordinate legislation
examines all statutory rules to see if they are within the regulationmaking power conferred by the Act, whether they require elucidation, or unduly trespass on rights previously established by law, or
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make rights dependent upon administrative and judicial decisions, or
in the opinion of the committee should properly be dealt with by an
Act of Parliament. Annulment is unusual, but the existence of the
committee and the knowledge that delegated legislation is subject to
some scrutiny does deter departments from wide regulation-making.
It is also the case that the check may take the form of consulting
with the members of the committee before drawing up regulations,
rather than waiting for disallowance after the event. The interwoven
state network of consultation and co-operation works at this level of
state government too.
Petitions by citizens are still received by the House, but they are
rarely considered, and the practice today is to table them so that they
become part of the records of the House. Their effectiveness as a
form of democratic protest is probably in question as a consequence,
and such rituals often serve only to debase parliament as a symbol of
democracy.
THE COMMITTEE SYSTEM

One important development in the Victorian Parliament has been
the extension of the " modest committee system" of the 1940s and
1950s.'^ To the machinery committees of house, library (both joint
committees) printing and standing orders have been added a number
of other joint committees which sit regularly and produce reports
recommending legislative action on a number of issues. Important
joint committees in 1970 were the Statute Law Revision Committee,
the Subordinate Legislation Committee, the Meat Industry Committee, the Road Safety Committee, the Qualifications Committee,
and the Company Take-overs Committee. The Meat Industry Committee has made four important reports on the future of the Newmarket abattoirs, the inspection of meat, the pet food industry and
on livestock selling; all four reports have been the basis of legislation.
The Statute Law Revision Committee has presented 180 reports to
date, an important contribution to the body of statutory law, and the
Road Safety Committee's ten reports have included those leading to
the adoption of the points demerit system for driving offences, and to
the passing of the law making the fitting and wearing of seat belts
compulsory. It has also reported on speed limits, the link between
alcohol and road accidents, and the driver licensing age.
Two other committees set up by a special act of parliament are
also appointed "as soon as conveniently practicable after the commencement of the first session of each Parhament." These are the
PubHc Works Committee and the State Development Committee
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which look into relevant matters either at parliament's direction or
on their own initiative, but they are essentially advisory committees
reporting not to parliament but to the Governor-in-Council. The
only committee appointed for the purpose of checking on administration is the Committee of Public Accounts, appointed by the
Legislative Assembly, and its jurisdiction is strictly financial. It has
periodically presented critical reports on government expenditure, a
frequent target being the cost of official cars. In 1968 a particularly
sharp report was tabled, criticising the Public Works Department for
lack of forward planning, inaccuracy in its estimating, low morale
and confusion and indifference on the part of its staff, and calling for
a major overhaul of the department's operations and its annual expenditure of $40 million. Its chairman, Mr A. Taylor (Liberal,
Balwyn) summoned the chairman of the Public Service Board, Mr
A. Cahill before parliament for breach of privilege because he had
refused to hand to the committee a report prepared by a private consulting firm on the Public Works Department. Feeling ran high over
the issue in the Liberal Party, and it took all of Sir Henry's political
skill to prevent a major row developing. The minister for Public
Works, Mr Porter, subsequently resigned from parliament to go to
London as Agent-General and Mr Taylor is no longer chairman of
the Public Accounts Committee.
Cabinet ministers do not usually sit on the committees, so that
most of the sixty or so members available for committee work take
part during a parliamentary session. This means that the majority of
Victorian parliamentarians are involved in the extended committee
system associated with parliament today, and the network of interchange it offers. Select committee inquiries are less common in
Victoria, where the more usual practice is to set up a judicial inquiry
when a political crisis arises. The Royal Commission into the collapse of the West Gate Bridge, the Kaye Royal Commission on
Abortion, and the Scientology inquiry are some examples. On occasion too the Premier has appointed an all-party committee to "cool"
a political issue e.g. the proposal to build a restaurant in the Royal
Botanic Gardens in 1969. Overall however the important development in the committee side of the House has been the establishment
of the "heavy" joint committees which present careful professional
reports as a basis for complex legislation, a further extension of the
bureaucratic mode of politics into the parliamentary world.
AVENUES FOR PUBLIC CRITICISM
These remain the time-honoured ones: questions in the House, now
allowed without notice; adjournment debates; lack of confidence mo-
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tions, and so on—with the addition in 1973 of an ombudsman as a
channel for investigating public grievances (Mr J. V. Dillon, ex permanent head of the Chief Secretary's Department). His appointment
was in keeping with the Victorian governmental traditions, for requests from the public for investigation come direct to him, and he
goes directly to the administrative sector himself. He has jurisdiction
over matters relating to decisions by state government departments
only (excluding decisions by local councils) and he is confined to investigating whether an administrative action is in accordance with
the regulations. If such a matter is brought to his attention, he once
said that he begins by checking that he has jurisdiction, and then sets
about "getting the facts." He can report the results of his investigations directly to the minister and permanent head involved, and has
rarely found it necessary to go to parliament for redress, though he
reports both quarterly and annually of his investigations. Undoubtedly Mr Dillon's appointment has given the ombudsman's office in Victoria its characteristic administrative style, for he sees his
role as one of investigation rather than of advocate in the public interest, but it also seems clear that his success is a function of his
ability to operate at the working face of Victorian politics. The flow
of complaints has been almost three times as large as was expected,
based on the New Zealand experience, sufficient evidence that his
appointment has met an urgent need for avenues of citizen access in
the Victorian administrative state.
LEGISLATION
Table 2.8 is a digest of bills passed by the Bolte government in its
1970 spring session, after the state election held that year. Even in a
post-election session, policy bills represented only 20 per cent of the
total number of bills passed. If finance bills are included with the
machinery bills, legislation emerging from the administrative structure accounted for 78 per cent of all the bills passed during that session, a finding that serves to cap the previous analysis of the
bureaucratic nature of the structure. What may be termed the administrative bills can be further roughly divided into those that
represent amendments to settled legislation—the real machinery
bills arising out of minor frictions within the machine—and those
that appear to arise out of administrative initiative—due to pressures
upon the machine. The first category is still the biggest of all; nearly
40 per cent of all legislation passed, but it is of some interest that
even after an election, administrative policy bills still out-numbered
those arising in the political sphere. The process can be diagrammed
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as shown below.
Parliament

Politrcal
Policy
Administrative
Policy

^

Administration

Settled
Policy

\
Electorate

At the state government level, legislation emerges out of the administrative sphere either in the form of amendments to setfled
policies or arising out of annual reviews, moves into a policy phase
when pressures on the machine make reframing of the basic underlying policy desirable, picks up a small injection of political policy on
the way, and moves back into the administrative sector for translation into action. For most Victorian citizens government policy is
what they experience at the end point of this process, and the
characteristic citizen political activity (apart from apathy) is protest
against administrative decisions through political parties, the ombudsman, organized pressure groups and more recently, by direct
Table 2.8 Legislation, 1970 spring season
Bills

%less
financial

Group
Inspired

Policy
Election
General

15
8

Finance
Machinery
Amendments
to settled
policies
New Legislation
Miscellaneous
Total

23

20

17
44

27

71

78

3

2

114

24
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demonstrations on the streets. The latter becomes an utterly
believable mode of political participation in the administrative state,
what has been described as the "politics of the snarl" where the only
course that appears open to protesters is to lie down in the path of
the bulldozer or disrupt the formal ceremony. That it is also basically a negative political reaction, one that eschews political initiative,
is the Victorian tragedy.
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The State Executive

POLITICAL POWER
If Victorian state politics are the politics of administration, with
ideology pushed to the fringes of the system, successful political
leadership is a matter of pragmatic, problem-solving decisions,
within a Weberian bureaucratically-organized structure. When the
political process threw up weak and divided cabinets which held office often for months rather than years, only the most strong-willed
and eccentric personalities were able to dominate the administrative
sector with a semblance of political leadership. More often than not
the political executive in Victoria has been fragmented and
overwhelmed by the administrative structures, and strong leaders
have tended to emerge there, particularly as heads of the big
statutory corporations which still dominate the economic and administrative structure of the state. Figures like Sir John Monash, the
Chairman of the State Electricity Commission of Victoria, and Sir
Harold Clapp, an early Victorian Railways Commissioner, set the
pattern of paternalism and "bossism" that had its origins in the
strong public officers of the pre-federation period. It continues to be
an important strand in the Victorian state executive today.
Strong political leadership was a characteristic of the period
from 1955 to 1970 however when Sir Henry Bolte was state premier,
but it was a leadership style which integrated itself with the administrative sector until the system became almost completely
bureaucratized. The change was a gradual one moreover, for while it
had its roots in Sir Henry's political dominance, his initiation as Victoria's record-breaking premier was inauspicious. He himself is said
to have had no expectation of remaining in office more than the
customary few months, yet despite his tenuous grip at the beginning,
he went on to build up the most effective political machine the state
had ever known, and to become its strongest political leader since
federation.
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Sir Henry and his deputy premier. Sir Arthur Rylah, "made a
team" for seventeen years. The premier was earthy, tough, countryborn and bred, a natural for the hurly-burly of state politics, a politician who knew how to reach out to the electorate and win their support, but who left the important details of office to his deputy's expert administrative skill. Sir Arthur Rylah's background as a city
lawyer fitted the urban tradition of Victorian politics that dates back
to responsible government, so that together they made a combination of the political and the administrative, the country-born and the
city-bred that proved unbeatable. The Deputy Premier was content
to serve as second-in-command throughout their long partnership,
and no real challenge to the premier's authority ever arose during his
unparallelled term in office. In marked contrast to his predecessor,
Thomas Tuke Holloway, Sir Henry Bolte's political power seemed
to be without limit, and in the end the authority of the executive in
Victoria came to be synonymous with that of its premier.
This is not to say that political power flowed automatically to
Sir Henry Bolte in comparison with other premiers. It was his ability
to capture and retain control of the sources of power in a cabinet
system of government, shaping them to his own ends, that assured
his success. He consohdated his position in the party, the parhament
and the cabinet to dominate the structures of government in Victoria
in a way no other premier had been able to do. In the crucial early
years he built up the outside organization of the Victorian Liberal
Party, with the help of its influential President, Mr J.M. Anderson
who was a personal friend, and he entrenched his leadership with a
string of electoral victories. His mastery of the important "public"
aspects of his leadership through his regular daily press conferences
kept him in the public eye, and ensured that his political image in the
electorate was constantly polished. As a party leader he has had no
equal in Victorian politics. A story illustrating the basis of his appeal
records that he once began an address to a party conference just after
he had returned from overseas by saying "Gee, it's good to be back
in Victoria." He received a standing ovation.
It is interesting that his early parliamentary performances were
quite unpromising, one of his biographers describing his maiden
speech as "unbelievably parochial ... yet... practical (with)... a concern for finance ... a flair for fluent exaggeration (and) ... a burning,
yet not unattractive egotism."' Despite his shaky beginnings, he was
to go on to dominate the Victorian Parliament as well as the Liberal
Party, thus establishing his grip on the second lever of power in a
parliamentary system. Bolte never discounted the House, and
although the unexpected death of the A.L.P. leader, John Cain, an
expert parliamentary tactician weakened his parliamentary opposi-
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tion, he was nevertheless always master in his own House. The
parliamentary Liberal Party was very much Sir Henry Bolte's own
creation.^
The third element in political power, the leadership of cabinet
was never at risk while Sir Henry Bolte was premier of Victoria. He
chose his first cabinet himself, and although the party later adopted
the principle of an elected ministry, this made little difference to his
authority. Cabinet meetings under him were short, businesslike, and
to the point, and ministers were not encouraged to bring detail to
them; on the other hand a half-prepared brief brought down the
premier's displeasure on the culprit. Cabinet solidarity was unshakeable during his whole term, giving Victoria its longest serious
experience of premier "bossism" since responsible government.
Undoubtedly the structural characteristics of the Victorian electoral system helped immensely in maintaining his position, for they
allowed him to achieve an electoral majority in his own right, a rare
privilege in Victorian politics up till then.' The rapid economic
development of the 1950s and 1960s'' also gave a solid base to his
power, and combined with his flair for publicity, and his
authoritative personal style, it illustrated the potential power in the
office of Victorian state premier. Despite the straitjacket of
federal/state financial relations, it can still be a sought-after political
prize bestowed on those who have the poHtical capability to
dominate the state party with an electoral majority, the parliamentary institutions, and the cabinet and executive.
While Sir Henry Bolte's chosen successor, Mr Rupert Hamer
may seek to maintain the premier's office as the pivot point of the
executive, it seems likely that he will change the emphasis developed
by Sir Henry. Mr Hamer won a convincing electoral victory in
1973,^ thus consolidating his elevation to the party leadership. He is
rapidly learning the ropes of the lower house after a poHtical career
in the Legislative Council, though it is doubtful if he will ever be
completely at home there, and his ability to chair cabinet appears to
be adequate, even if he is not Sir Henry's equal. However he is less
effective in projecting a clear public image, and while he is more
sympathetic to the permissive, environment-centered issues of the
1970s, it is not yet clear whether a low-profile stance will be sufficient to allow him to retain a hold on the political power he inherited from the most powerful of all Victoria's premiers.
For example, there are some signs that executive leadership is
returning to the administrative sector; parliament meets less often,
and the chairmen of the statutory corporations, such as Mr Alan
Croxford, head of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, appear less likely to be disciplined publicly than they were in
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Bolte's time. The outside organization of the state Liberal Party has
spoken out on a number of occasions, notably over the desire to contest aU Victorian seats, including those held by Country Party
ministers. Mr Hamer has discontinued the regular press conferences,
preferring a more formal relationship with the media which may
erode his support in the electorate. At the same time the Liberal
Party's structural advantages still remain; the A.L.P. opposition has
done little to widen its electoral base, the Country Party appears to
be a spent force, and no new political movement appears to present a
serious challenge for the moment.
Ultimately the Hamer Liberal executive will be judged by its
administrative performance, and by its ability to sustain the "slow
boring through hard boards" which constitutes the Victorian
political process. The Premier was undoubtedly well trained in his
Local Government portfolio where he steadily reformed the
fragmented and inefficient legislation relevant to local government
in Victoria, but whether he has the political flair necessary to project
his achievements is another matter.
FORMAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE MACHINERY OF GOVERNMENT
The Victorian government acts through the Queen's representative
on the advice of the Executive Council composed of the premier and
ministers of state, advised by the servants of the Crown. State
cabinets meet weekly during the parliamentary session in a luxurious
air-conditioned suite in the nearby state offices in Parliament Place,
and Sir Henry Bolte also initiated the practice whereby occasional
meetings were held in country centres like Mildura (a "remote
area") and Gippsland (self-styled "state of the Latrobe Valley").
This practice had the twin advantages of giving press coverage to
cabinet ministers returning by train from the meetings and boosting
country morale, thus papering over the city/country dichotomy.
The statutory basis for the appointment of ministers is set out in
Section XXVIII of the Constitution Act and later amendments.
Former ministers remain members of the Executive Council
although they do not attend meetings: not more than four salaried
ministers may be members of the Legislative Council. Ministry
numbers have been increased from time to time and while there were
ten salaried ministers at the beginning of the century, Bolte's first
cabinet had twelve members, and his last fourteen. The present
Premier, Mr Hamer has a cabinet of seventeen. Victorian cabinets
have often included ministers without portfolios, or ministers with
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nominal portfolios who are paid a ministerial allowance over their
normal parliamentary salary, so that the actual number in a ministry
may be even larger than the total of the salaried members. A
parliamentary secretary to the cabinet has also been appointed in recent years to keep some record of cabinet decisions, and the appointment has come to be regarded as the first step towards a cabinet
post.
Ministers at the state level often hold more than one portfolio,
although one will usually be more full-time than another, and even
the premiers traditionally combine the offices of premier and
treasurer to give them control of the state's financial affairs. About
half the ministerial posts are double ones—Attorney-General and
Immigration, Fuel and Power and Mines—although the combinations change quite often—with a hard core of full-time portfolios.
There is little point in following the combinations through, as they
are often fortuitous rather than orderly, and each premier appears to
have his own personal preferences. The present Premier, Mr Hamer
has added a third portfolio to his darg, that of Minister for the Arts,
which would hardly have appealed to his predecessor. Sir Henry
Bolte. As a rough rule of thumb, the division of portfoHos in Victoria
reflects the traditional concerns of government, finance and law and
order; the major task of providing utilities and services; and concessions to the climate of the times. For instance, welfare services were
added to the duties of the traditional departments during the thirties,
becoming separate ministries as their political significance increased
after the depression years. The post-war period added decentralization, state development, housing and immigration, and the 1970s
portfolios of conservation, youth, sport and recreation, and the arts.
State cabinets are close to their constituents and reflect changes in
electorate demands as perceived by politicians, so that Victoria's
cabinet portfolios are more an index of party and electorate preoccupations through the years than a rational expression of administrative principles.
There is also very little rank order in the portfolios. Sir Arthur
Rylah's responsibilities as Chief Secretary covered the administration of the police force and the electoral office, but apart from this
obvious link with the core of government, other portfolios reflect the
minister's prestige in the party as much as vice versa. For a while
Agriculture was next in line after the Treasurer and the Chief
Secretary, a consequence of the state's long dependence on its
primary industries, followed by portfolios devoted to the social and
developmental services—health, education, works, transport and
housing. The Lands Department was once an active portfolio, but
today land settlement poHcies are less important, and the politically
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sensitive conservation portfolio has taken its place.
The more technical portfolios, though important, tend to be
given to ministers less in the mainstream of politics. AttorneyGeneral, Fuel and Power, Transport, Public Works and Water Supply come into this category, as does the department of Local
Government, held by Mr Hamer as a Legislative Councillor. The
ministry for Social Welfare was also separated out in 1970, bringing
the present emphasis on welfare into state administration at the
ministerial level.
Although there was no formal system of cabinet standing committees during the Bolte era, the Premier used the device of ad hoc
cabinet committees quite often. Much of the liason between departments and cabinet appears to have taken place with a committee
rather than with full cabinet; for example. Trades Hall deputations
often presented their case to a sub-committee of cabinet, chaired by
the relevant minister, as did the statutory corporations, and ad hoc
committees were frequently appointed to handle crises and unexpected developments like the metropolitan water shortages in 1967
and 1973. So far a cabinet secretariat has not been established, and
the Treasury Department and its permanent head continue to act as
a co-ordinating agent for state policy, with the parliamentary
secretary of the cabinet responsible only for recording cabinet decisions.
In 1974 Hamer formalized the machinery of cabinet somewhat
by setting up a system of four permanent committees to scrutinize all
legislation. Each committee comprises a small group of Ministers
with the Premier an ex officio member, and hears public servants on
the matters before it. The committees and the portfolios within their
areas are shown in Table 3.1. The initial announcement indicated
that the groupings might be changed subsequently and ministers
shuffled, and some observers thought that the first allocations were
made to strengthen the Premier's hand by balancing progressive and
conservative factions in cabinet while keeping the electorally sensitive Environment and Natural Resources committee strongly proHamer. It was a solution to environmental policy conflict put
forward by Sir Henry Bland in his reports on the Victorian Public
Service in 1974 and 1975, but whether the political leadership in
cabinet has the talent to operate such a system is still an open question. Grouping ministerial portfoHos is no guarantee that coordination rather than conflict will be the outcome, for Victoria's
cabinet ministers take the boundaries of their principalities seriously.
In mid-1975 a new cabinet re-organization was proposed setting
up a Cabinet PoHcy and Priority Review Committee, consisting of
the Premier, the convenors of the Cabinet Standing Committees and
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Table 3.1 Permanent committees
Environment and Natural Resources

Social Development

Conservation
Lands
Planning
Local Government
Water Supply
Forests
Agriculture

Education
Housing
Health
Social Welfare
Youth
Sport and Recreation
Art

Development and Industrial Resources

Justice and Public Protection

Development and Decentralization
Tourism
Public Works
Transport
Fuel and Power
Mines

Attorney-General
Chief Secretary
Labour and Industry
Consumer Affairs

the Minister for Planning. It was proposed to buttress this committee with a Policy and Priority Review Board, chaired by the Premier,
composed of experts from treasury, conservation, development,
planning and representatives of the private sector, and with adequate
support staff to allow it to review departmental submissions before
they are considered by cabinet. The Board would also act as a
watchdog for cabinet in implementing and co-ordinating cabinet
decisions, and would limit the autonomy of instrufnentalities in
forward planning. If Mr Hamer does implement this proposal, it will
undoubtedly strengthen the grip of the bureaucracy on the decisionmaking structures in Victorian government, perhaps once more
resulting in weak and fragmented political leadership as a consequence.
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

Loosely linked with the ministerial departments in the of the state
executive is an outer ring of public instrumentalities. The most
prominent are the big statutory authorities for providing water supply, electricity, transport and other public utilities, but there are also a
large number of small authorities with more limited responsibilities
which blanket the state. Often representatives of the interests they
serve will sit on their boards, and their effect is to segment the administrative jurisdiction of the state as if it were an orange.
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A list of independent authorities in Victorian government is set
out at the end of the chapter, suggesting that their large number and
the extent of their activities make the traditional conventions of
responsible government musty and irrelevant in Victoria's administrative structure. Sir Henry Bland presenting three reports of
an inquiry into the Public Service in Victoria, commissioned by Mr
Hamer in 1973, was highly critical of what he described as Victoria's
"disorderly organizational structure", and its statute books which
had spawned the commissions, boards, authorities, committees,
councils, corporations and other agencies, and recommended that in
the future, the functions of government in Victoria should be discharged only by a department and a minister.' However it will obviously take more than a recommendation from a public inquiry to
fully ministerialize the structures of government in Victoria.
One consequence of ,the spread of boards and statutory
authorities in the Victorian administration is that elements of "participatory democracy" have been introduced into the structures at
the administrative level, with implications for the legitimacy of the
political processes in Victoria that may be quite important. Faced
with an electorate which today seeks public participation in policymaking, and the existence of structures which theoretically allow a
greater degree of participation than is possible in a ministerial
department, the Victorian executive is in one sense more "modern"
than many other contemporary western democracies. At the same
time the fragmentation of the Victorian governmental structures, so
colorfully criticised by Sir Henry Bland has exacerbated contemporary dilemmas in formulating public policies, particularly in the
urban government planning area. The difficulty is that there are too
many entry points into the administrative structure, rather than too
little, effectively stale-mating integrated policy-making. At the same
time it seems evident that reform will be a matter of coalition politics
rather than the exercise of centralized authority, and it may well be
that Mr Hamer's proposed Policy and Priority Board will achieve
some kind of policy co-ordinated among Victoria's separate agencies of government. The Bland recommendation of a Commission
for Conservation, Environment and Land Use Planning under the
Minister for Conservation met with disfavour from the government
because it centralized control with one minister, whereas the
proposed Board will have a wider base.
Independent corporations and boards were originally set up to
avoid the evils of political patronage characteristic of the factional
politics of the nineteenth century, particularly in the Railways
Department; the minister shared his responsibility with an independent board. In 1902, spurred on by New Zealand's example, the
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Liberal Premier, Sir William Irvine launched a series of
developmental activities to counter the prevailing depression condition and used the new administrative structure. The state undertook
functions in irrigation, water supply and land settlement through incorporated authorities outside the direct sphere of poHtical influence.
Described as socialism "sans doctrines" Liberal leaders Irvine,
Swinburne and Watt introduced a "golden age of Victorian State
Socialism" by setting up public enterprises with financial and administrative independence so that they could carry out specific functions without direct ministerial control; their Acts laid down policy
outlines, but the detailed interpretation and execution were left to the
corporations themselves to determine. One effect of their activities
was to draw much of the administration of the state outside the
ministerial departments, so that today more than four-fifths of the
state's public servants operate under their own awards and tribunals,
beyond the jurisdiction of the Public Service Board.'
The paradox of the statutory corporations in Victoria is that
while they are a significant part of the state bureaucracy, they have
for the most part stayed out of the mainstream of politics. Today the
political cHmate is less sympathetic to the independent structure of
the administrative corporation as broad community priorities assume an increasing importance, and political leaders are more reluctant to risk being unable to respond to social demands by the electorate because the relevant power is vested in an independent
statutory authority.
For instance, the Environment Protection Authority, set up in
1971 as a statutory corporation soon found that it faced difficulties
as an independent watch-dog within the machinery of government.
Its requests for funds, staff and equipment, channelled through the
Department of Conservation were continually frustrated, and eventually its second chairman, Alan Gilpin, announced publicly that he
was considering resigning as a consequence. To his surprise he was
dismissed by the Minister soon after, as the latter counter-attacked
in parliament with the claim that Mr Gilpin was more concerned
with his own status than with the work of the E.P.A. The second
Bland Report on the public service recommended a restructuring of
planning and conservation machinery which would place the E.P.A.
firmly under ministerial control, but this has yet to be implemented.
In terms of policy outputs, the government's record on environmental matters is somewhat patchy. When the Environment
Protection Appeal Board decided to grant a license to allow the controversial Newport power station project to proceed, the government
supported it, only to have a black ban imposed on the project by the
fifteen unions involved. For the moment the situation is a stalemate.
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as the government could only retaliate by passing legislation leaving
the unions open to civil action for their obstruction, an unlikely action by the Hamer government. Secondly, the government is committed to environmental impact statements, as a basis for policy
planning, but its decision to build the Thomson River dam and increase Melbourne's water supply by fifty per cent was taken as a
matter of urgency after the last serious drought without waiting for
the impact statement. It has also offended conservationists by allowing development of large areas of the Mornington Peninsula, and
while a new regional planning authority to cover the Dandenongs
and the Yarra Valley has been provided to placate conservationists,
choice between new development corporations or existing authorities
to administer the new satellite cities of Melton and Sunbury is for
the moment bogged down in cabinet.
In general, the established corporations have found their
freedom of action curtailed in the last few years, particularly in relation to wage and salary scales, and if Mr Hamer's proposed cabinet
re-organization becomes an accomplished fact, they will be placed
more firmly under his direct control than hitherto. Super-imposing
another level of control onto the structure seems a much more likely
strategy of reform than the wholesale dismantling of the independent
administrative structure, linked as it is with the pressure system in
the electorate.
Originally Victoria's often criticized boards and authorities
were administrative responses to the diversity of political pressures
often described as "community reactions and wishes", and it will not
be easy to retreat from the consequences of reflecting such interests
in the structures of government. Sir Henry Bland favoured the setting up of "super" ministries to correct earlier errors and act as a
means of co-ordinating the functions concerned, a solution already
adopted by Sir Henry Bolte in transport, energy and housing for instance. However ministers who head such portfolios tend to be effective only in so far as they have a knack for resolving political conflict, and Mr Hamer faced with his "Old Guard" cabinet as a result
of the parliamentary Liberal party's election procedures is probably
aware of the dearth of such talent in his present ministry. "Super"
ministries may also work in settled administrative situations where
the major conflicts of interest have drained away so that centralized
hierarchial policy-making is more acceptable, but their effectiveness
in conflict areas such as the environment has yet to be demonstrated.
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The ministerial departments work under the Crown, each with a permanent head under the minister responsible, staffed by members of
the public service within the meaning of the Public Service Acts.
Only about one sixth of Victoria's government employees come
under the Acts, most of the independent authorities having the power
to control their own staffing. Departmental staffing was first placed
under a Board of Commissioners in 1884 to counter political
patronage; the board was abolished in 1893 and reconstituted in
1901, with a single Public Service Commissioner. The system of control by a single Commissioner continued until 1941, when a board of
three members was again set up. It consisted of a permanent
chairman (appointed until the age of sixty-five, a member appointed
by the Governor-in-Council for three years, and an elected member
for the particular issue in question i.e. a teacher representative if a
teaching award was involved, a mental hygiene representative if it
was a mental health award and so on. The 1941 Public Service Board
exercised many of its powers subject to the approval of the
Governor-in-Council, and in 1946 it was reconstituted by the Cain
Labor government and its independence more clearly defined. Two
other tribunals were also set up at the same time, the Teachers'
Tribunal constituted like the Public Service Board and a Police Classification Board to determine conditions of service for the police
force. Separate tribunals have had a stormy history over the past
thirty years, with several public inquiries into their operation and the
Crown seems to have rested uneasily on their heads. The history of
teacher insurgency in Victoria during the 1960s is too detailed to
document here'" but it has made the education portfolio one of the
most difficult in state cabinet.
In 1958 an amending Public Service Board Act replaced the
special representatives on the board with a general representative
elected by the public service, except for matters concerned with mental health when he is replaced by a special mental hygiene representative. Direct employee representation of this kind is unique in a
Westminster administrative system, and even Sir Henry Bolte made
no attempt to tamper with what the Public Service Association has
called "the right of officers in the Service to elect their representatives on the Board." Sir Henry Bland's inquiry in 1974 was critical
of the scope for influencing the Board that this provision gave to the
public employees, but his recommendation that it should be discarded resulted in a storm of protest from members of the Association. The Hamer government also found itself forced to retain the
representative element in the Victorian Public Service Board. With
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today's pressure for worker participation, it seems inevitable that a
recommendation which sought to reduce participant gains would be
poHticaUy unpopular. This peculiarly Victorian administrative arrangement dating back thirty years seems likely to remain a permanent feature of the structure of the Victorian Public Service Board.
The 1946 Act also gave the Board power to fix salaries and
wages, prescribe annual increments, conditions of work, etc., subject
only to disaHowance by a resolution of both Houses of Parliament
within thirty days. Moreover there was no separate appeals tribunal
from the Board's decisions, so it quickly moved to a very considerable position of strength," and its chairmen have been important figures in the state administration.
The first chairman was noted for his forcefulness in defending
his views, another began his annual report with a poem, and the present head has worked to bring the service into the twentieth century,
setting up an Electronic Data Processing Centre and establishing a
core of modern state offices close by Parliament House. His initiative did not go nearly far enough, according to the three reports
presented by Sir Henry Bland as a result of his inquiry into the Victorian public service. Sir Henry said that reform was urgent if the effectiveness, efficiency and economy of the service was to be achieved,
and if the government wished to have at its disposal a service which
would serve its needs for the latter part of the twentieth century. The
Public Service Act 1958 (amended) in his view had in fundamentals
remained unchanged from the original legislation passed ninety
years earlier "in times when Parliaments intruded little upon the
lives of the citizenry, when local industry and commerce was largely
confined to basic needs, when the Public Service offered a secure if
unexciting career prospect in a world of uncertain employment,
when the whole Public Service fitted neatly into the compartments
that the relatively few departments constituted, when the professional content of the Public Service was minimal, when the decisionmaking could be leisurely, and when quills and high stools and desks
were everyday equipment."'^
Today all these elements are "mightily and traumatically" different, even though the legislation is not. Sir Henry said that the service was "ill-prepared to master the challenges that He ahead" and
unable to respond adequately to the demands currently being made
on it. He recommended the necessity for restructuring the service
divisions and modifying the recruitment procedures to ensure that
skilled and expert advice was available to the government for policy
formation. Before 1975, the personnel of the service had been divided
among the first division public servants (the permanent heads), an
administrative division, a professional division, a technical and
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general division, and a temporary division. Entry to the administrative division was almost entirely by a competitive eiitrance
examination at school leaving age, cutting out the possibiHty of
graduate appointment. Professionals were recruited from outside the
service if a suitable officer was not available within it, but they were
rarely appointed to the administrative division from there. Sir Henry
Bland recommended that a three division structure be set up; a first
division covering the permanent heads, a second division to include
all administrative and professional appointments, and which would
constitute a pool of management skills, and a third division covering
the remainder. He added a proviso that the graduate intake should
be 10 percent of the total for the time being, to allow the service to
build up its skills.
The Premier moved swiftly to bring down legislation introducing the reforms which moved the service into the twentieth century.
However he has been less enthusiastic about Sir Henry's other
recommendations for bringing the fragmented agencies of the Victorian administrative structure under direct control of the Public
Service Act. The Bland report was firmly of the opinion that no new
agency should be set up if an existing one could already do the job, as
well as insisting on bringing the agencies under the Act, but recommendations for the full ministerialization of the machinery of
government in Victoria along federal government lines seem for the
moment to be too "radical" in their implications.
Where are the public servants who are employed in Victoria
under the Public Service Act? Table 3.2 maps out their territories.
The largest policy-making department is clearly the Chief
Secretary's, with nearly 17 per cent of the administrative division
personnel. Traditionally, this department has been at the core of
government in Victoria, and its omnibus functions reflect the
heterogeneity of the functions of state government. As a particular
service assumed greater importance, it tended to be transferred from
the Chief Secretary's Department to a separate ministry, so that the
Chief Secretary's responsibilities constantly changed as the emphasis
on the state's political goals shifted. For example, since 1969 the
Fisheries and Wildlife Branch has gone to the Ministry for Conservation, the Social Welfare Branch to the Ministry for Social
Welfare, responsibility for the National Gallery to the Ministry for
the Arts, for the Racing Control Board to the Ministry for Youth,
Sport and Recreation, and for control of Friendly Societies and
Building Societies to the Housing Ministry. Any attempt to "fix" the
functions of state government with various departments is clearly
short-lived. The Treasury is also important in terms of numbers of
officers, reflecting the importance of finance in the state's affairs.
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Table 3.2 Public service employees
Name

Total Number
of Employees

Aboriginal Affairs
Agriculture
Chief Secretary
Conservation
Crown Lands and
Survey
Education
Health
Mental Hygiene
Housing
Labour and Industry
Land Conservation
Council
Law
Local Government
Mines
Premier's
Public Works
Social Welfare
State Development
State Forests
Transport
Treasury
Water Supply
Youth, Sport and
Recreation
Total

%

%of
Number of Permanent Officers
Total
Admin.
Tech. and
Prof.
Salaries Div.
Div.
Gen. Div.
Paid
%
%
%

50
1,874
2,639
546

0.2
7.6
10.7
2.2

0.2
9.2
9.4
2.0

0.2
4.7
16.2
2.0

0.4
24.5
5.0
4.9

0.2
5.7
10.0
2.2

751
1,425
1,076
5,783
768
323

3.0
5.8
4.4
23.4
3.1
1.3

3.5
4.6
4.8
19.5
3.3
1.5

3.6
7.6
2.6
3.5
6.3
3.6

4.8
—
4.3
3.3
1.9
0.1

3.3
7.1
3.8
25.2
3.8
1.3

16
1,622
242
231
558
1,209
1,859
191
742
10
1,071
1,654

0.1
6.6
1.0
0.9
2.3
4.9
7.5
0.7
3.0
*
4.3
6.7

0.1
7.4
1.2
1.2
2.6
5.8
7.4
0.7
3.7
*
3.9
7.8

*
12.1
1.3
0.9
6.3
4.0
4.0
2.9
2.2
0.1
7.7
7.7

0.2
13.8
2.7
2.1
0.8
9.1
3.6
0.1
7.7
—
0.1
10.4
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0.2

0.1

0.5

—

.

*
3.2
0.6
0.9
2.5
5.2
9.3
1.6
7.2
0.1
8.0
14.7
0.2

24,684

* Less than 0.05%
(Source: Report for Public Service Board for year ended 30 June 1973)

making up nearly 14 per cent of the administrative category.
Agriculture is noticeable for having nearly one quarter of the professional division officers in the service, and Mental Hygiene, the biggest spender, has most of its permanent officers in the technical and
general division. Departments with more technical functions—
PubHc Works, Water Supply, Forests and Law—all employ more
professionals than the others,, although Education would be the biggest if the state's 57,000 teachers were still under Public Service
Board jurisdiction. The other point of interest is the small number of
administrative division officers employed in the Premier's Department, illustrating the relative unimportance of this department
where policy-making is concerned.
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The distribution of personnel maps out the contours of the state
administration. Agriculture is still important in the Victorian
economy, the provision of public services a central pre-occupation,
and the policy-making and co-ordinating machinery is relatively unsophisticated. As a consequence, the electorate demands of the 1970s
for pollution control, conservation policies and urban planning
caught the administration by surprise, and the political leaders out of
step. Departments of interest are catered for by these arrangements
in the Victorian state executive, but departments of principle have
little place.'^
Previous recruitment policies, particularly preference for
returned soldiers, and a reluctance to recruit graduates in the 1950s
and 1960s were largely responsible for this situation as the Bland
reports have shown. Servicemen preference has affected the age distribution in the administrative class, and the policy of recruiting at
the lowest service level led to the current shortage of competent
middle-ranking officers, now that the ablest young people move
straight into tertiary training after leaving school. The need for staff
with tertiary training in the administrative sector had been met by
encouraging serving officers to study part-time through a free place
scheme, or by bonding if the course was a full-time one, resulting in a
lack of response by the service to changing patterns in tertiary education. In the 1970s, the new trades and professions like trained social
workers were thin on the ground in the Victorian Public Service, and
shortages were common.
With the publication of the Bland reports the recruitment of
graduates has been stepped up, though perhaps not to Sir Henry's 10
per cent level, but 261 officers were still attending courses at universities on the basis of part-time study, free places and bonding
schemes in 1973. Nor were women admitted to the competitive entry
examination for selection to the administration division of the service until 1972 when two women took the examination and passed
before the Board reaHzed they were female candidates. "We have
been made to look Hke a lot of nongs ... (who) don't know the difference between males and females," said a spokesman for the Board
in the Age. Though the policy of excluding women has now been
reviewed, they still have a long way to go before they will be an effective part of the state public service, constituting as they do only one
fifth of the permanent employees, and 61 per cent of the temporary
employees.
Promotion within the service is still a matter for the Public Service Board on the recommendation of the head of department,
although a separate Appeals Board has been set up since Sir Henry
Bland reported on its desirability. Seniority is no longer the formal
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basis of promotion, a new formula being spelled out in the 1958 Act
making advancement dependent on efficiency, where efficiency
meant special qualifications and aptitude for the discharge of the
duties of the office to be filled, together with merit, diligence and
good conduct. (s.32(5) There were clearly problems in applying this
formula, and a great deal of the Board's time had been taken up with
hearing appeals against promotions, making the recommendation
that this function be hived off to a separate appeals board an inevitable one.
At least salaries have now been improved. Once the Cinderella
of the big state services, Victoria's public servants now have salary
scales comparable with those elsewhere, permanent heads receiving
between $17,225 and $21,796 in 1973.
Finally there is the issue of the decentralization of the state's administration into regions. It has aimed at the progressive reduction
of the growth of the state government departments in Melbourne by
delegating administrative functions to regional offices over a fiveyear period to 1978, and while it has made only minor differences for
the moment, some changes could eventually result in the administrative structures in Victoria.
PUBLIC POLICY FORMULATION
To some extent the close link with the state treasury department and
cabinet reflects the main pre-occupation of state administrations in
formulating policy. Both Bolte and Hamer have emphasized again
and again the significance of the upper limits to the state's financial
resources when coping with the problems of development in a period
of rapid growth, and Bolte's stock-in-trade came to be an annual attack on the uniform taxation system and the inadequacies of the reimbursement grants as they affected Victoria's state budget. Fig 2
catches this to a nicety. The lack of room for manoeuvre in state
budgets in a period of rising costs and wages, and the rapid growth in
population with a consequent increase in the demands for state services runs as a constant theme through the politics of all Australian
states in the 1960s and Victoria was no exception. Finance has been
the definitive element in state government policy for the last twenty
years, as well as being an effective controlling and co-ordinating
agent.
Sir Henry Bolte's last budget presented on 1 September 1971
was for $1,158 miHion, three and one quarter times as large as his
first budget. He modified the state accounts in his last two years by
grouping together the total cash flow, grants, revenue and loan funds
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into one account, off-setting expenditure both on current and capital
account against it. In introducing "cash-flow budgeting" into public
finance, the Premier swept away much of the mystique that had surrounded it, and made it clear that contemporary government administration shares the characteristics of business in general. His innovation has undoubtedly simplified keeping Victoria's public accounts,'" drawing attention to the obvious fact that the real cost of
any government project is the alternative use to which the community could put the bricks and mortar and labour.
The state budget for 1973 was a typical one, displaying the usual
narrow margin for manoeuvre in the face of the financial stringency
imposed on the premier/treasurer by Australian federal/state
financing. Education has taken the biggest slice of state budgets for
many years now, up to 40 per cent and more, and this year was no
exception. Provision was also made for improved education for handicapped children by establishing a College of Special Education.
Growing health needs were met by increasing the funds available to
hospitals and mental health agencies, and additional assistance for
voluntary social welfare agencies was also included. Endeavouring to
meet election promises on "quaHty-of-life" issues, Mr Hamer made
greater provision for the Youth Fund and the Recreation Fund, and
increased the grants for conservation, for the purchase of properties
and open space in the community interest, for decentralization projects and the performing arts.
The difficulties were the familiar ones. About three-quarters of
the state income goes on the big recurring expenditures of education,
public works, and hospitals and health care, with more than 22 percent of the total budget being committed to servicing debts incurred
in the past. With the best will in the world, Victorian state premiers
find it almost impossible to squeeze out funds from state budgets to
finance novelty. Mr Hamer found himself back on Sir Henry Bolte's
theme when he chafed at the limits set to budgetary policy at the
state government level in Australia by the
generosity and understanding—or lack of it—of the central government. This year we witness the ultimate in the latter. Faced with their
political commitment tofinancetheir own expenditure plans and with
a self-imposed restraint on revenue action the central government passed the buck to the states ... divorcing itself entirely from the financial
problems of the states as a whole ... Elected to implement clearly
defined policies overwhelmingly endorsed by the electorate ... the state
is left to go it alone as best it may.''
Thus Victoria's state premier had no alternative in his post election budget for 1973 but to increase state charges and duties to find
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the $66 million shortfall between income and expenditure calculated
for the year ahead, a solution in his view which only feeds the inflationary spiral by increasing costs of production. The financial
paradox of the Australian federal system, with its divided political
responsibility for raising and spending money in a period of rapid inflation where no state treasury sleight-of-hand can hope to offset rising costs for long, places federal/state financial relations at the heart
of public policy making in Australia.
CASE STUDIES IN EXECUTIVE ACTION
One problem common to all administration is that of giving a decent
burial to administrative structures set up to achieve long forgotten
public political goals. Victoria's housing poHcies over the last few
years are a good example of such bureaucratic arteriosclerosis in the
body politic. In 1938 a board of inquiry reported on the horrific
housing stock in 1000 acres in inner Melbourne where dwellings were
so "sub-standard in nature that economic repair was put out of the
question", and provoked the government into committing itself to a
policy of slum clearance. The argument was that only strong government action could reverse the processes of slum growth and ensure
decent housing for those on low incomes, and accordingly, cabinet
set up the Housing Commission as a statutory authority to implement the board's recommendations in the best Victorian tradition of
separate administrative agencies. But the housing stock around
Commission projects began to regenerate itself once the worst of the
slum areas had been cleared, and the blanket clearance policies
based on the 1938 report began to provoke neighbourhood protests
and demonstrations against the Commission and its activities in the
1960s. Despite the increasing criticism that its policies faced, and
despite evidence that the situation had changed, the Commission
seemed unable to modify its original goals, doggedly continuing to
build high rise towers for housing, though its customers clearly indicated that they did not want them." It was a classic display of
organizational goal displacement, and the electorate was consequently reluctant to accept the Commission as a credible urban
redevelopment authority when cabinet proposed the change in its
function.
Problems also arose when existing administrative arrangements
had to be modified to meet new political goals. In his 1970 election
speech. Sir Henry Bolte promised support for conservation policies
and a new ministry of conservation to give effect to them. Such a
decision set in train a number of major changes in the administrative
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structure of the state as the various parts of the machine administering conservation matters were gathered under the one departmental
umbrella. Fisheries and Wildlife were transferred from the Chief
Secretary's Department, a relatively simple problem since the officers concerned already came under the jurisdiction of the Public
Service Board. The only adjustments needed were those relating to
relativity of status. The Soil Conservation Authority was also
transferred from the Premier's Department, but this presented more
difficulties, for it was a semi-autonomous agency, and the Authority
members were not public servants although the staff officers came
under the Board's jurisdiction. What was to be done with the old
Authority heads? Could a permanent head for the new department
be found among them? The Port Phillip Authority was another semiindependent authority to be affected when it was transferred from
the Lands Department to the new conservation ministry. Its
Authority members were not public servants either—could they be
retained as consultants to the new department?
The National Parks Authority was another agency to be
transferred, this time from the Premier's Department, but its head
had to be retained, for his appointment had been made by the
Governor-in-Council until he turned sixty-five. How could he be fitted into the new department? What of the infant Environment
Protection Authority, with its legislative status still uncertain? How
independent should it be? Would the spirit of the conservation policy
be better served if it was under direct ministerial control? Finally
there was the Lands Conservation Council set up by Sir Henry Bolte
at the height of the Little Desert conservation crises in 1969. Should
this be now brought into the new department, or have responsibility
direct to the minister? The machinery of re-organization tends to be
slow and painstaking as a consequence of considerations like these,
and the time lag between the decision to set up a new ministry and
the final moment when the jigsaw is fitted together inevitably has a
conservative effect on the pace of social change.
Sometimes a completely new solution can be found. Sir Henry
Bolte's vision of the Mornington Peninsula and the Westernport
area south of Melbourne as Victoria's Rhur Valley disturbed conservationists and other Victorians less attracted to the concept of the
Gross National Product, and it seemed clear that more needed to be
known about the ecology of the area before encouraging large-scale
industrialization. The state had an interest in gathering the facts, but
lacked the kind of experts needed to complete such a study (partly
the result of its recruitment policies described earlier) and there was
no time to train them. Finally in 1972 industry and government undertook a joint study of the area, pooling their resources in an im-
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aginative solution to ensure that the peninsula's development should
be an appropriate one. The government matched the finance
provided by industry, and the project was put under the guidance of a
Study Committee of ten members drawn from government, industry
and the universities. A study director was sought (even the advertisement itself was a refreshing change from the usual public service offering) and Professor Maurice Shapiro, a Pittsburgh professor of environmental health engineering and urban affairs accepted a twoyear appointment to get the study under way. He is supported by a
small expert core staff appointed specially to work with him, while
study teams drawn from within the state from Fisheries and Wildlife,
Agriculture, Ports and Harbours, Water Supply and Health supply
additional information. The Westernport Bay Environmental Study
is the first of its kind in AustraHa and breaks new ground in the
world outside also, for as Professor Shapiro said, it is unusual for environmentaHsts to be called in before it is too late, "we usually have
to work on an after-the-fact situation." The government has put a
two year stay on development in the area while the study is completed, completing a heartening example of administrative innovation in a new and sensitive political situation."
The final example illustrates the problem of giving administrative shape to new and desirable but vague political goals. Mr
Hamer's decision to set up a Ministry for Youth, Sport and Recreation was justified by its minister-elect during the second reading
debate as follows:
The Bill recognizes the significant changes that are occurring in our
society. Half the population of AustraHa is under 25 years of age. The
family as the basic unit in society is affected by new socio-economic
factors and challenges to traditional values ... Society is more affluent
and there is more leisure time with a consequently increasing demand
for recreational opportunities and facilities... These issues are so vital
that they warrant the attention of a minister and a State
Department."
To aHow him to carry out these aims, the minister was given wider
powers than usual. He can enter into contracts for the services of
anyone with special experience that he might think desirable, under
any conditions he deems necessary, an administrative discretion
almost the equivalent of the patronage tradition of the nineteenth
century.
The decision to bestow such power on a minister highlights the
problem of administrative innovation in government. On the one
hand flexibility is essential if the skeletons of past political policies
are to be laid to rest, but freedom can also lead to the misuse and
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abuse of political power, and to patronage and corruption as it has so
often in the past. The problem of balancing accountability and innovation in government administration is a real problem for governments in the 1970s, and the Bland recommendations did not really
face up to the difficulties involved in reforming the Victorian structures of government. His reports were written from a perspective
very different from those that have shaped the state's administration,
for he was born and educated in New South Wales, and has a
prestigious career in the federal public service behind him. It was inevitable that he should look with disfavour on the comparatively
ramshackle Victorian structures of government, and reject the Victorian claim to lead the way in devising statutory corporations to
deal with the functions of government by saying that "it is to be
doubted whether any dispassionate observer of the fragmentation of
public administration in Victoria that has occurred would be found
to remark that it has been an unmitigated success." The difficulty
with his eminently sensible solutions to the Victorian fragmentation
by ministerializing and amalgamating the structures of government
as quickly as possible is that ministerial departments may no longer
be as relevant to the modern administrative state in twentieth century Australia as they were in nineteenth, century England.
Increasingly we are coming to question the value of the large
ministerial department based on functional divisions of government
as an appropriate base unit in the machinery of government today.
The dilemma arises when an administrative structure based on
the functions of government (health, education, the provision of services, etc.) is faced with a political climate where the issues are ones
of principle cutting across the functional boundaries (such as the
quality of urban life, environmental factors, education as a total life
experience, and so on.) In a sense it does not matter whether the administrative units concerned are departments or statutory
authorities—the problem is the age-old political one faced by the executives of Australian governments, both state and federal, of reconciling the conflict of interests within their jurisdiction. To a descripfion of those interests and the differences on which they are based in
the state of Victoria we shall presently turn.
Finally, some attention must be paid to the third tier of government. There is often an underlying assumption that the division of
the functions of government into various levels ought to be an orderly process, but frequently the difficulty is to find a basis for rational
allocation. There is little in the structure of local government in Victoria to encourage a rational administrator, and a great deal of the
disorderly tradition so criticized by Sir Henry Bland as the following
chapter illustrates.
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NOTES
1. Peter Blazey, Bolte: a Political Biography (Jacaranda, 1972), Chapter 3.
2. Ibid. Chapters 3 and 7 describe the growth of the outside organization and the
parliamentary wing of the Victorian Liberal Party under Sir Henry Bolte.
3. Ibid. The 1955 split in the A.L.P. was particularly important in allowing the
Liberals to stay in office; Chapter 4 sets out the details.
4. Ibid., see Chapter 2, for an account of the urban and industrial development of
Victoria in the post-war period.
5. Ibid., Chapter 3, has an account of this surprising victory.
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(Government Printer, Melbourne, • 1974).
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9. The Teachers Tribunal controls the awards and conditions of service of 59,000
teachers and students in training, whereas the Public Service Board has only
23,000 service members under its jurisdiction.
10. The Australian Journal of Politics and History "Political Chronicle" for the
1960s sets out the details of the running battle. Sir Henry Bolte was once driven to
describing teachers on strike as a "lot of bludgers and no-hopers".
11. Details of the history of the Victorian Public Service Board are given in A.
Gardener, "Statement in Evidence before the Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Commision in the Matter of Claims by the Association of Professional Engineers, Australia".
12. See n.6, p. 42.
13. Leon Peres, "Departments of Principle and Interest", Melbourne Journal of
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14. Victoria Public Service Board, Annual Report 1971-72.
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1973; News Release by Westernport Bay Environmental Study, 5 May 1972.
18. V.P.D., 2 November, 1972, p. 1804.
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Appendix. Independent authorities in Victorian government
Department

Statutory Authority responsible to Minister

Premier's

Audit Office
Public Service Board
Victorian Documentary Film Council
Public Works Committee
Victoria Promotion Committee
Sir CoUn Mackenzie Sanctuary (HealesvUle)
State Development Committee
Agent General's Office
State Relief Committee
National Parks Authority
Tourist Development Authority
Soil Conservation Authority

Treasury

Co-operative Societies Advisory Council
Real Estate Agents Committee
Home Finance Trust
State Savings Bank of Victoria
Co-operative Housing Advisory Committee
Bookmakers' and Bookmakers' Clerks'
Registration Committee
Home Purchasers' Death Benefit Advisory
Committee

Education

Council of Adult Education
Teachers Tribunal

Agriculture

Agricultural Colleges Advisory Committee
Australian Barley Board
Chicory Marketing Board
Consumers' Committee
Dairy Produce Board
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board
Filled Milk Advisory Committee
Fruit and Vegetable Marketing Advisory
Committee
Grain Elevators Board
Maize Marketing Board

The State Executive

Milk Board
Milk Pasteurization Committee
Onion Marketing Board
Stock Medicines Board
Tobacco Leaf Marketing Board
Tobacco Quota Committee
Tobacco Quota Appeals Tribunal
Veterinary Board of Victoria
Victorian Dairy Products Board
Victorian Dried Fruits Board
Victorian Inland Meat Authority
Western Metropolitan Market Trust
Law

Discharged Servicemen's Employment Board
Patriotic Funds Council
Metropolitan Fair Rents Board
Companies Auditors Board

Chief Secretary's

National Gallery of Victoria and Trustees
State Gallery
Institute of Applied Science
National Museum of Victoria and Trustees
Friendly Societies, Building Societies
Institute of Applied Science Trustees
Victorian Arts Centre Building Committee
Commercial Fisheries' Council
Country Fire Authority
Dog Racing Control Board
Exhibition Trustees
Family Welfare Advisory Council
Library Council of Victoria
Liquor Control Commission
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Appeal Tribunal
Police Medical Board
Police Service Board
Police Superannuation Board
Premiums Committee
Racecourses Licenses Board
Social Welfare Training Council
Street Traders Licenses Board
Traffice Commission
Totalizator Agency Board
Trotting Control Board
Workers Compensation Board
Parole Board
Youth Parole Board
Youth Advisory Council
Zoological Board of Victoria

State Forests
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Fuel and Power

State Electricity Commission
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria
Victorian Pipelines Commission
Yallourn Town Advisory Council

Health

Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria
Cancer Institute Board
Cinematograph Operators Board
Clean Air Committee
Commission of Public Health
Dental Board of Victoria
Dietitians Registration Board
Fairfield Hospital Board
Food Standards Committee
Hairdressers Registration Board
Hospitals and Charities Commission
Hospitals Superannuation Board
Masseurs Registration Board
Medical Board of Victoria
Mental Health Authority
National Fitness Council
Opticians' Registration Board
Pharmacy Board
Plumbers and Gasfitters Board
Poisons Advisory Committee
Proprietary Medicines Advisory Committee
Victorian Nursing Council
Victorian Psychological Council

Transport

Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board
Railways Commissioners
Transport Regulation Board
Railway Board of Discipline

Housing
Aboriginal Affairs

Housing Commission

Conservation

Land Conservation Council

Lands

Surveyor's Board
Port Philip Authority

Soldier Settlement

Rural Finance and Settlement Commission

Labour and Industry

Apprenticeship Commission
Consumers Protection Council
Industrial Safety Advisory Council
Wages Boards
Industrial Appeals Court
Board of Reference under the Boilers
Inspection Act 1958
Board of Examiners for Engine Drivers
and Boiler Attendants
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State Development and
Decentralization
Tourism
Immigration
Social Welfare
Youth and Recreation
Water Supply

Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Board
Dandenong Valley Authority
First Mildura Irrigation Trust
BaUarat Water Commissioners
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust
West Moorabool Water Board
Local Waterworks Trusts, River Improvement
Trusts and other local water governing bodies

Public Works

Country Roads Board
Geelong Harbor Trust
Melbourne Harbor Trust
Portland Harbor Trust
Marine Board of Victoria

Local Government

Town and Country Planning Board
Weights and Measures Branch
Municipal Auditors' Board
Municipal Building Surveyors' Board
Building Regulations Committee
Scaffolding Regulations Committee
Municipal Clerks' Board
Municipal Electrical Engineers' Board
Municipal Engineers' Board
Municipal Scaffolding Inspectors Board
Local Authorities' Superannuation Board
Local Government Advisory Board
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
Valuers' Qualification Board
Land Valuations Board of Review

(* Larger authorities)

4

Local Government and
Urban Politics

Attempts to define the functions that the city of Melbourne might
carry out in the last quarter of the twentieth century reflect the
preoccupations of the local government sector over the last century.
Essentially the perspective has been that of a service-producing unit,
and the problems seen as those of securing enough resources to meet
an ever-growing list of needs. Local government structures have
therefore pursued strategies centered around increased budget allocations and greater access to loan and revenue sources as the
means by which these service-oriented goals could be achieved.
The limitations of this concept of the city lay behind the
emergence of the neighbourhood associations in Melbourne as an
important form of political action. Formed in the inner city areas
such as Carlton, Parkville, Fitzroy in the late 1960s, their aim was to
defend the intangible quality of particular urban districts threatened
by institutional policies concerned only with the city as a whole.' The
same concern surfaced in "quality of life" issues in the state election
campaigns in 1970 and 1973, and received political support with the
election to office of the present Victorian premier. Mr Hamer's
legislative programme for the first session of the 46th parliament
was concerned with turning such cultural re-appraisals and changing
value orientations into legislation and administrative form, and as a
consequence found itself focussing on the local tier of government.
This is the structural source of urban policy in Victoria, but it is a
structure which makes the formulation of policy exceedingly difficult. There is no declared metropolitan area for instance; instead
boundaries are indicated from time to time by state cabinet as part
of a process of gathering in the municipaHties concerned. In 1974,
there were approximately fifty local authorities involved in governing
metropolitan Melbourne and nowhere are the special problems of
urban councils gathered together under the one administrative
umbrella.
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Development of local
government in Victoria

Most reform proposals address themselves to two problems—
the need for structural reform through amalgamation, and the need
for larger government grants to meet present-day demands on local
government, particularly in the provision of welfare services. Greater
Melbourne Bills have been introduced into the Victorian parliament
for almost a century without success, and innumerable inquiries into
local government have recommended amalgamation and merger
equally without result. A proposal by the Melbourne Town Clerk in
1967 was supported by the powerful General Purposes Committee
and become known as the Rogan Plan for modernizing the
machinery of local government, but this was to fare no better despite
the Council's support. A modified Plan involving only four of the
original eight councils was put forward in 1969 by the Minister for
Local Government, Mr Hamer, again raising so much opposition
that it too was abandoned. Finally, a report by a board of inquiry
into local government finance, presented in 1972 again recommended merger on the grounds of efficiency, suffering no better fate
than any of its predecessors for the past hundred years.
There seems no reason to assume that the view of the problems
in urban planning in Melbourne as structural will receive political
support for the moment. As far as the provision of additional finance
for local government is concerned this has become the function of a
reconstituted Grants Commission under the federal Labor government since 1972. It hears submissions from regional combinations of
local councils for special grants to build community centres, swimming pools, elderly citizens complexes and so on. The first allocations were the subject of sharp political criticism from some councils,
for the funds have gone to the so-called deprived western suburbs in
Melbourne (Labor-voting areas), but as these are also clearly the
areas of greatest local government need, the distribution can be
justified on these grounds. The continuation of the grants would undoubtedly change the structures of local government in time, perhaps
more effectively than direct proposals for reform have ever been able
to do.
DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN VICTORIA
The structure of local government in Victoria, as in the other
AustraHan states did not originate in a grass-roots movement based
on English practices, but was imposed by a higher level of
government.^ It has gone through much the same historical stages as
it has in other states, though perhaps Victorian experience has been
somewhat less turbulent. The first step toward local government in-
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stitutions was the establishment of the Melbourne Market Commission and the Heidelberg Road Trust in 1841 under New South Wales
legislation, the following year Melbourne was incorporated under its
own act, and Geelong followed in 1849. In 1843 the first rural local
authorities were constituted in the Port Phillip area, the counties of
Bourke and Grant. Once Victoria became a separate colony, some
attempt was made to establish elective district councils with power to
levy local tolls and rates, and to make and maintain roads and establish schools, but those that were established proved unsatisfactory, and in 1854 a new act was passed constituting municipal districts. These too were to be governed by an elective council and could
levy toll rates and borrow on the credit of land funds for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining libraries, museums, gardens and
other places of recreation. Roads were made the responsibility of
special roads boards with their own authority to levy tolls and rates.
By 1863 this arrangement was deemed unworkable, and a new
act was passed setting up boroughs governed by an elective council
with power to make by-laws, levy rates and tolls, construct and
maintain streets, and to carry out permanent works including
hospitals and other institutional projects. All of these rather untidy
arrangements were consolidated into the Local Government Act of
1874, bringing together existing laws, aboHshing the Road Districts,
and setting out a basis for a system of rating and the distribution of
endowments and other grants to municipal revenues by the central
government.' The characteristic local government unit was a small
one, remaining so in Victoria today despite efforts at merger, and
presenting considerable administrative difficulties for city government.
Thus the functions of Victorian local government, the construction and maintenance of roads and streets, the establishment of
libraries, gardens and places of recreation, the carrying out of permanent works and responsibility for health and welfare were all
clearly established within the first twenty-five years of responsible
government. Working to a pattern established early, the system
functioned reasonably well, providing no occasion for the radical
restructuring necessary in New South Wales in 1905 because local
government units had not established themselves there as they had
done in Victoria. Local government arrangements in Victoria today
may properly be described as conservative, for the 1874 act is still the
basis, amended over the years to expand the functions and responsibilities of the municipalities. This has involved an extension of the
range of works and undertakings for which they may borrow money,
and moves into the new realms of person welfare, town planning,
traffic control, the administration of building regulations and the
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supervision of weights and measures. Government grants for 194950 compared with those for 1967-8 illustrate the areas in which recent developments have occurred as shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Government grants to local councils
ft

1949-50

1967-68

$'000

$'000

Roads, streets, bridges and drains
(excluding C.R.B. grants)
Libraries
Parks, gardens and baths, etc.
River works
Infant Welfare
Licences equivalent
Vermin destruction
Other
Pre-school
Home help
Halls
Elderly citizens' centres
Immunization
Aerodromes
Markets

267
83
107
12
121
118
13
39
_
—
—
~:
_
—

969
1,095
1,104
90
771
110
33
164
425
706
165
230
75
39
90

760

6,066
3,039

760

9,105

Drought relief

STRUCTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

A separate Local Government Ministry was created in 1958, and the
present Premier, Mr Hamer, given the portfolio. Then a member of
the Legislative Council, he employed his legal training in tidying up
the rather ramshackle structure that had been created by the various
amendments to the main Act, and gave shape and form to the Victorian local government scene. Officers of the local government
branch of the Public Works Department were transferred to the new
department, and a number of acts of parliament, ranging from the
Town and Country Planning Act to the Dog Act and the Litter Act,
given to it to administer. It has a Valuer-general's branch, a
municipal accounts branch, a municipal engineering branch, and a
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scaffolding branch within it jurisdiction, and a number of statutory
bodies and independent boards are linked with it under the minister
in typical Victorian style. These include the powerful Melbourne and
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board, the Town and Country
Planning Board, the Weights and Measures Branch, a Building
Regulations Committee and a number of others."
In 1972 Victoria was divided into 211 municipal districts, plus
the Yallourn Works area—sixty-three cities, five towns, eight
boroughs and 135 shires. The qualifications for an intending councillor are that he or she must own or occupy property of rateable annual value of $40 or more in the municipality. Councillors are
elected in multiples of three by those on the muncipal voter rolls so
that a council consists of not less than six members and not more
than twenty-four, with the exception of the Melbourne City Council
which has thirty-three councillors. All councillors serve on an
honorary basis. Each year one third of the members retire in rotation, an inherently conservative electoral system which results in an
exceedingly slow rate of response to change in local government
policies.
Municipal elections are held annually in August and eighteenyear-olds have been able to vote since 1970. Plural voting has been
abolished, and councils can decide for themselves whether to make
voting compulsory or not. Seventy-three municipalities have opted
to do so. One important amendment introduced in 1970 required
councillors to declare their financial interests in any matter before
council. When the rule first operated it was reported that many
councils had to abandon meetings because a quorum could not be
formed after councillors had declared their interests, and on one occasion twenty-two out of the thirty-three Melbourne City councillors
declared a financial interest in companies involved in business transactions with the Council. A narrower interpretation of the requirement has made matters easier, but the difficulty gave an interesting
glimpse into the style and interests of local authority councillors.
Charges of forgery and corruption at the polls are less common
since the abolition of plural voting, and criticism today is more Hkely
to centre around the election expenses incurred by some candidates.
Despite figures of $30,000 which have been mentioned, election can
run out cheaply, as one 28-year old candidate to the Melbourne City
Council proved. He concentrated on door-knocking and personal
contact in his inner city electorate and spent only $250 to win the
election, much to the surprise of the entrenched sitting councillor.
Local government has also seen an increase in the number of women
candidates in the last few years. They have their own organization to
advise them in running their campaigns and some fifty women have
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become local government councillors. Several have even had a turn
at being Mayor, presenting a protocol problem at the traditionally
men-only annual municipal dinner.
Machine party politics are not wide-spread at the local government level in Victoria, though most councillors could be said to hold
"conservative" views. Local government conferences in Victoria are
characterized by a firm conviction that local government is "above
party politics" and the emphasis is on the individual contribution
with councillors knowing "what is in the ratepayer's interests". The
Melbourne City Council, once dominated by the Civic Group with
Labor councillors a permanent minority, has now spHt into three
groups, but by and large party strongholds in the Labor electorates
are the only ones to have shown much interest in politics at the local
council level in Victoria.
The Mayor or chairman of a shire is elected by the councillors.
There has been little support for a directly elected head of council,
although in 1968 a group of Melbourne business men canvassed a
proposal to replace the city council by paid commissioners and led a
deputation to the Minister for Local Government. Nothing came of
the move, and there is nothing in the history of local government in
Victoria to suggest that such a change will ever be made.
Council officers today must be qualified and their salary scale is
comparable with that of the state public service. Each council is required to appoint a town clerk or shire secretary who must hold
special qualifications. Medical officers of health must be duly
qualified medical practitioners, and health inspectors must hold the
prescribed certificate of competency. Other officers appointed may
include a valuer and a rate collector. There is a compulsory superannuation scheme for permanent employees, and every municipality is
required to keep the proper books of account in the form prescribed
for use by all municipalities, to be balanced on 30 September of each
year, and audited by an auditor qualified in terms of the Local
Government Act appointed by the Governor in Council.^ All
municipalities in Victoria are members of the Municipal Association
founded in 1879. The body was given statutory recognition in 1907,
and the state government has found it invaluable because it allows it
to deal with one body at the local government level rather than with
scores of individual municipalities. The Association has acted as a
spokesman for the local government interest in Victoria on many occasions, although its agreement to support the "no" case in the 1974
referendum on direct loan financing for local government led to a
split. A breakaway group of Labor councils opposed the decision,
and its influence may be less in the future as a consequence.
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Finance

Municipalities derive their income from a number of sources, as
Table 4.2 giving a breakdown of their total expenditure for two recent years illustrates.' If revenue and expenditure for 1969-70 are put
together a total picture emerges as shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2 Victorian municipal expenditure, 1968-69
General Fimd (ordinary services)
Business undertakings
Private Street Account
Separate Rate Account
Loan Ftmd
Country Roads Board Account

$ million
143
58
27
2
28
35
293

Table 4.3 Revenue - Municipal revenue and expenditure 1969-70
Rates (net)
Licences and registrations
Contributions to road works
Council properties
Health and welfare
Other works and services
Government grants
Miscellaneous
Transfers from other council funds

$'000
100,372
652
4,609
16,304
5,909
7,060
7,716
5,094
7,064
155,307

Expenditure
Administration
Debt services
Roads and streets
Council properties
Health and welfare
Other works and services
Grants and contributions
Miscellaneous
Transfers to other coimcil funds

$'000
26,063
20,218
41,176
34,235
16,578
6,617
3,427
682
7,549
156,545
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Two thirds of the general income is derived from rates, and
councils also receive grants from the Country Roads Board for road
works which must be passed through a special account. In 1968-9
this amounted to 17 per cent of total income, but although the making and maintaining of roads is the largest single item of expenditure
in municipal accounts, the proportion of the revenue and loan funds
being applied to these works has actually declined' as shown in Table
4.4.
Table 4.4 Municipal road expenditure
1949-50
%

1 9 5 9 - 60
%

32

32

30

27

74

60

41

36

Proportion of general fund
expenditure applied to roads
Proportion of loan fund
expenditure applied to roads

1965-66
%

1968-69
%

Altogether in 1968-9, 27.1 per cent of the councils' total expenditure was for roads and streets, though increased proportions are
going to servicing debts and administration costs. More loan funds
have also been re-allocated to libraries, parks and reserves, halls,
compared with 1949-50. Over the past twenty years it appears that
expenditure in local government has moved to the position where
councils which were once primarily road-making organizations are
now more concerned with welfare.
Another comparison (Table 4.5) between 1965 and 1970 shows
an even more rapid growth in the revenue received and expenditure
on ordinary services, compared with that on business undertakings
and loan projects.' The net loan liability of the local government
Table 4.5 Local government revenue and expenditure, 1965-70
($'000)
Ordinary services
Year ended
30 September •
Revenue Expend.
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

102,995
110,726
124,354
137,922
143,104
155,307

103,187
112,661
124,307
135,645
142,771
156,546

Business undertakings

Loans

Revenue

Expend. Receipts

Expend

45,352
47,604
50,884
55,251
58,262
60,506

45,117
47,962
50,963
54,739
57,963
59,706

22,659
25,237
24,060
25,315
28,057
24,416

24,477
23,073
28,486
24,887
26,118
26,434
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authorities rose during the same period from $46.34 per head of the
population to $61.92,' a dramatic increase reflected in the increasing
cost of servicing municipal debt. The main cause of the increase has
been the erosion in the value of the subsidies granted by the state
government towards the cost of community works. Originally these
subsidies were intended to meet between two-thirds and threequarters of the cost, but increasing costs, inflation, and demands for
higher standards have meant that councils have had to borrow the
major part of the cost of providing halls, libraries, elderly citizens'
clubs, swimming pools and other community improvement.
Thus direct state grants to muncipal works made up only 3.9 per
cent of total expenditure for 1968-9'° although of course the state
government itself has the problem that its budgets have very little
leeway for increasing grants to local councils. The Municipalities
Assistance Fund makes grants to councils up to a total of $600,000
p.a. with individual shires being entitled to $4,000 p.a. and towns and
boroughs $3,000 p.a. Submissions to the local government inquiry in
1971 criticized the Fund for its inadequacies, but it is clear that a
resolution of the financial difficulties that beset municipal councils in
Victoria is linked with the wider issue of state finance, and there is
little to be gained by considering them in isolation.
Councils in Action
There are few accounts of how local authorities actually operate, but
one small study gives a tantalizing glimpse of the local government
world." Five Town Clerks were interviewed and their world of
"dreary edicts from the state government and its instrumentalities
telling the Council what cooperation they required for specific undertakings, and mundane correspondence from ratepayers on the
subjects of squashed garbage cans and unmade roads" reported. Of
the business handled by the sample councils, 74 per cent was suggested by the local government officers of which 62 per cent was
adopted, and 26 per cent came from the elected councillors, with 8
per cent of that passing into the by-laws. Councils appear to rely
heavily on their clerks for policy advice, though it does not follow
that they seek it openly. To quote again from the study, many councillors "have inflated ideas as to their position in the community ...
and think that to seek advice is to exhibit weakness". Thus the Town
Clerk's existence is darkened by twin shadows—scarce finance and
incompetent laymen councillors—and they come to make policy
openly on the grounds that the councillors are incapable of marshalling sufficient factual material to do this effectively. If the study cited
is any guide, the art of being a Town Clerk on the Victorian local
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government scene is that of conceding the outward forms of power to
the councillors while keeping the substance firmly in one's own
hands. Power becomes concentrated in the hands of the permanent
bureaucracy who keep alive the fiction of an effective lay body for
their own ends, until in the end council policy is little more than
precept.'^ The study concludes that in Victoria local government is
relatively unimportant, attracting to it only people who are not dismayed by its lack of scope, vision and power.
Amalgamation
Almost without exception those who look over the local government
scene in Victoria comment on the need for review of muncipal boundaries. Boundaries drawn in the nineteenth century bear little relation to twentieth century problems of organization, and in some of
the smaller municipalities the costs of administration can be as much
as 50 per cent of the total rate revenue. Costly and trained staff need
to be spread over an organization big enough to employ several
levels of staff, economies of scale related to works such as roads and
bridges are only possible in bigger districts, and financially weak
rural municipalities cannot provide an adequate range of services'^
Outside the Melbourne metropolitan area (here equated with
the Melbourne statistical district) local authorities are strikingly
small. Thus of the 120 shires, only two have a population in excess of
10,000, whilst two-thirds have a population smaller than 5,000. Of
the thirty-five municipalities—cities, towns and boroughs—twentyone have populations under 10,000 and only two, the cities of Ballaarat and Bendigo, have populations greater than 25,000. Financial
resources are corresponding small. In 1968-9 four cities and seven
shires had expenditure from all funds totalling between $1 million
and $2 million, while only one city and one shire spent more than $2
milHon.
Within the Melbourne area the position is somewhat different,
even thoughfifty-fivelocal authorities does seem excessive for a population of under three million. There is an outer semi-circle of shires,
large in area ranging from 165,000 acres down to 48,000 but still
small in population as they are only now beginning to feel the pressure of the metropolis' sprawl. (Three shires, Berwick, Cranbourne
and Healesville, straddle the boundary of the statistical district and
in the preceding figures are counted twice, their metropolitan parts
with Melbourne and the rest with the remainder of the state.) The
remainder range in area from the city of Knox with 27,200 acres
down to Fitzroy's 904 acres and in population from Moorabbin's
111,200 and Camberwell's 100,500 down to Port Melbourne's
12,400.
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Table 4.6 lists Melbourne's municipalities by rank order of
area, population, capital improved value per head and expenditure
per head, to give a rough characterization of the resources available
to them to meet their responsibilities. It illustrates the gross disparities between authorities ostensibly involved in similar
governmental functions and draws attention to some of the curious
anomalies of Melbourne's system of urban government. For instance
Broadmeadows ranks third in population, twentieth in area, almost
last in capital improved value per head, and about two-thirds down
the rank order for expenditure per head; Frankston with a similar
area ranks only twentieth in population, but half-way in terms of
capital improved value per head and expenditure.'"
Table 4.6 Local authorities in Melbourne statistical district (55)
Capital
improved
Popul- a
value per
head b
Area
ation

Expenditure
aU funds
per head b

INNER URBAN (9)
Brunswick
Collingwood
Fitzroy
Hawthorn
Melbourne
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Richmond
South Melbourne

48
54
55
49
31
47
50
53
51

22
46
40
28
8
50
16
32
37

43
24
25
15
1
3
12
34
8

17
45
53
42
1
2
44
47
29

25
20
36
39
37
14
38
26
19
43

38
3
11
14
24
15
4
9
33

13

9
54
44
37
29
47
50
53
28
35

22
38
21
50
3
23
24
19
40
12

18
41
27
35

36
39
42
49

4
14
31
25

WESTERN & NORTHERN (10)
Altona
Broadmeadows
Coburg
Essendon
Footscray
Keilor
Northcote
Preston
Sunshine
WiUiamstown

NORTH-EASTERN & EASTERN (12)
Box Hill
Croydon
Dandenong
Diamond Valley

35
29
27
18
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Ttble 4.6 Continued

Popul- a
ation

Capital
improved
value per
head b

Expenditure
all funds
per head b

17
30
13
24
32
33
15
22

19
10
25
5
17
31
23
6

20
45
52
41
32
48
38
17

5
11
16
41
30
28
35
32

44
28
34
42
49
52

26
2
7
30
21
12

11
18
26
19
13
40

46
37
55
43
48
52

45
21
23
46
16
41

39
20
1
34
49
29

55
27
23
33
5
14

54
26
49
51
9
39

45
53
51
43
48
52
54
36
55
47
44
42

31
7
16
46
2
6
22
30
4
51
21
10

33
18
27
15
6
8
13
34
7
10
36
20

Area
Doncaster & Templestowe
Heidelberg
Knox
Nunawading
Oakleigh
Ringwood
Springvale
Waverley
INNER EASTERN (6)
Brighton
CamberweU
Caulfield
Kew
Malvern
St. Kilda
SOUTH-EASTERN (6)
Chelsea
Frankston
Moorabbin
Mordialloc
Mornington
Sandringham

PERIMETROPOLITAN SHIRES (12)
Berwick c
Bulla
Cranbourne c
Eltham
FUnders
Hastings
Healesville c
Lillydale
Melton
Sherbrooke
Werribee
Whittlesea

10
4
5

8
7
9
11

6
3
12
1
2

a Estimated 30.6.70
b 1968-9 by estimated population 30.6.69
c Those portions of the shires within the Melbourne statistical district.
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Thefiguresgive no clues to the cause of the disparities set out in
Table 4.6, yet attempts at amalgamation are still fiercely resisted, as
reaction to the Rogan Plan showed in the latter part of the 1960s. Its
aim was to combine seven of the smaller inner city councils with
Melbourne to give one large unit of local government of 32.3 square
miles, and population of 313,000 instead of the existing 80,000.
(100,000 is seen as the smallest viable number by the Department of
Local Government.) In his view such a municipality would have been
a balanced one, containing the reclamation areas, the traffic
gateways and the routes in and out of the central business district to
the suburbs, all sharing common social problems. Overall planning
would be easier, bulk buying would be more economic, maintenance
and building programmes would be cheaper and of higher standard,
the organization would be more able to attract specialist staff, and
yet the electorate would not be so large and unwieldy as to lose the
essential element of local representation.
Its structural advantages were insufficient to convince the then
Minister, Mr Hamer that it had political viability in an ideology that
"sees small as beautiful," and eventually he proposed a four-council
merger only, incorporating the cities of Melbourne, Fitzroy, South
Melbourne and Port Melbourne. Even this brought down the wrath
of the councils concerned on his head. South Melbourne going to the
extent of filing a Supreme Court writ in an effort to block the
merger. The court hearings allowed full expression of the local
government ideology in Victoria, with its emphasis on power at the
grass roots, organized into small units and run by elected persons.
There was evidence of something of a distaste for the efficiency
criteria which lay behind the modified merger proposal, and an
emphasis on the symbolism implied by the values and virtues of
"local government" and "grass roots democracy". It may well be
that the legal proceedings which allow opposing barristers to crystallize attitudes of resistance and opposition to change based on
rational argument disadavantaged those interested in putting
together a proposal for an acceptable and comprehensive resdistribution of the powers and functions of the local government councils involved in the management of metropolitan Melbourne.
One specific item of structural change did finally emerge from
the spate of reform proposals which culminated in the presentation
of the report by a Board of Inquiry into Local Government in 1973.
This was the redistribution of the city of Melbourne wards, which
had last been adjusted in 1949. Since then the Council had reflected a
simple class cleavage, dominated by the business interests backing
the Civic Group, and with a small opposition group of Labor councillors representing northern residential wards which had grown to
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be twice the size of the Central Business District wards. Predictably
the Council's policy outputs had favoured C.B.D. concerns for the
past thirty years, and it was something of a surprise when this simple
dichotomy broke down in 1973. The once-dominant Civic Group
split over appointments to influential council committees, and council became divided into four factions. The next annual elections saw
a three-way power struggle in town hall politics, and finally the election of Melbourne's youngest-ever Mayor, Councillor Walker aged
only thirty-four. He was supported by a combination of the
breakaway Civic Group and Labor councillors, on a promise of electoral redistribution. The process is still under way, and consequences
for the City Council still to emerge, but it seems unlikely that the
solid grip once held by the city's business interests on the Council
structure will ever be regained.
A difficulty facing all reform proposals in the Victorian local
government scene is that there have been few grounds for sweeping
changes. Over the past one hundred years there have only been odd
instances of corruption and mismanagement by councillors or their
employees, nor is there an immediately obvious way of managing
local units better, given their financial problems in a service-oriented
grass-roots ideological climate. Attempts to change the system seem
only to rally entrenched supporters of local democracy who find an
immediate response in the community. There seems to be a public
reservoir of sympathy for local government" and the rewards have
not been nearly big enough to attract the state government to go
ahead with compulsory amalgamation. After all, an expanded city
government could well threaten the state government itself, given
Melbourne's dominance in the state, and smaller units are clearly
easier to control.
Relations between the Council and the state government have
been strained for some time, culminating in conflict over a proposal
to develop the old Victoria Market site, so there seems little
likelihood of Melbourne getting the functional city-type government
that today would seem appropriate to a city of its size and sophistication. Promise, faint as it is, seems to lie only with the success of the
Grants Commission in inducing councils to come together in regions
to qualify for grants. Once the habit of regional consultation
develops, perhaps it may become a permanent part of the structure,
helping to overcome the problems generated by the chronic fragmentation of the organizations concerned.
Welfare
The 1970s have seen a growing demand for local government involvement in welfare services in Victoria. Previously, the main
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avenue of participation has been through rate excusals and deferrals
(about $100,000 in 1968-9,) and gifts to hospitals and charities ($11/2
milHon). Expenditure on welfare services which attracted grants-inaid from the state government totalled $5 million in 1968-9, and
specific welfare grants by the federal government amounted to $6!/2
million over the same period. These latter payments have been increasing, augmented by $14 miUion from the Grants Commission
regional grants. Money granted under the Australian Assistance
Plan in 1974 and 1975 has also increased the flow of funds into the
local government sector. Lack of definition is probably the real
weakness of the developing local role in social welfare. SmaUer units
of government hold out the promise of reconciHng social needs and
people, but the problems of quality need to be thought through.
Welfare services do not automatically become accessible and usable
because they have been delegated to local government as many
policy makers are now finding."
URBAN POLITICS AND PLANNING
In the latter part of the 1960s, the state government found itself
forced to take steps concerning the planning of metropolitan
Melbourne to meet the environmental needs of its two and a half
million inhabitants. The problems of amalgamating municipal boundaries seemed insuperable, and both the two planning authorities
responsible for its development were at loggerheads concerning
future policy alternatives. Each of the organizations, the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, and the Town and Country Planning Board had expressed their opinion in separate reports to the
Minister for Local Government (Mr Hamer) in 1967, the Board of
Works favouring regional autonomy under which it would be the appropriate planning authority for Melbourne, and the Town and
Country Planning Board pushing for long-range strategic planning
under a reconstituted and strengthened State Planning Board. The
government compromised among the warring factions by adding
another administrative tier, so that the 1968 Planning Act defines
three levels of planning—strategic planning by state government
authorities expressed as statements of planning policy and providing
guidelines, regional planning for natural areas extending beyond
municipal boundaries, and detailed local and physical planning by
individual municipalities.
The most significant change was the recognition by state
governments that they had to be involved in planning, and since 1968
statements of planning policy have been issued as Orders in Council
after submission to cabinet for consideration and approval.
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The machinery in Victoria is quite complex. Strategic planning
is the responsibility of the Town and Country Planning Board consisting of four members appointed by cabinet and responsible to the
Minister for Local Government. Under the Board there are to be
several regional planning authorities, two of which for Westernport
and Geelong have already been set up. Under these regional
authorities, local councils are responsible for local planning,
although it seems likely they will have a diminished planning responsibility once the regional authorities are strongly established.
However it is intended that the latter will be made up substantially of
elected representatives of the municipalities in each region. The intention is that the regional planning authorities will be the main
agency through which state planning policy will be handed down,
thus by-passing the boundary conflicts so characteristic of the local
government scene. Coordination between the planning network and
other state instrumentalities has been provided for by setting up a
State Planning Council consisting of the heads of twelve major state
authorities and chaired by the chairman of the Town and Country
Planning Board. Statements of planning policy are drawn up in consultation, submitted for cabinet approval, issued with the authority
of cabinet, and become the guideHnes within which the planning
network operates. State government thus provides the much needed
patronage and leadership for planning objectives, linked with an administrative system designed to filter these down to the lowest level
of government."
The machinery of government for planning does however illustrate the justice of a frequent criticism of the levels of government
in Victoria, namely the way in which political power is fragmented.
Independent authorities have multiplied abundantly and countless
bodies are responsible for separate functions such as water supply,
electricity generation, transport, fire prevention and so on. The
Voumard Report listed 319 water works trusts, sewerage authorities
and drainage trusts alone, and it was in an effort to give some shape
to the structure that the state government in September 1972, announced a policy of regionalization aimed at a progressive reduction
of the growth of state government departments in Melbourne and
stimulation of the development of country centres by delegating administrative functions to regional offices. The Premier has asked
that all departments and agencies investigate and report on the maximum extent to which their administration could be decentralized
over a five-year period to the end of 1978.
The basis for the decentralization is the ten large regions (excluding Melbourne) announced by the State Planning Council in
1973, grouped into five districts each with one administrative centre.
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The districts and their constituent regions are:
District

Region

South Western
Western
Northern
North Eastern
Gippsland

Barwon and South Western
Central Highlands and Wimmera
Loddon-Campaspe and Northern Mallee
Goulbourn and North Eastern
Central Gippsland and East Gippsland

The intention was to incorporate the "growth centres" nominated by
the government within the regional system, and the Premier has
turned his attention to persuading his ministers to support his
regionalization of administration. Two new satellite cities at Melton
and Sunbury have already been incorporated, despite opposition
from the older members of cabinet. The policies may even be beginning to bite, if the check to Melbourne's growth reported early in 1975
is permanent, though there is always the danger that the addition of
more government to Victoria's already over-crowded structural
forms will paralyze rather than systematize its procedures of government.
In the final count, Victorian government probably still comes
down to a bureaucratic network of state-wide authorities and tiny
agencies, each with its share of power and authority, operating
within a territory carved out in the past and zealously defended ever
since. Victorian government is in many ways a daunting vista, the
complete sterotype of the administrative state in fact and folk-lore.
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Political Representation
and Elections

The preceding chapters raise a number of questions concerning the
nature of political representation in Victoria, not the least of which is
its relegation to a lesser role in the state's political system. Redistribution, once a central political issue, barely caused a ripple
when a bill was introduced into the state parliament in 1974, and demands for participation in government are much more likely to be
centered around local situations than to focus on the state-wide
network. Electoral intensities are now history in Victoria, although
an account of the progression from passion to placidity is of some interest.
THE FRANCHISE
At the end of the nineteenth century, Victoria's Legislative Assembly
was drawn from seventy-three single-member districts and eleven
two-member districts making a total of ninety-five representatives
who were returned for a three-year term based on manhood suffrage.
Members of the Legislative Council were returned from fourteen
provinces, six provinces returning four members each, and eight
provinces returning three members each, a total of forty-eight
elected for a six-year term on a property qualification.
The Constitution Act of 1903 reduced the Legislative Assembly
membership to sixty-eight, twenty members to be returned from city
districts, five from urban districts, forty from country districts and
two from a special electorate composed of railway officers and one
from a similar special electorate of public officers. Legislative Council membership was reduced to thirty-five members, two from each
of seventeen provinces plus one public officer and railway representative. The special railway and public officer representation was
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abolished in 1906, and Assembly membership reduced to sixty-five
members and the Council to thirty-four members.
For nearly fifty years after the passing of the 1906 legislation
the structure of the Victorian electoral system remained almost unaltered, the only disturbance being that of periodic (and in some
critics' eyes entirely inadequate) re-distributions of electoral boundaries. Basically Victorian battles of the franchise were all fought
and won by the first few years of the twentieth century. Plural voting
for Assembly elections was abolished in 1899, after a protracted battle with the Legislative Council. Voting by post, introduced for a
trial period in 1900, was made a permanent feature of the electoral
system by 1910. Even votes for women, at first rigidly opposed by
the Legislative Council which rejected bill after bill, wasfinallyconceded in 1908, nearly seven years after women had been given the
vote in federal elections so that Victoria was the last of the
Australian states to act.
Preferential voting replaced first-past-the-post for Assembly
elections in 1911, though not for Council elections until 1921. The
only major changes in the franchise after the first decade of the century were the introduction of compulsory voting at Assembly elections in 1926 and Council elections in 1935, provision for absentee
voting in 1927, and the abolition of the property qualification for
voting in Council elections in 1950 which ended its "position of
authority comparable to that of any second chamber in the world"'
and the lowering of the voting age to 18 years in 1973. Women have
been eligible to stand as candidates for both Houses since 1923,
although they have not often taken up the right.^
Payment of members of the lower house on a regular and permanent basis has been provided since 1886 when the sum was fixed
at £300 p.a., but Legislative Councillors did not receive regular payment until 1922, when the amount was fixed at £200 p.a. By 1973
Victorian members of the Legislative Assembly received a basic
$14,000 p.a. plus an electorate allowance of $3,000 for a
metropolitan member, $3,500 for provincial city members, $3,900
for inner country members and $4,300 for outer country members.'
In 1965 the Liberal Premier Sir Henry Bolte, increased the
number of Assembly members to seventy-three and of the
Legislative Councillors to thirty-six. The basis of election was still
the single-member electorate, forty-four grouped into a new electoral zone called the Port Phillip area (which included seven partmetropolitan seats on the outskirts of Melbourne), twenty-one rural
seats with smaller quotas of electors and eight provincial electorates
with quotas midway between those of city and country electorates.
The Legislative Council was drawn from eighteen provinces, two
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members from each, with eight of the province boundaries remaining
unchanged so that the minority view of country electors would continue to be represented in parliament. The remaining ten making up
the new Port Phillip area were redrawn. Councillors continued to be
elected for a six-year term, half of their number retiring every three
years. Prior to the 1973 election, the Liberal Party gave eighteenyear-olds the vote, although votes were still counted by the preferential system, despite strong protests from the Labor Party, whose
representation is much depressed as a result.
In 1974 another re-distribution was held. The Port Phillip
District is now composed of forty-nine electoral districts, each with a
quota of twenty-eight thousand voters, the provincial city electorates
are abolished, and the remainder of the state is now divided into
thirty-two electoral districts, constituting the Legislative Assembly
area, each with a quota of 24,500 electors. Victoria's Legislative Assembly now has eighty-one seats for a population of three and a half
milHon and there are now forty-four Legislative Councillors. The
new provincial boundaries are based on having thirteen provinces
with a quota of one hundred and twelve thousand electors, and nine
with a quota of eighty thousand electors. Country representation has
been retained by making the permissible quota variation 10 per cent,
except in sparsely settled areas where the Commissioners were permitted to depart from the quota by 15 per cent." The overall effect of
the redistribution has been to maintain the status quo since the
Liberal and A.L.P. parties each appear to share the eight new seats
equally, and the existing rural distribution remains, at least on the
basis of the last state election figures. Women M.P.'s are still a
rarity—present score one, a Liberal grandmother in the lower house
who has announced that she will not stand again.
ELECTORAL HISTORY
Victoria's electoral history, like that of the other AustraHan states,
reflects the strength of entrenched interests and the distortions in
representation that arise out of their tight grip on the electoral
system. One of the common consequences of electoral boundarydrawing in Australia has been the over-representation of country interests in state parliaments, and Victoria is no exception. However in
Victoria's case, strong rural representation has been an important
factor arising out of the forces in Victorian politics as well.
The state's dual development, as an agrarian and industrial
state, has meant that division between city and country has been
significant, and the reflection of the dual interests in the political
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machinery of the state has been acceptable to the Victorian polity for
long periods even though in terms of a strict "one man one vote" approach it involved malapportionment. Electoral systems ultimately
depend for their legitimacy on the electors' broad acceptance of the
sharing of government that results from their operation. It would be
too sweeping a judgment of the Victorian electoral system to say that
it has represented country values in Victoria over the past seventy
years contrary to the clearly expressed wishes of a majority of Victorian electors; rather it has reflected a three-sided social division
and this in turn has led to parliaments composed of a strong country
faction and two opposing urban blocs, one sympathetic to, and the
other more hostile to rural interests.
Fig 3 illustrates the parliamentary representation won by the
country, urban labour and urban non-labour political groupings in
Victoria in the periods between the re-distribution bills.

1920

1940

Fig. 3. Parliamentary representation, 1920-73
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Comparatively short-lived ministries meant that all three
political parties were able to gain a share in political power, often irrespective of their electoral fortunes, as they formed and re-formed
their shifting alliances. As a consequence no social interest was permanently excluded from office, not even the Labor Party. Though
clearly disadvantaged by the electoral system, it enjoyed short terms
of office in 1913, 1924, 1927-8, and 1929-32. It supported the
Dunstan ministry from 1935-43, took office for a short period in
1943, and finally formed governments in its own right in 1945-7 and
1952-5. The high point of this rapid circulation of political elites in
Victorian ministries was reached in 1953-5 "when over half the
House were ex-Ministers of recent date".^
The party factionalism and frequent splits can be deplored from
an ideological standpoint for the way in which they blurred serious
policy differences, but they also resulted in a sharing in administration by all social interests, and in consequent acceptance by the electorate, of the political machinery of the state including its electoral
arrangements. When the party shares diverged considerably towards
the end of each of the periods graphed, the distribution of electoral
boundaries was seriously challenged, resulting in a crisis in
legitimacy for the electoral system. Important social interests
finding themselves shut out from what they regarded as their rightful
chance of a share in government were prepared to press for reform
then but not otherwise. Each of the redistribution bills can therefore
be regarded as the result of a serious challenge to the legitimacy of
the electoral system and the natural end to a particular period of
electoral history. Discussion of the state's electoral history from one
redistribution bill to the next is thus of some interest.
Up to 1935
The first serious demand for redistribution arose in 1913, only ten
years after the passing of the 1903 Constitution Act. This had
provided for twenty-five city electorates and forty country electorates, with quotas which had made 70 country votes equal to 100
city votes. As 60 per cent of the population then lived in the country,
this allocation was regarded as an equitable reflection of the balance
of political forces in the state. However the rapid growth of population in the metropolitan area, and the decline of population in the
mining areas such as Bendigo soon outdated the boundaries, as
Table 5.1 shows.
In 1913 W.A. Watt sought to restore some of the lost balance
with a distribution that would have set a ratio of city votes to country
votes of 100 to 60. His bill was opposed by country members because
it extended the metropolitan area and thus effectively reduced
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Table 5.1 Average eiuolment, country and metropolitan electorates, 1892-1914
Average enrolments:
Election
A
Metropolitan
Date
Seats

1903
Redistribution

B
Country
Seats

Country average
as percentage of
metropolitan
average

1892
1894
1897
1900
1902

3,940
2,915
3,181
3,605
3,693

2,507
2,263
2,442
2,656
2,761

63.63
77.63
76.77
73.67
74.76

1904
1907
1908
1911
1914

4,955
5,117
5,187
15,680
19,466

3,761
3,492
3,522
8,458
9,119

75.90
68.24
67.90
53.94
46.85

country representation, and by Labor members because the
proposed boundaries affected its metropolitan seats. The bill survived the first division on the Speaker's casting vote but failed in
committee on the ground that the proposed increase in Legislative
Assembly to seventy members was both unnecessary and a breach of
the retrenchment principles embodied in the 1903 Constitution Act.
Its failure was the last occasion on which rural interests successfully
questioned the legitimacy of a redistribution that reduced their
representation in favour of the city. Thereafter urban discontent with
rural weightage grew strongly, and instead of pushing claims for increased representation, rural interests concentrated on maintaining
their existing strength, a strategy in which they were usually very
successful.
By 1923 disparity had grown to the point where the largest constituency contained 50,736 electors, the smallest only 4,457. The
crisis in legitimacy was acute, evidenced by the existence of four different ministries in 1924, one of which. Sir Alexander Peacock's allNationalist ministry, sought again to increase the number of Assembly seats and set a city votes to country votes ratio of about 100
to 45. The bill was defeated, the ministry resigned, and at the ensuing
election the Labor Party won an additional six seats. The new Labor
ministry, led by George Prendergast, was too weak to pursue a
redistribution measure, and fell after five months, to be replaced by a
Country-Nationalist composite government which eventually passed
a redistribution bill in 1926 by which time Melbourne enrolments
varied between 7,363 and 76,261 and country enrolments between
4,127 and 23,851.
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Such imbalances ensured that the need for redistribution could
not be ignored any longer, even by the most obstinate country
member. The sixty-five electorates were divided into three groups:
twenty-six city seats (a gain of one) with a quota of 22,000 electors,
three urban seats for Bendigo, BaUarat and Geelong with a quota of
15,000, and thirty-six country electorates with a quota of 10,000
electors. Dubbed "the Argyle blot", the measure ensured an advantage to country interests which lasted almost three decades, but it is
doubtful whether much else could have succeeded in the political
climate of that time. Agrarian discontent was on the increase,
evidenced in demands for such concessions as a rural bank and a
compulsory wheat pool. The redistribution proposals depended on
the support of the increasingly radical Victorian Farmers Union, and
a number of important clauses needed the Speaker's vote in committee. Thus the issue was not one of absolute electoral justice, but
rather of how extensive did redistribution have to be to resolve the
crisis of legitimacy that had developed and which could no longer be
ignored.
The Labor Party had favoured a redistribution based on the
federal electorates which would have produced thirty metropolitan
and thirty country seats, with each federal electorate acting as a
three-member state constituency employing proportional representation. In debate, Labor member Thomas Tunnecliffe stressed the
relationship between poHtical power and the electoral system and its
link with economic power', but he failed to recognize the continuing
dominance of the primary sector in Victoria and its claims to electoral representation. Eventually the demands of the growing
metropolis would have to be recognized to maintain legitimacy, but
the central role of Victoria's primary industries in the state's
economy assured their continued parliamentary representation in
1926.
At the following election in 1927 Labor again won the largest
number of seats, and E.J. Hogan was able to form a ministry with
the support of dissident minorities from the two principal non-Labor
groups. Hogan sought another redistribution to reduce country
representation still further, but the attempt was one of the two
measures that led to the defeat of his government. Elections in 1929,
1932 and 1935 produced a succession of unstable governments whose
problems were aggravated by the onset of the depression and the appearance of new factions. The 1935 election varied party strengths
very little, but the leader of the re-united Country Party, Albert
Dunstan, was dissatisfied with the ministerial posts offered in a
coalition with Sir Stanley Argyle's U.A.P. and combined with Labor
to bring down the ministry. Continued unemployment and growing
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rural dissatisfaction, coupled with the increasingly urban emphasis
of the U.A.P. made the Country Party and Labor temporary bedfellows, but no one would have predicted that the chronic instability of
Victorian ministries which had survived the 1926 redistribution was
about to disappear.
Between 1935 and 1953
The Country Party's uninterrupted term of office lasting almost a
decade was certainly not based on its electoral strength. It held
twenty seats in the beginning, maintained that number at the 1937
election, increased it to twenty-two at the 1940 election, and then
dropped to eighteen after the 1943 election. During the same period
the U.A.P. and non-Labor Independents never held fewer than
twenty seats between them, and after the 1935 election Labor also
always held at least twenty seats. Dunstan's overriding consideration
was the retention of office. He courted his rural electorates with
schemes for country development and subsidized marketing, with
transport regulations favouring country districts, and grants for
country hospitals, schools and town centres. These policies based on
short-term electoral considerations, coupled with parsimonious
neglect of state enterprises and social services, left deficiencies that
have not been made up even today. The consequence of Victoria having the lowest per capita expenditure on social services and education
and the second lowest taxation per capita during the 1930s was
brought home to the state when uniform taxation was introduced in
1942, for the revenue of each state was pegged at the 1939-41 level
until after the war. Victorian public services were starved of funds
for more than a decade after the cuts of the 1930 depression had
taken effect, a factor that was to limit the state's development for
years after Dunstan's government had ended.
By the end of 1941 Labor members were becoming restive under
an arrangement which gave them slight returns for keeping in office
a party unwilling to bring down electoral reforms which would give
Labor an opportunity to govern in its own right. When Dunstan opposed the federal Labor Government's uniform taxation scheme and
supported a challenge in the High Court, the Labor Party withdrew
its support and was replaced by the U.A.P. as the prop for the
Dunstan minority government. Electoral redistribution was an issue
at the 1943 election, but little change in parliamentary strengths
resulted. However the imbalance between city and country representation formalized in the 1926 legislation was beginning to provoke
another crisis in electoral legitimacy. Population movement had left
100 city votes equal to only 39 country votes and under challenge
from the Labor Party, Dunstan contemplated a reduction of six
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country seats which would have produced a ratio of 100 to 57. The
decimated U.A.P. combined with Labor to defeat him, a Labor
ministry led by John Cain lasted only four days and was replaced by
a new Dunstan ministry. Then Dunstan formed a coalition with the
U.A.P. under Hollway, one condition of the alliance being his
transfer of six seats from country to city, a measure he delayed for a
year, and then brought in grudgingly. The ratio of 100 to 57 adopted
provoked more criticism that the 1926 redistribution's 100 to 51,
suggesting that the "country-mindedness" of Victorian politics was
slowly being eroded.
The number of constituencies remained at sixty-six, but the
country seats were reduced from thirty-six to thirty and the
metropolitan seats increased correspondingly from twenty-six to
thirty-two, with quotas of 13,800 and 25,000 respectively. The three
urban seats remained with a new quota of 19,500. At the 1945 election the Country Party won only eighteen seats, and the two groups
of Liberals, as the U.A.P. had since become, only thirteen between
them. Labor won thirty-one seats, and Cain formed a ministry with
the support of two of the three Independents. Despite such exceptional strength in the Legislative Assembly, the Cain ministry failed
to last out the parliament for it was defeated in the Legislative Council on supply as a mark of the upper chamber's hostility to federal
Labor's bank nationalization scheme. The 1947 election started off a
new round of unstable alliances between city and country factions of
anti-labor persuasion, first a Liberal-Country coalition and then an
all-Liberal ministry led by Hollway supported by Country Party
defectors. In 1949 the Liberal Party, after unsuccessful attempts to
effect a merger with the Country Party, changed its name to the
Liberal and Country, presaging what was eventually to be the second
stable period in Victorian government as city and country factions
combined again. At the 1950 election the L.C.P. won twenty-seven
seats, the Country Party retained only thirteen seats and the Labor
Party recovered somewhat from its 1947 debacle to secure twentyfour seats. The remaining seat went to an Independent.
Such was the enmity between the Hollway Liberal and Country
Party and the rump of the Country Party that had resisted absorption that the only government which could be formed was another
minority Country Party ministry with Labor support. In return for
its support, Labor extracted from the Premier, McDonald, a
promise that the Legislative Council would be reformed on adult
franchise, and there would be a redistribution to provide another
four metropolitan seats. Rapid population changes had made the
1944 redistribution unsatisfactory almost from its start, and by 1952
anomalies had appeared in the size of enrolments which could no
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longer be ignored. The smallest country electorate had 12,000 voters,
while the largest metropolitan seat had 42,000. The Labor Party
made its continuing support conditional upon electoral reform; the
Legislative Council again refused supply; two ministries followed in
rapid succession; and finally another election was held at the end of
1952. The divided anti-Labor forces were soundly defeated, and
Labor won its grandest victory ever, a total of thirty-seven seats, indicating that the electorate had turned thumbs down on minority
government at last.
Between 1953 and 1965
Cain took office on 17 December, reinforced by the support of HolIway's breakaway Electoral Reform group, and legislated for
redistribution almost immediately. Known as the "two-for-one"
redistribution, it implemented Labor policy by employing federal
electorates, each of which was divided into two state electorates for a
total of sixty-six, increasing the size of the Assembly by one. Thus
the traditional basis for drawing electoral boundaries which had
prevailed in Victoria since 1903 based on on the division between city
and country was ended and over-representation of rural interests,
and acceptance of their special role in the economy, was no longer
deHberately built into the electoral system. The Country Party influence in the legislature declined accordingly, although it was to
continue to use its numbers effectively in the Legislative Council
where the boundaries had not been altered.
Labor was unable to reap any long term benefit from its electoral reforms. By the time the next election was held, the Labor
Party had spHt, and the Cain ministry defeated in the Legislative Assembly. The 1955 election offered voters a choice of six parties, but
again they opted for stability and gave the Liberal and Country
Party thirty-three of the sixty-six seats. The Cain Labor faction
retained only twenty seats, the Country Party dropped to eleven,
there was one Independent Labor member and one representative of
the Barry Labor Party, later to become the Democratic Labor Party.
Cain's redistribution had broken the Country Party's grip on the
Victorian electoral system, but it was the Liberal Party that
benefited although as at the beginning of the Dunstan ministry's long
term, it was not immediately obvious that a crucial change had taken
place in the state's affairs. The incoming Bolte ministry too was inexperienced, and thought to be a caretaker one with little chance of
overcoming the chronic instability which had so long characterized
Victorian government.
Another redistribution took place in 1956 following the federal
redistribution, but it employed the "two-for-one" principle, and did
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not change the electoral balance. However by 1963 Bolte was becoming increasingly irritated by the Country Party's "nark" tactics in
the Legislative Council and unsuccessfully sought redistribution. He
tried again in 1965, aiming not only at equalizing the Council's
provinces but also at breaking the link between federal and state
electorates which was proving increasingly unsatisfactory and this
time he was successful.
His new scheme entailed seventy-three electoral districts, thus
increasing the Assembly by seven members: forty-four seats for what
was to be called the Port Phillip area which would include seven
part-metropolitan seats on the fringe of Melbourne, with a quota of
25,000; eight provincial seats with two each for BaUarat, Bendigo,
Geelong and the Latrobe Valley, a quota of 22,250; and twenty-one
rural electorates with a quota of 18,200. At the same time there were
to be ten new Legislative Council provinces in the Greater
Melbourne area, while the eight country provinces retained their old
boundaries. The ratio of city to country votes for the Legislative Assembly was approximately 100 to 77, a return to something like the
1903 formula, but now the distribution of population so favoured the
city against the country that Melbourne was dominant.
Even this relatively favourable ratio brought strong criticism
from the Labor Party, committed to a "one vote, one value" policy,
but the Premier argued that with only twenty-one country seats
against forty-four metropolitan and eight urban seats, city thinking
must predominate. Country-bred, Sir Henry Bolte had no intention
of equalizing country and city votes, saying that the proposed
balance was "fair, just and equitable", and that "if all electorates
had the same number of voters, country people, who have many and
varied problems would be inadequately represented".' Admittedly
this was a partial return to the principle of weighted representation
of special interests that had been set aside in 1952, but now there was
little possibility of minority Country Party ministries emerging. The
1965 bill passed easily, bringing to a close the sixty years of citycountry division. The 1974 redistribution merely reinforced Bolte's
earlier changes.
ELECTORAL PATTERNS

Important consequences flowed from the long period of rural
dominance in Victoria's electoral machinery. Country representatives translated their electoral advantages into political power so
that Victoria experienced what was in effect a three-party system,
but one centered around the struggle for office rather than
ideological issues. The situation allowed the Country Party in Vic-
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toria to take an independent role very different from that it has followed in other states. Critics who complain about the electoral rigging that allowed it to be the "main beneficiary of the unequal system
in Victoria for so long" do so on the assumption that electoral
systems should represent people rather than interests but it may well
be that the circumstances that gave rural interests such political
power in Victoria arose partly out of the state's dual city/country
self-image and a prevailing belief that the electoral system should
take account of interests as well as numbers. Peter Loveday's full
discussion of the representation of both interests and people in
Australian electoral history' is supported by the Victorian experience
which clearly took account of both for so long.
The electoral maps 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the gradually receding
tide of rural representation as the non-Labor urban party saw the
wisdom of strengthening its appeal to country voters. Only in the
Murray Valley and East Gippsland electorates have voters remained
steadfastly loyal to the Country Party. The spread of non-Labor
urban representation into the country areas cannot be interpreted
solely as a victory of the state's urban interests over its rural sector
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however, for part of the reason for the Victorian Liberal Party's success outside the metropolitan area, compared with the record of its
predecessors, has been the ability of its organization to present a dual
city / country image. The architect of that success. Sir Henry Bolte,
was himself a farmer and often opened his election campaigns in
his country electorate; for balance his Deputy Premier was a city
man. The party's extra-parliamentary organization also maintains
the convention of alternating the presidency of the Victorian
branch between city and country; its election policies have always
been tuned to both rural and urban electors' tastes; the party
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holds regular conferences in the country as well as in the city, and
Liberal cabinets instigated the holding of ritual meetings outside
Melbourne periodically.
Accounts of Victoria's electoral history also highlight its other
most striking feature, which is the comparatively few changes in
state governments that can be directly attributed to elections. Most
of them have occurred as a result of the re-shuffling of the various
factions in parliament as new combinations formed and reformed
following splits in the various party ranks. There were some policy
differences between the parties, but there was also a great deal of
doctrinal inconsistency as members constantly shifted political
ground, and Sir W. Harrison Moore's 1920 conclusion that "the distinctive feature of Victorian political parties ... [is] their lack of a
"moral personality" was one that Alan Davies, writing about Victorian politics thirty years later, saw no need to modify.' It is the
parliamentary scene that has now changed since both Moore and
Davies wrote. Now party loyalty and party discipline prevail in
parliament in the conventional way in marked contrast to the norms
of the previous half century, and no new government has resulted
from a parliamentary crisis since 1955. Nor, it must be added, has an
election result led to a change of government either, but nevertheless
Table 5.2 Percentage of votes v. seats won
Election

Labor
Votes Seats

Liberal
Votes Seats

%

Country
Votes Seats

Other
Votes Seats

%

%

Total

%

1937
40
40
1940
38
1943
Redistribution

20
21
23

40
36
25

19
16
14

11
12
14

22
24
25

9
12
23

4
4
3

65
seats

44
1945
41
1947
1950
46
1952
52
Redistribution

32
18
25
36

23
37
40
24

14
27
28
12

19
14
10
9

17
20
12
12

14
8
4
15

2
0
0
5

65
seats

1955
34
1958
38
1961
39
1964
36
Redistribution
1967
38
1970
43
1973
42

20
18
17
18

38
37
36
40

33
39
39
38

10
10
7
9

11
9
9
10

18
15
18
14

2
0
1
0

66
seats

17
22
18

38
37
43

43
42
46

9
6
6

12
8
8

15
14
9

1
1
1

73
seats
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the parliamentary situation stands in stark contrast to the experience
of the previous decades.
Some interest centres around the percentage of the vote polled
by each party at elections compared with the number of seats won.
Table 5.2 contrasts the percentage of first preference votes in contested seats with the number of seats won by each party.'"
It can be seen that no party had a majority of seats until after
the 1955 redistribution when the Liberal Party under Sir Henry
Bolte as premier began its long run, but each redistribution whittled
away some of the Country Party's advantage. Prior to 1943, contests
for country seats were fought mainly between the United Australia
Party and the Country Party since the Labor Party refrained from
contesting seats held by the Country Party while Sir Albert Dunstan
was premier; city contests were straight fights between the A.L.P.
and U.A.P. After the 1943 redistribution the Labor Party once more
contested country seats, particularly in the Mallee wheat areas where
it made some gains." However Labor is still under-represented in the
parliament in terms of the percentage of the vote gained, due in part
to the concentration of the majority of its voters in safe city seats,
and the fact that the weighted country vote goes against it. The
D.L.P. is similarly disadvantaged by its voter distribution for though
it has polled up to 14 per cent of the vote in Victoria it has never won
a seat. Its support is scattered through each electorate in marked
contrast to the C.P. whose strength is much more strategically
located. The 1943 boundary changes also increased the number of
close contests in city electorates where seats had been predominantly
safe for one party or the other.
Redistribution did not cut into Country Party strength until
after 1950 when the Liberal and Labor parties ceased refraining
from contesting elections in return for Country Party support in
parliament, and brought forward candidates to compete against the
Country Party. Even then, the Liberal Party allocated preferences to
Country party candidates and this often helped them to win country
seats from the Labor Party. It was not until the 1970 election that
the Country Party suffered a serious drop in their parliamentary
numbers (to eight seats), the consequence of their preference dispute
with the Liberals.
1955 was a watershed year in Victorian politics and elections.
As one writer said 'before 1955, governments rose and fell like
ninepins'; of the nineteen ministries formed prior to 1943, only three
lasted their full term of three years, while of the ten governments
formed between 1943 and 1955, none went a full term. Since 1955
the situation has been completely reversed; no ministry has failed to
complete its full term and a Liberal government has been returned
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each election. No single reason accounts for the Liberal Party
dominance since 1955, and it is interesting that in 1955 it was not apparent that a radical change had taken place on the parliamentary
and electoral scene. Alan Davies, an acute observer of the detail of
state politics, concluded in 1958 that "it is a signal merit of the Victorian political system that the incumbent of this office ((the
Premier)) is frequently changed'"^ while contemporary commentators on Bolte's election to the office of Premier referred to it as a
"political accident", implying that his stay in office would be no
more permanent than that of his predecessor Thomas Hollway.
Obviously the two-for-one redistribution introduced in 1952 by
the Cain government was crucial, for it broke the Country Party grip
on the electoral system and allowed the Liberals to begin their long
run, but the split in the Victorian Labor Party in 1955 which led to
the formation of the Democratic Labor Party was equally significant. The Democratic Labor Party have allocated their second
preferences to the Liberal Party under tight control ever since their
formation, and they have been particularly valuable to the Liberals
in Victoria because they have allowed them to govern in their own
right without Country Party support. Thus the government has established an image of strong majority rule, against the previous
backdrop of instability. The same period has also been an extraordinarily stable one in federal politics, particularly in Victoria, and
undoubtedly some of this placidity has rubbed off onto state
politics.'^ Clearly too Sir Henry Bolte's own style has been important for it contributed to the voters' identification of their premier
with state progress, and thus to his electoral capital, and last but not
least, in an electorate now predominantly urban, a government identified with the city now seems appropriate and natural.
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Political Parties

THE PARTY SYSTEM
The uniquely Victorian style of party politics, hinging as it has in the
past on the independent role of the Country Party, is one rooted in
the early importance of rural interests to the state's economy.
Elsewhere it was the rise of the Labor Party which modified the
party system based on nineteenth century factions, but in Victoria a
zealous political movement dedicated to righting the wrongs of Victoria's farmers, particularly those in the north-west of the state, was
responsible for changing the tempo of the state'? politics in the twentieth century.
Prior to 1920, the parliamentary style had been that of "attending to arrangements" within typical conservative traditions.
Economically and culturally Victoria was an off-shoot of Britain',
and its politics copied club-like English modes, though with the important difference that Victorian liberalism emphasized selfgovernment, education, state intervention and curbs to economic
privilege rather than rugged individualism.^ Thus even conservative
governments accepted responsibility for mitigating the consequences
of the 1890s' depression and restoring the diminished level of
economic activity in the state. Early premiers like Irvine, Swinburne
and Watt, all the least radical of politicians, enthusiastically
embraced state socialism as an economic policy and between them
laid the foundations of the great state enterprises in irrigation, water
supply, railways, land settlement, port facilities and electricity supply, within a framework of traditional parliamentary government into
which party politics did not really intrude. They felt no uneasiness in
pursuing such policies, partly because they appointed to the governing boards of the state enterprises figures well known in the business
and social world of the period; in such circumstances, a policy of
state socialism held few radical overtones which might otherwise
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have deterred conservative politicians.' It also meant that the major
political poHcies were generally acceptable to all the factions in
parliament, and political conflict in the first twenty years after
federation arose more from personality clashes than from disagreement over issues.
Into this atmosphere the movement which was to culminate in
the formation of the Victorian Country Party intruded with all the
gaucherie of a dirty small boy not asked to the party. Farmers had
become seriously discontented with arrangements made during the
first world war for marketing primary products, and their discontent
crystaHized in a number of regional movements whose aim was to
seek redress through the rural vote. In April 1916 during Royal
Show week they joined forces in a formal organization, the Farmers'
Union, which contested eleven seats at the 1917 elections. Four candidates were returned, though at first they did not constitute a
cohesive party because those who came from the impoverished
north-western wheat areas were far more radical than those from the
relatively prosperous southern districts. Farmers' Union candidates
were even more successful at the 1920 elections when thirteen were
returned to give them a balance of power position in parliament,
only four years after their first appearance.
At first, like rural protest candidates elsewhere in Australia at
this time, the V.F.U. members were uncertain about how to use their
newly won power. The more radical elements favoured strict independence, bargaining for concessions in return for parliamentary
support; the moderate elements preferred to enter composite
ministries and trade support for suitable portfolios. Members were
equally willing to enter into alliance with Labor or with the
Nationalists, a strategy described by Alan Davies as both "novel and
neat", and it was this penchant for expedient association that
shaped the Victorian party system into its unique three units.
By contrast Victorian Labor was slow to develop. Sometimes
regarded as a maverick among A.L.P. branches, its relatively unfavoured position stems partly from the nature of Victorian society
with its old rural bias as well as from the handicaps of the electoral
system. Victoria's different social and economic situation meant that
the labour movement never developed the sharp, radical edge
characteristic of Queensland and New South Wales—this was left to
the militant country movement. Moreover, the early "state
socialism" policies of the non-Labor ministries sapped radical Labor
parliamentary criticism, for it meant that state enterprises were introduced in Victoria decades ahead of other states, and dominated
the industrial scene at the expense of private enterprise. Davies notes
the lack of "epochal change" arising out of radical Labor demands
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in Victoria; one elderly club-man commented "they could all be
realized without disturbing the fundamental basis of the country's
social life except... the Purification of Sport"\ and as a consequence
the trade union movement in Victoria did not develop a significant
political awareness while its share in political power and office
remained so modest. The Labor Party appeared to acquiesce with its
subordinate role in the three-cornered party system, to give it an
image of "characterless and dispiriting respectability'".
Urban non-Labor parties in Victoria have run the gamut of
Liberal, Nationalist, United Australia and Liberal labels in line with
their federal counterparts. Until 1955 they fared little better than
either the Country Party or the Labor Party so far as retaining
political power was concerned, for they were bedevilled by numerous
splits and rebel factions, and lacked grass-roots support. Economy
parties dedicated to cutting down state expenditure, temperance
leagues, youth movements, ex-servicemen's parties and many others
have all flourished in the non-Labor camp at various times, but few
have lasted for more than one or two elections. Their variety illustrated the fragmented nature of the conservative interest in Victorian politics prior to 1955, and the diminished relevance of a
straightforward radical/conservative dichotomy as a model for Victorian party conflict. Conservative interests in Victoria have been
more strongly represented in the Legislative Council, and until 1950
that House performed admirably on their behalf, holding a position
of strength which is even now only slowly being eroded.'
Since 1955 the party system has taken a new direction. The
Labor Party split then over Catholic representation and policies
within the party, and at the next election a substantial bloc of
predominantly Catholic parliamentarians stood as candidates for a
separate Labor Party of anti-communist leanings. AH but one lost
their seats, but because all anti-communist candidates directed their
second preferences to the Liberal Party, reversing the first preference
lead in six vital seats, the Liberals won a total of thirty-three seats,
enough to form a government in their own right. Since then the
Liberal Party has continued to govern, with the support of the anticommunists who formed the D.L.P. and adhered to their policy of
directing second preferences to Liberal candidates. Non-Labor interests were able to secure the majority that had always eluded them
under the old three-party arrangement, Country Party numbers were
whittled down, and the Labor Party, bottled up in inner urban areas,
failed to widen its base when it did not campaign actively in
vulnerable marginal seats.
The post-1955 situation has added up to a Victorian variation of
a one-party dominant system, arising partly out of the much-
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improved quality of the Victorian Liberal Party, with its strong
branch support, partly out of social changes which destroyed the
significance of the old balance between city and country, in which
Labor had been a third element, and partly due to the siphoning off
of a crucial percentage of previously Labor-oriented votes to the
Liberal Party through the D.L.P. second preferences. With the rural
sector declining in importance to the Victorian economy, the urban
and semi-urban interests came together to dominate the electoral
machinery through the one political party. The party system that
could once be said to have resembled a stellar system with three independently orbiting stars whose paths sometimes paralleled one
another but more often flew apart, now came to resemble a system
dominated by one bright star with a number of satellites of varying
intensity clustered around it.
The 1970s may bring changes. At the 1970 election the government lost only one seat of its record 1967 total and maintained its
percentage of the total vote, but the electorate was much more
fragmented than it had been for some time. Large numbers of
minority candidates contested the elections on platforms of
educational reform, abortion law reform and other welfare issues,
and in some electorates were able to poll significant percentages of
the vote. It also seems likely that more variety in political opinion
will emerge from the complex industrial society now developing in
Victoria in the place of the simple country-dominated economy, and
that diversification will further lessen electorate loyalties. Migrant
opinion, as yet largely unarticulated, also seems likely to crystallize
with the establishment of second generations in Australia. Victoria's
conservative party system has not really shown much initiative in
adapting to these changes, and if new political forces do emerge in
Victorian politics in the 1970s, just as the Country Party did in the
1920s, and the Liberal Party in the 1950s, then the party system too
is likely to change its character again.
GROWTH OF THE LIBERAL PARTY
The non-Labor political parties in Victoria have been described as
"little more than a loose alliance of relatively independent bodies,
frequently involved in internecine warfare.'" Thus while the formation of the federal Liberal Party under Sir Robert Menzies
proceeded with relative ease, the Victorian branch was less ready for
the new style, and did not achieve unity for another decade.*
The events of the decade between 1945 and 1955 include a feud
with the Country Party over amalgamation, resulting in election
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contests between Country Party and Liberal candidates, bitter conflict between Liberal Party leaders and aspirants to the leadership,
and a split within the party over redistribution. One group, led by
T.T. Hollway, favoured the "two-for-one" distribution to bring an
end to the balance of power position enjoyed by the Country Party,
and were even prepared to accept Labor Party support to see the
scheme carried. Another group, led by L.G. Norman, preferred to
redraw the electoral boundaries so that sitting Liberal members and
Country Party members would not be threatened, and the Labor
Party would not benefit by as many as the eight seats which it was estimated two-for-one would give them. Supported by Labor, the Hollway Liberals almost brought down McDonald's Country Party
ministry over the issue in 1952 and Hollway was subsequently expelled from the Party for his disloyalty. His supporters in the
Legislative Council then voted with Labor to refuse supply and Hollway was commissioned by the Governor to form a government. But
he proved unable to command the support of the Legislative Assembly, and a dissolution was clearly the only solution. The campaign was marked by one of the bitterest contests in Victorian
political history between Hollway and Norman for the latter's seat.
Hollway won convincingly on 6 December 1952, but his Electoral
Reform Liberal candidates who had contested fifteen seats retained
only four. The Liberal Party itself also lost ten seats to Labor and
one to the Country Party, finishing with only eleven seats in the new
House so that the main beneficiary of the Liberal Party crisis was the
Labor Party which, with thirty-seven seats to its credit, could govern
without outside support for the first time in Victorian political
history.
The Liberal Party had paid a high electoral price for its internal
dissension, but the issue which had precipitated the collapse
evaporated almost immediately. At the 1953 Conference the party
resolved that its policy on two-for-one (introduced by the Cain
Labor government) would be the subject of a free vote in parliament.
This anti-climax supports the conclusion put forward in most accounts of the split i.e. that the personalities involved were more important than the ostensible issues. During his term as premier from
1947 to 1950 Hollway had aroused considerable resentment among
his colleagues over his habit of consulting outside advisers on cabinet
matters (particularly his wife)' nor did his reputation as a bon viveur
help. Hollway also admitted to a personal dislike of the Country
Party which he viewed as his main political opponent, and to a warm
personal regard for the Labor leader, John Cain. These factors,
together with his preference for a free-wheeling political style more
characteristic of earlier periods in non-Labor politics where per-
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sonalities had outweighed party unity, spelled trouble for him in the
more disciplined party that the Liberal Party had now become.
Victorian opinion is split between seeing Hollway as the "tragic
victim of political circumstances" and a man "whose primary concern was not that of policy but of office", but the real judgment may
be that he belonged properly in an earlier era.
Cain's Labor government was not to last. In 1955 the Labor
Party also split disastrously and thereafter Labor languished while
the Liberal Party took on its familiar contemporary image of success. It must be remembered, however, that its beginnings were not
auspicious. The leader, Henry Bolte, the stocky, round-faced farmer
who had been in parliament for only eight years, headed a team in
which the new parliamentarians out-numbered the old, topped off
with a poHtically inexperienced ministry. It was assumed that he
would be a stop-gap premier, a suitable incumbent for the time being
of Victoria's chronically unstable political scene, for he became
leader by a series of fortunate political accidents. In 1951 he was
elected Deputy Leader only because the winner of the ballot, Arthur
Rylah, had to be set aside so that a country member was second-incommand to the Leader, Norman, a city businessman. The latter
was defeated in the 1952 election and Oldham, the popular leader
who succeeded him,, was killed in a plane crash on his way to the
Queen's coronation. These three accidents meant that Bolte was unexpectedly elevated to leadership of the Party and thus to the
premiership when the Labor Party split in 1955.
The Liberals were so uncertain of continuing in office that the
Premier was given the freedom to choose his own cabinet contrary to
the party principle of elected ministries, and few would have believed
then that this leader and this party would notch up a record-breaking
term of office. Part of the explanation lies in development of the
organization of the Victorian division of the Liberal Party compared
with that of its predecessors.
The Liberal Party of the 1960s cannot be viewed as a mere extension of the NationaHst Party of the 1920s or the U.A.P. of the
1930s. Its real significance is linked with the emergence of an articulate middle class in Victoria, and while its style is more loosely
structured and less disciplined than that of the classic mass parties of
the left, it has been fashioned in the mass party mould and has
achieved considerable electoral success using similar methods. The
party's organization has been built up around the values and beliefs
of the middle-class political activist at both the branch level and the
parliamentary level as the dynamic element. In comparison the
Nationalists had Httle electoral organization, and the U.A.P. concentrated on developing its members' political skills, so that inactive
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branches with small memberships was the pattern for the Liberal
Party's predecessors. Strong dissatisfaction with the U.A.P. as a
political organization developed between 1941 and 1943 in activist
middleclass movements, and although these did not expand, their existence pinpointed the desire to replace the U.A.P. with something
better. This middle-class concern was the basis on which Sir Robert
Menzies built the Liberal Party organization. It was the strongest in
Victoria, the state lacking a cohesive Labor movement, a circumstance which partly explains the continuing dominance of the Victorian division in the party.'" Figure 4 illustrates the formal structure of the party and the complexity of the organization necessary to
give effect to the newly-conceived political activity of the middle
classes:"
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It is a mass membership party with almost 27,000 members in
1972 (18,000 of them on bank orders)'^ and an emphasis on grassroots participation within an oligarchial governing structure. The
extra-parliamentary wing has points of entry based on the branches,
on age (Young Liberal Clubs), and on sex (Women's Section), and
delegates are sent from each of these groups to the various decisionmaking bodies—State Council, Electorate Conventions, Electorate
Committees, etc. The access available to the Young Liberal Clubs is
a particular feature for they have the right to send delegates direct to
both the State Council and the State Executive, and gained direct
representation to the Federal Executive of the party in 1966. Their
membership has increased rapidly and is characterized by an
enthusiasm which has given them some degree of influence.
Another important element is the autonomy and deference
granted to the parliamentary wing of the branch. The State Council
resolved in November 1971 not to bind federal and state parliamentarians to its policy decisions, further increasing their autonomy.'^
State and federal parliamentarians are selected by conventions held
within the electorates, and thereafter are accorded high status within
the party. They attend State and Federal Council meetings, sit on the
State Executive and Joint PoHcy Committee (both important
decision-making bodies), and provide a direct link between the
parliamentary and extra-parliamentary organizations of the party,
thereby contributing considerably to party unity.
Victoria is also the only division of the Liberal Party where
women are represented equally in the party machinery, a legacy of
the bargaining strength held by the Australian Women's National
League in 1945 when its members opted to merge with the Liberals.'"
However the significance of this numerical strength can be overrated for it does not mean that women play an equal part in the
party's organization. Dr Peter Aimer, in researching the party concluded that this self-consciousness about the role of the women has
meant that the women's vote is important and possibly makes the
party more conservative than it would otherwise be; it is also more
likely to ensure that the women's point of view is presented in certain
policy areas than to open up higher offices within the party to
women, or to encourage them to seek pre-selection for parliament.
The women's perception of their role in the formal framework is still
the traditional culture-bound one of "pouring the tea", though
perhaps with a mildly feminist style.
The Victorian State Council also has a characteristic form. The
party constitution gives it policy-making responsibility for determining the party platform and, although it was resolved in 1971 that
Council decisions should not be binding on members of parliament.
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the Council has been an efifective conveyor of rank and file opinion
within the party. Its authoritative status as guaranteed by the constitution means that parliamentarians must at least appear to take
seriously the policy ideas expressed, and this gives the rank and file
rather more influence than they might otherwise enjoy. While the
importance of this distinctive feature should not be exaggerated,
state M.P.'s have tended to dominate the organization in Victoria
somewhat less than in other states, in spite of the basically
hierarchial structure which gives them a dominating role in the
party.
The State Executive is composed of approximately fifty-five
members, constituting a leadership as influential as that of the
parliamentarians in Aimer's view. Equal numbers of men and
women are elected (largely on the basis of personal popularity) and
equal representation is maintained between the country and
metropolitan branches, although higher office usually attracts
metropolitan men in greater numbers. Between 1965 and 1968 the
two largest groups on the Executive were rural producers and those
engaged in business and finance including self-employed businessmen, closely followed by a professional group (half of them lawyers)
and a small group of white coHar workers." The picture is one of an
organization run by middle and upper-middle-class activists for a
predominantly middle-class clientele. Able to consolidate its
authority in the early 1950s when the parliamentary party was in disarray, the outside organization has never really lost its grip on the
branch, and although its policy-making role declined during Bolte's
long term in office, there have always been activists within the party
(such as the members of the Liberal Speakers Group and other
potential parliamentary candidates) with a keen eye for ministerial
disregard of policy resolutions."
By contrast the Joint Standing Committee on State Policy, supposedly intended to be the policy-making centre, is relatively insignificant. Katherine West comments that the "vague formulation
of the Committee's powers has meant that they have been exercised
almost entirely at the Parliamentary Leader's pleasure", and it is
really only active at election time." Periodically reformers demand
that the joint committee function along the lines laid down by the
constitution, but informal consultation between the various party officials and the parliamentarians seems to be acceptable as a substitute for more formal machinery, and the twice-yearly Council
meeting acts as a forum for criticism and discussion between the
parliamentary wing of the party and the outside organization.
Policies are also hammered out for each election within the confines
of cabinet, and the premier's policy speeches are perhaps the closest
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substitute for statements of Victorian Liberal ideology. To some extent the lack of form in the policy-making machinery has given the
processflexibility,and this same pliability may well be one source of
the Victorian Liberals' strength, as well as an important factor in the
party's continued electoral success in a rapidly changing electorate.
The Victorians also took the lead in drafting a new platform for the
party after the federal defeat in 1972, confirming the image of the
branch as the source of Liberal policy initiatives. It was adopted on 4
March 1973, giving form to the "conservatism softened by concern
and compassion" that has come to be the party's hall-mark.
Aimer stresses the unique "family membership" characteristic
of the party." A suburban branch meeting is typically held as a small
group meeting in a "well-furnished living room where politics and a
middle-class life style are comfortably blended" so that it is a social
occasion as well as a political meeting. Branches have not had to
contend with the main burden of raising funds which is handled by
the important central finance committee and their funds are
therefore available for local activities, minimizing inter-levels friction and maintaining the social atomosphere. The actual financial
arrangements within the party are a well-guarded secret, and even
those on the State Executive do not know whence the bulk of the
party's funds are derived. The fact that more than 18,000 members
in Victoria contribute through the bank order system gives both
financial support and stability of membership to the party however,
and must be counted a most successful improvement over U.A.P.
practices.
Electoral contests are effectively decentralized, each candidate
waging his own campaign supported by the party organization of his
own electorate. Electorate committees arrange the details of how-tovote cards, places of meetings, advertising and so on, and decide
upon the style of the campaign. Usually these do not vary much from
the traditional letter-boxing/political meeting format, but on occasion the Young Liberals have presented refreshingly different campaigns." Employing election results as a bench mark, the party's
grass-roots organization has been extremely successful, particularly
in the semi-urban and rural areas, and a major factor in the resurrection of the non-Labor interests in Victoria since 1955.
The parliamentary wing more closely resembles its counterpart
in other states. Despite popular conviction, there is little evidence of
a particular establishment "core".^" The great majority of Liberal
state parliamentarians engage in their own businesses or professions
to some degree, primary production, executive positions in business
and professional occupations such as the law being the most usual.
Their educational pattern fits their occupations, more than half of
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them having gone to private secondary schools, but only about one
quarter hold university degrees. The percentage of Liberal federal
parliamentarians with degrees is much higher. Experience of office
in local government is quite common. They could be readily identified as the representatives that an emerging middle-class activist
party in Victoria would choose in a period of rapid economic and
social expansion.
Since 1974, the politics of the federal non-Labor parties have
once more intruded into the Victorian sphere. Two federal election
defeats have given critics of the leadership something of a field day,
and this unrest finally crystallized into opposition to the present state
president, Peter Hardie. He has become something of a symbol of
the progressive or "trendy" forces in the party, and there were sufficient conservatives unhappy enough about change to challenge his
leadership. Eventually the premier lent his support to little "1"
liberals in the party, and Hardie retained office easily. Nevertheless
the Victorians still had to bow to federal reality in the end. Previous
policy had allowed Liberal condidates to contest any federal electorate in the state, including those held by Country Party ministers.
This was reviewed, and power to determine the party's relationship
with the Country Party given to the State Executive.
One other reform was implemented at a special one-day conference in November, 1974, relating to pre-selection. In effect, all sitting members who turn sixty-five within eighteen months of the last
election face a pre-selection ballot, and all sitting members must be
re-endorsed by a majority of the branches in their electorate each
election. However, another motion providing that any parliamentarian who had served three continuous terms should face a preselection ballot was rejected.
Thus the Victorian division of the Liberal Party does differ in a
number of ways from the other state branches, and also from its nonLabor predecessors. It is the political expression of social changes
that took place in Victoria after the second world war—the vehicle
by which a politically conscious group of urban middle-class activists
moved into the political system, and as such it reflects their
economic pre-occupations, their values and their "style". Its electoral success since 1955 is a reflection of its "fit" with the state
stereotype suggested in the first chapter and of the general appeal of
the Liberal style and ideology in Victoria since the 1950s.
AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY
The Victorian branch of the A.L.P. has at times been the despair of
the federal party members. After the 1969 election Labor held only
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eleven of the thirty-four Victorian federal seats, the lowest ratio in
Australia, and at the 1972 election it was able to raise that figure
only to fourteen despite its 47.3 per cent of the total first preference
vote. It is a matter of some argument whether some basic conservatism of the social structure means that Labor falls naturally into a
minority in Victoria, or whether the left-wing orientation of the Victorian executive has been at the root of its electoral unpopularity.
Victorian politics since federation have certainly been conservative in style, even policies of "state socialism" emerging as the
product of non-Labor party proposals. Yet within this framework,
there has been a history of protest and ideological dispute,^' initially
based on the politics of sects; in recent years this has stemmed
mainly from Labor. Labor's renunciation of coalition governments
as a means of sharing in office meant that the party was continually
frustrated by Victoria's three-party system; this frustration has been
exacerbated by the electoral distribution which bottles up the Labor
vote in a limited number of electorates. It also had the humiliating
memory of the role it played throughout the 1930s in keeping the
Dunstan C.P. government in power and its strongest ministries, the
Hogan government of the early 1930s and the two Cain governments
of the 1940s and 1950s both lost office as the result of circumstances
originating in federal issues outside their control. It is therefore not
surprising that the party finally turned in on itself in the 1950s with
the display of savage infighting that culminated in the 1955 "split".
One other factor in Labor's situation in Victoria is that the
relative weakness of the political party has been of little consequence
for industrial labour, for the latter has been able to gain its ends
through the arbitration system and to profit from the economic
boom of the 1950s and 1960s with no real need to exert much pressure in the political arena. In effect Trades Hall politics discounted
the political Labor wing in Victoria and tended to go its own way,
although up to the 1971 reconstruction, an informal body, the
Trades Union Defence Committee, kept surveillance over decisions
made by the party's Central Executive including those relating to
preselection. One illustration of the distance between the Victorian
union movement and the parliamentary party was the split in the
former that occured in 1968 over Trades Hall Council representation. Twenty-six unions subsequently withheld payment of their dues
thereby halving the Council's income. But although the split has had
such serious consequences for the formal union movement in Victoria, its political repercussions were very slight. The unions rejoined
the Trades Hall Council in 1973 when agreement was finally reached
over representation, paying over some $200,000 in back fees.
Reconstruction of the T.H.C. executive followed; all still without effect on the political wing of the Victorian A.L.P.
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Neither was the 1955 split in the party the outcome of interunion competition as in New South Wales in the 1920s and
Queensland in the 1950s. Instead it arose out of disagreement and
dissension between ideological groups within the political party.
Catholic Labor supporters in Victoria had become increasingly concerned about Communist domination of trade unions, and in 1942
they formed a strongly anti-communist organization, the Catholic
Studies Movement, with B.A. Santamaria as its leader. The Movement sought to establish its groups within A.L.P. branches to
counter Communist activity and also succeeded in havingfifteenmotions put on the agenda of the 1946 A.L.P. State Conference caHing
for the formation of A.L.P. groups, cells and other organizations in
industry with the same aim. After much acrimonious debate and bitter opposition from left-oriented union delegates. Conference finally
passed a resolution formaHy committing the A.L.P. to this policy.
The 1947 Conference reported that sixteen such A.L.P. Industrial
Groups had been formed and by 1949 they were "established, successful and accepted by much of the Party"."
This is not to say that their success did not arouse opposition.
By 1954, half the delegates to the State Conference were Catholics,
and the Federal Executive, backed by the Federal Parliamentary
Leader, Dr. Evatt, decided to order a "clean-up" conference of the
Victorian branch. Group members boycotted this special conference
because they considered it would be "stacked with union delegations
of left-wingers" to whom their attendance would give "unwarranted
respectability"," and promptly lost their executive representation.
They did not appear to anticipate the consequences of their action
for they had a strong belief in their electoral appeal attributable to
the Communist threat, and they clearly expected to retain their
strong state parliamentary base. They were quite unprepared for the
debacle of the state elections held a year later when thirteen of their
fourteen Legislative Assembly members lost their seats and their
candidates averaged only 19 per cent of the vote, a percentage which
roughly corresponded to the Catholic proportion of the adult population. To quote Alan Davies, "within S year of a peak of power,
political Catholicism found itself with more than half of the branch
membership of a party with whom the lines of communication had
been cut and almost without representation in the State
Parliament."^'' Their reaction to the situation was to abandon any
immediate hope of reconciliation with the rest of the Labor Party
and to found a political party; thus the D.L.P. was born.
Victorian Labor is still characterized by ideological dispute
despite the secession of one set of ideologies. In 1969, a widespread
revolt by moderates seemed imminent when a group of expelled and
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former A.L.P. members joined together to form an Independent
Labor Alliance to contest marginal seats and direct preferences
away from official A.L.P. candidates (thereby hoping to bring about
federal intervention in the affairs of the Victorian branch); while
another group calling themselves "The Participants" worked within
the party for federal intervention." Federal intervention did come in
1970, and the Victorian branch was completely reorganized in 1971,
the aim being much greater rank and file participation in branch
policy-making. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the change.
As the pre-1971 diagram illustrates, delegates formerly attended the all important annual Conference of about 500 delegates in
proportion to the membership of their branch or union, and accordingly trade union interests dominated the proceedings. In 1967, for
instance, 81 per cent of the delegates came from trade unions. Trade
union nominees also predominated on the all important Central Executive elected at the Conference with its right "to create and disband branches, to accept and reject affiliations, to endorse candidates, to raise and dispose of funds, to accept or expel individual
members, to pass policy resolutions, to appoint and remove officials,
to publish party propaganda and to instruct the state parliamentary
caucus"" subject to the direction of the annual Conference. The
thirty member Central Executive comprised twenty-seven selected
by the union dominated conference (of whom six were party officers
and three trade union representatives), two Women's Organization
representatives and one Young Labor representative." Typically the
proportion of union officials on the Executive in the early 1960s had
been about 60 per cent, while the parHamentarians made up only 8
per cent^'; it was to maintain this supremacy that the Trade Union
Defence Committee was formed in Victoria. An unofficial left-wing
organization, its main job was to draw up the Executive "ticket" to
go to the annual Conference; by controlling the union delegates to
the Conference it was able to control the composition and decisions
of Conference and thus the composition of the Executive, and thereby exert an enormous influence on the party machine." This is the
kind of evidence of Communist infiltration in A.L.P. organization in
Victoria that the D.L.P. seized on, seeing the Trades Union Defence
Committee as an ideological group whose influence could only be
detrimental to the party.
No serious criticism of the Committee's existence occurred until
Victoria's contribution to the federal Labor vote fell to a low of 36.4
per cent in 1966; when the vote rose to only 41.3 per cent in 1969
parliamentarians perceived the T.U.D.C. as an important factor in
preventing Labor's winning office, a view reinforced by the experience of the state parliamentary leader in the 1970 state elections.
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Mr Holding ran foul of his Executive by following the federal party
policy line on state aid to schools contrary to their explicit instrucfions, and the resulting quarrel between the Victorians and the
Federal Executive enabled the latter to disband the branch, pending
yet another reform.
The reconstructed branch, as Figure 6 shows is more
"democratically" organized with union representation restricted to
60 per cent of delegates. This is not to say that the party is no longer
union-based; 90 per cent of total party membership are union
members and union dues provide the bulk of the finance, but it is no
longer a party where union demands, communicated through a small
group of union officials dominate the branch's affairs.
One problem has been the complexity of the new constitution,
which led to one member in desperation producing a puzzled party
member's guide for those who wanted "to be part of the new style
participatory democracy but who hadn't yet sorted out how ... [it]
worked."" He emphasized the function of the State Council as the
hub of the reorganized party branch, a responsibility discharged in
all day Sunday meetings held five times per year. The Council was to
decide party policy (subject only to the Conference session) and all
key committees were to be elected from Council. The power of the
Executive Secretary disappeared in the reorganization, with the Administrative Committee collectively making decisions that had
previously been left in his hands; as a final ironical touch the new office of State Secretary went to a woman.
Women have played an almost non-existent role in the party, so
much so that at the 1971 conference one of the delegates from the
Women's Organization brought forward a motion to disband the
organization because of its impotence. It has in fact now disappeared from the branch organization. Young Labour too has a lesser
role than the corresponding Young Liberal group, and the experiment of no longer requiring its executive members to be branch
members is felt to be an undesirable change in some quarters.
The branch's relationships with its parliamentarians in Victoria
has been an uneasy one. Some of the initial distrust of politicians remains, a residue of the circumstances of the 1955 split, and the
branch has often looked to trade union leaders rather than to
parliamentarians. The reforms will undoubtedly reduce trade union
pressure on the parliamentarians, for they will no longer have to look
to an all-powerful Central Executive for endorsement, but instead
seek office through Electorate Assemblies and the Public Office
Selection Committee. The "machine politics" described by James
Jupp in his book Australian Party Politics could even disappear
from the Victorian A.L.P. if their new constitution were to reflect
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the spirit as well as the letter of the 1971 organization reforms.
Branch activity is often more concerned with internal party
matters than with electorate activity—the hearing of conference
resolutions, of electorate and regional reports, and the consideration
of items for their agenda. The emphasis is much more on business
than it is at Liberal Party branch meetings, more on the overt expression of ideological sentiments and less on unspoken but commonly held attitudes. The social composition of the A.L.P. was
described as 'largely middle-aged, working-class and male,'^' and
this, coupled with the strong union traditions has led to a party style
more concerned with solidarity than with flexibility in the organization. As a result it has tended to be less responsive to a changing
society and correspondingly handicapped when it came to winning
electoral support" in the 1970s. The State Executive exercised a
great deal of influence over policy in the past, even to the extent of
re-interpreting Federal Conference resolutions, and Victorian Labor
parliamentarians have had to tread more warily than their Liberal
opponents.
For more than two decades parliamentary representation has
been small, and although Labor's proportion of the total Victorian
vote has crept up from the one third retained after the 1955 split to
forty-two per cent in 1973 it is still a long way from the absolute majority of 1952. Labor's chances of forming a government in Victoria
still seem fairly remote, and denied the possibility of power or office,
there has been a tendency for party members to turn inwards and
look to their personal power positions against a background of bitter
ideological conflict. Some evidence of the residues left in the
reformed structure is to be found in the Tribune's report of the
voting at the 1971 State Conference, given as 41 per cent for the
Socialist Left, 32 per cent for the Centre, and 24 per cent for the
Right. The Socialist Left also failed to have its representative elected
for a second term, but retained three of the six state places on
Federal Conference. If the reformed branch structure allows the
party in Victoria to rise above the factional fragmentation that has
plagued it for the last twenty years, and to assume leadership of the
disenchanted wage earners and other dissatisfied groups emerging in
the wider Victorian society of the 1970s it will have succeeded.
However the recriminations that followed defeat in the 1973 state
elections have to be offset against the rosier organizational picture in
the party's bid to extend A.L.P. support in Victoria beyond its
traditional narrow union base, and the next few years will undoubtedly be a watershed in the branch's history.
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The strength of the agrarian interest in Victoria in the past is
reflected in the fact that it supported two country parties in the
1920s, the Country Party and the more radical Country Progressive
Party, and despite their division achieved a considerable degree of
electoral representation. It is usual for political moralists to chide
the country parties for their sectional outlook and blatant bargaining
tactics" but against their failings must be set the fact that they
brought back into the political system in Victoria a group that felt
itself excluded from politics. The Mallee might easily have become
the state's Deep South if it had not been for the Country Party's electoral viability, and its leaders' ability to secure parliamentary alliances without losing the party's separate identity. Their policies
were firmly grounded in the militancy of the radical agrarian cause
in Victoria, because in so far as radical political sentiment had a
focus in Victoria it was in the Country Party rather than in the Labor
Party. This arose out of the discontent of the Mallee small holders
and soldier settlers whose protests could not be readily accommodated by the conservatism of a Federal Country Party already
linked in coalition with a laisser faire Nationalist Party. The Victorian Country Party shifted leftwards as a consequence,^'' and did
not fall into line with the federal party until after the second world
war." Its decline as an electoral force partly reflects the growing industrialization of the state and the growth of urban population in the
post-war period as well as the effect of redistribution of electoral
boundaries. Moreover the need for a purely country party in Victoria
is disappearing as agrarian interests are increasingly catered for by
the rural wings of the major parties.
For the moment the Country Party remains part of the present
political scene in Victoria, though threatened by a demise which it
hastened by its own actions in the 1970 state elections. At loggerheads with the Liberal Party, it decided to allocate its second
preferences to the A.L.P. to express its disapproval of rural Liberal
policies. The disastrous consequence whereby its percentage of the
vote dropped from 8 per cent to 5.5 per cent and its seats from twelve
to eight, meant that it also lost its power in the upper house where it
had been capitalizing on its traditional corner party position in
return for concessions. The Leader, George Moss, was swiftly
replaced as punishment for his part in the debacle, but the electoral
consequences, and the perversity of its rural-based support have
made its future uncertain. It was unable to regain any of the lost
ground at the 1973 elections, and must be regarded as a spent force
in Victorian politics for the moment. In 1975, the party changed its
name to the National Country Party as part of moves much wider
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than the Victorian context, in an effort to secure a broader electoral
base.
The party's organization chart is set out in Figure 7. It was initially based on farmers' organizations, but today its members join
directly; they are still largely farmers and graziers and most of its
branches are in the country. Residents of country towns and of the
outer metropolitan areas have not been easily attracted to the
Country Party and its voting strength is still concentrated in the
traditional areas, particularly along the Murray Valley. Finance
comes primarily from bank orders, and levies may also be made on
members at the discretion of the Central Council to the equivalent of
the membership fee of $4.20 in any one year. Branch membership
was given as 39,000 in 1972." A separate Women's Section and
youth organization, as well as "groups" based on electoral boundaries, also lend support.
The governing body is the Central Council, composed largely of
the chairmen of the Electorate Councils formed from the branches,
and the annual Conference sets out guidelines to party policy. There
is provision for a plebiscite on an issue to be held at the discretion of
the Council if it decides this is necessary, but in general the party is a
machine for supporting the parliamentarians much more than is the
case with the Liberal Party or the A.L.P. Pledges are required of
Victorian parliamentarians to abide by the majority decisions of the
parliamentary party, elective state ministries are required constitutionally, and approval of the Central Council must be sought
before the parliamentary party can join a composite government.
The party has much less informal and social contact among its
members than other parties in Victoria for they are scattered
through the state and Gippsland dairy farmers have little in common
with the wheat farmers of the Mallee, or the latter with horticulturists in the irrigation area of the Goulbourn Valley, and
Western District graziers with none of them. Ideology is a matter of
pragmatic demands centering around the preservation of rural
values and concerns, and strong parliamentary leaders have been the
pivot of the party in the past.
There are signs that farmers in Victoria are once more dissatisfied with traditional channels for ventilating their grievances
and on one occasion they even turned to direct action and expressive
politics, student style, with a protest march along city streets.
Country people came to Melbourne in their thousands by bus, train
and car on 23 March 1970 to march along Bourke Street in a
peaceful demonstration of their dissatisfaction with institutional
channels. Rural crises are not solved by protest marches, but farmers
were also giving notice that they might not continue to support a
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political party which appears unable to offer them alternative solutions. The lesson was not lost on their political leaders.
The Federal Leader, Doug Anthony, recently expressed strong
opposition to the activities of the League of Rights in country areas.
The League is seeking to undermine the Country Party support with
a programme akin to social credit, and Anthony's statement showed
his awareness of the party's vulnerability to the charge that it is incapable of solving the countrymen's problems, with the possible erosion of its grass roots support as a consequence. The Country Party's
original success in the 1920s was partly the outcome of the network
of social and family relationships that exist in rural areas which allows ideas to spread quickly and become accepted. Their continued
existence leaves the original stronghold of the Country Party, Victoria, just as vulnerable to the attractiveness of newer ideologies
which appeal to the same discontents."
DEMOCRATIC LABOR PARTY
Are its leaders shining white knights or mavericks, saviours of a
heedless nation or masters of the "threat" technique? The D.L.P. is
usually referred to in such terms and comment is usually polarised
"for" and "against" in similar fashion," reflecting the party's
origins in 1955. Such fulminations characteristically surround breakaway parties, and the D.L.P.'s subsequent role in maintaining
Liberal governments in power has kept high the level of hostility in
its vicinity. Those who founded the D.L.P. in Victoria have consistently held that they are the legitimate labor party because their
removal from executive office by the Special Conference held in
1955 was unconstitutional, and their constitution refers to the Victorian branch as the Australian Labor Party, State of Victoria, associated with the Australian Democratic Labor Party. So certain
were the D.L.P. leaders that they were the rightful labor party that
they disputed the right of the new executive appointed by the 1954
Conference to occupy the A.L.P. offices in the Trades Hall building
in Victoria Parade, Melbourne, and would not hand over the party
records to them.
Who votes D.L.P.? Nearly half the party's voting strength was
in Victoria, and prior to the 1974 elections, two of the party's five
Senators were elected by that state. There seem to be some state differences; Paul Duffy notes that in Victoria there was a higher correlation between the D.L.P. vote and the percentage of Catholics for
instance, and that there also appeared to be some regional differences based on a class index." There was clearly a Catholic vote
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for the party, and it also drew strong support from the 21-39-yearold group and from those in white-collar occupations, as well as
from migrant groups; like all minority parties it attracts those who
wish to record a protest vote against the major political parties."
One of its difficulties has been the even geographic distribution
of its votes over the state so that it only achieved parliamentary
representation where votes were counted by proportional representation. This allowed it to achieve corner-party status in the Australian
Senate and its five Senators did not hesitate to use their influence
there if D.L.P. policies were at stake. Its federal parHamentarians
were able and experienced men who could not be ignored. At the
state level, however, the party gained its major electoral leverage
through the distribution of its voters' second preferences, a policy
which helped the Victorian Liberal Party to govern in its own right
for eighteen years without the necessity of placating a coalition
partner. In return the D.L.P. has exacted some tributes such as state
aid for independent schools, but the stringent state budget has never
allowed the distribution of much largesse in any one direction, and
incremental gains are all that any group can expect to make from
state finance sources. These, it can be argued, the D.L.P. has been
able to achieve in Victoria. The party's organizational chart is set out
in Figure 8 (p. 118).
Its annual conference has a policy-formulating role but the
direction of parliamentarians is forbidden. Delegates from State
Electorate Councils and from a few affiliated unions attend, but
trade union affiliations have never been important in the party. Its
Victorian membership is given as 15,000 but branch activity has been
weak, and though Young Democratic Labor Associations are a
strength, the main impetus has come from the Executive. Finance is
a problem in the party"", but despite this, its election campaigns have
been noteworthy for their large and sophisticated use of T.V. and
radio, giving rise to rumours that sources close to the Liberal Party
have been willing to help finance D.L.P. election campaigns.
Overall it has been a party centred around the activities of a
relatively small group of committed ideologues playing out an effective minor party role. Some of its members still see it as a breakaway
labor party, others as a new force in politics, identified with younger
voters and no longer tagged with a church party label. Whatever its
final image with voters, a party that in the 1960s attracted young
married voters and migrants, as well as Roman Catholics and those
out of sympathy with the major parties, putting forward its policies
in a sophisticated visual package over the mass media during election campaigns inevitably had some impact in the state's politics.
But the 1973 state elections raised doubts about its future, when its
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percentage of the vote dropped from thirteen to eight percent. The
1970s will be a testing time for Victoria's party of the right."'
AUSTRALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY
Where electoral geography is concerned, the Victorian branch of the
A.C.P., Hke its counterparts in other states, is of little consequence,
failing tofieldeven one candidate in the 1970 state elections and only
one in 1973. While its lack of popular electoral success in the
somewhat hostile Australian environment is predictable, the party
does play some part in the ideological clashes characteristic of the
margins of Victorian politics which give political conflict in the state
something of its air of distance. The Victorian branch, with about
650 members''^ was also the first to emancipate itself from MoscowPeking tutelage and stress the need for the party to develop a
national Australian style i.e. the "Italian" \int*\ They were
ideological innovators who split the A.C.P. just as A.L.P. Victorians
split that party. Other state branches have lately tended to follow the
lead given by Victorian party intellectuals with their stress on the
need for countries with strong democratic traditions to pursue
socialism through "programs of basic social reform rather than
through the bloody upheavals of the Russian and Chinese
revolutions."""
The party has, from time to time, exercised some influence
through the union movement. In 1964 it seemed to some members
that a logical extension of the party's revised role was that it should
act as a kind of "ginger group" on the left of the Australian Labor
Party"' but such a policy proved to be too "revisionist" for the party
leadership and today the party which was once in the vanguard of
radical criticism in Australia is a diminishing force while university
students have become the standard-bearers for radical social protest.
MINOR PARTIES
These have appeared fitfully on the Victorian electoral stage. One of
the most successful in the 1970 state election was the Council for the
Defence of Government Schools (D.O.G.S.) which campaigned
against state aid to independent schools, its best poll being almost 9
per cent in one electorate. Its success compared with the comparative failure of a party campaigning on a platform of abortion
law reform, and it is interesting that a 1971 survey found that
Melbourne respondents saw education as the most important question facing the community today, whereas they divided evenly on the
need for abortion reform."'
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The Australia Party had made little headway in Victoria prior
to 1972 and did not contest seats in the 1970 state elections. It had
nominated in nine seats at the preceding federal election but
averaged only 2.9 per cent of the Victorian vote and it was not unfil
the 1972 federal election that its presence began to have some impact. Twenty candidates contested the 1973 state election concentrating on the metropolitan area and winning 2 per cent of the
total vote. Originating as a splinter group on the left of the Liberal
Party as a protest against Australia's involvement in the Vietnam
war it has always been more interested in national issues, and would
like to see state government phased out. It claimed in 1973 to have
900 members in Victoria.
As a concluding comment on the nature of parties in Victoria, it
is worth recording that, in common with the rest of the world, party
political activity is no longer the only avenue sought by young people
in the state. Victoria has had its share of student demonstrators
whose preference is for direct political action outside the system
because of their criticism of existing institutional channels for expressing dissent; while their numbers are still tiny compared with
those who belong to party youth groups the advent of expressive
politics and political proselytisers on the Victorian scene has meant a
shift in emphasis away from strategies to issues to which the political
parties have responded only slowly."'
THE 1970 AND 1973 STATE ELECTIONS
Sir Henry Bolte's Liberal Government was less popular at the end of
the 1960s, prompting some interest in the Liberals' retention of office. Its accumulated credit had been cut into by a number of issues
Hke the proposal by the Minister for Lands, Sir William McDonald,
to open up marginal land in the far west of the state, which brought
down the wrath of agricultural experts, conservationists, the media
and the public upon the government's collective head; the action of
the Public Solicitor (G. Douglas) in lending money to public clients
through personal family companies, leading to his speedy resignation; revelations of gross over-crowding in state welfare homes, and
accusations of inefficiency in the Public Works Department and of
police corruption and an abortion racket. Education was a running
sore, continued deficit budgeting seemed inevitable, the rural depression was worsening, and a ground-swell of discontent was developing
among the more liberal younger back-benchers of the party over
social policy. Clyde Holding, leader of the Victorian Parhamentary
Labor Party had seized opportunities in parliament and on the
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media to hammer the government and the Victorian branch of the
A.L.P. was no longer at loggerheads with the Federal Executive. It
seemed that the 1970 state election would be something of a real contest at last.
It turned out to be mistaken optimism. The Premier still
directed his policy speech at both the rural and urban electorate but
added a surprise emphasis on "quality of life" issues by stating that
"the theme of this Policy Speech has to do with human happiness
and contentment and the development of the standards and qualities
of the society in which we live". He was giving notice that the Liberal
Party was aware of the new focus in Victorian politics, and in so doing, cut the ground from under his critics' feet.
The Liberals were helped again when the leader of the A.L.P.
ran foul of his Victorian State Executive over Federal Labor policy
on state aid to independent schools. Eventually two opposing policies
in education were put forward, and Sir Henry made considerable
electoral capital from the divided leadership image and the resulting
obvious dissension. Labor never became an effective campaign force
in 1970 as a result.
The Country Party also displayed its differences with the
Federal Country Party giving an unconvincing performance as far as
its discontented rural voters were concerned, and the D.L.P. argued
that its job was to "guarantee good government in the state" and
stem the "permissiveness and anarchy" threatening Australia from
the United States and Britain. A number of small protest groups also
sponsored candidates, pointing to a revival of interest in Victorian
election politics at the fringes; the most important were the Council
for the Defence of Government Schools (D.O.G.S.) supporting candidates opposed to state aid for independent schools, and the
Progressive Reform Party led by Dr Bertram Wainer, an activist for
aborfion law reform. Among them all, only the D.O.G.S. received
much support at the polls.
The public squabbHng by the A.L.P. and the Country Party
gave the Liberals an easy victory on election night when they
retained their 1967 percentage of the vote and lost only one seat.
Labor increased its percentage to 42 per cent and won five new seats
to give it a total of twenty-one, and the Country Party footed the bill
when its percentage slipped to an all-time low of 6 per cent, and its
seat total in the Legislative Assembly from twelve to eight. The
D.L.P. by contrast ran a skilful campaign on radio and television
and was rewarded by seeing their percentage of the vote drop only
marginally from 14 per cent in 1967 to 13.8 per cent in 1970. Their
ability to retain their support was particularly useful for the Liberals,
given the importance of D.L.P. preferences to them in allowing them
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to form a government in their own right. The effect of D.L.P. support was to reinforce Liberal candidates first preferences in twentysix of the seventy-three seats, confirm the Country Party lead in one,
and reverse the A.L.P. lead in another nine seats, eight of which were
eventually won for the Liberal Party. Without those seats, the old
three-cornered position might well have returned to Victorian
politics, and with it presumably, the uneasy coalitions in government.
The A.L.P. parliamentary leader was so disappointed that he
refused to concede the election until the middle of the week following
polling day. In a bitter press statement he described the result as an
electoral gerrymander, and hinted at a move to introduce proportional representation. However on the 1970 voting figures, this
would have put ten D.L.P. parHamentarians into the Legislative Assembly, and allowed that party to assume the Country Party's old
corner-party role. Once their disappointment had worn off therefore.
Labor parHamentarians quickly soft-pedalled the notion of electoral
reform in terms of P.R. voting.
Sir Henry Bolte did not finish out his last term, retiring about
twelve months before the 1973 election to leave his chosen successor,
Rupert Hamer in charge. 1973 was therefore a testing election for
the Victorian Liberals, for it was the first time in two decades that
they had campaigned without Sir Henry. Relatively unknown,
Hamer had been a member of the Legislative Council for most of his
parliamentary career, holding the low profile portfolio of Minister
for Local Government since 1958. He was a strong contrast with
Bolte, "private, reserved, a listener ... [with] an air of reasonableness
and a readiness to act on suggestion.""' He was also unversed in the
rough and tumble of politics, and a less skilled parliamentary tacfician so that there was some concern among Liberals that he would
not project a winning leadership image during the election campaign.
His presentation of his policy speech was by no means reassuring,
but it did highlight the change of leadership, for he delivered it at
Kew City Hall, the heartland of Melbourne's middle-class suburbs,
adding a T.V. presentation. Sir Henry Bolte had made his last policy
speech from Ararat, the centre of the western district primaryproducing area.
Mr Hamer pursued the "quality of life" theme which had been
introduced in the Premier's 1970 manifesto, taking it much further.
Decentralization and support for the Albury-Wodonga complex was
given top billing: "We recognize the paramount need to restrain the
growth of Melbourne ... and we are engaged in the most intensive effort yet made in Australia to achieve a better balance of population". Concern for the environment was extended into a promise
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to protect buildings of historic importance and a decision to establish
a new ministry of planning. Social welfare, education, housing and
mental health were all the subject of promises, and specific proposals
relating to fire-fighting, the establishment of family courts, and the
building of performing arts centres in country Victoria were made.
Basically, Mr Hamer's first policy speech as Victoria's premier
moved into the middle ground of politics and gave a "little 1" image
to the party backed up with a professional campaign around the
slogan "Hamer Makes it Happen." The groundwork laid by Sir
Henry Bolte in 1970 when he surprised the electorate and moved part
of the way towards "quality of life" issues proved to be an excellent
jumping-off place in 1973 and Hamer's success in responding to the
tension and uneasiness recorded by market surveys in outersuburban electorates in Melbourne overcame his low-key image to
give him outright victory on the night.
The Labor Party also presented its policy in a T.V. presentation, with Mr Holding speaking from the steps of Parliament House,
from an inner-suburban school, from a housing estate and so on. He
emphasized control of inflation by joint Victorian-Commonwealth
action, and said that Labor would set up a Price Commission on the
South Australian model. A long list of promises followed, ranging
from a referendum on electoral reform, and machinery of government proposals setting up new departments and breaking-up the allpowerful Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, to moral issues such as the abolition of censorship of literature and films for
adults. His performance was somewhat unimpressive despite the
purchase of an expensive new suit for the occasion, weakened by his
tendency to adopt the old "gut and rhetoric" Labor style (despite his
comparative youth). With so much similarity in the policies of the
two parties, the emphasis came down to style and presentation, and
the Liberal approach, constructive and aimed at the centre, had the
greater appeal.
The Country Party's main concern was to rebuild morale and
support after the 1970 debacle and it aimed at the grass-roots level
and at local loyalties. Its leader, Peter Ross-Edwards is the first
non-farmer to head the party, and it was also his first election. He
sought to estabHsh the C.P. in the smaller towns and cities with the
theme of small-town decentralization, marketed with the somewhat
startling help of pretty girls wearing straw boaters in the party's new
green and orange colours. It is doubtful if the campaign would have
met with Sir Albert Dunstan's approval, despite its heroic attempt to
give the party a modern image.
The D.L.P. also had the problem of winning back voters, for its
share of the vote in the 1972 federal election had dropped to 8.6 per
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cent, well below the 10 per cent it needs to ensure its place in Victorian politics. Their policy speech raised a number of issues centred
around the "family", but with much less emphasis on moral
decadence than in 1970 and its professional use of the media is now
less significant with the major parties following suit.
Other minor parties included the Australia Party which fielded
twenty candidates for the first time in state politics, mostly in
metropolitan areas. No official policy speech was delivered, though
it did coin a slogan ("people matter more") and candidates supported the familiar decentralization, pollution control, conservation,
education, and so on. They were also able to move into the more
marginal areas like abortion reform, and legislation of homosexual
practices between consenting adults but they too had difficulty in establishing a credible image in their drive to grab part of the minor
party vote in Victoria, often largely a protest one. They still have
something of the air of a club of "self-confessed amateurs", and with
their inability to direct preferences (its voters seem loth to follow
cards), it was of minor importance in the voting percentages.
Nevertheless its emergence in state politics is a small mile-stone and
it may yet absorb the protest vote that went to groups like the
D.O.G.S. in 1970.
Election night was a welcome surprise for the Liberals, for instead of the state Liberal vote declining as it had at the federal election six months earlier, possibly forcing them into a co-alition
government with the C.P., it increased by more than 6 per cent in a
massive vote of confidence for Mr Hamer and his new-style Liberal
politics. The details are shown in Table 6.1. The Liberal Party
received its highest percentage of the total vote in a Victorian election for fifty years; during the Bolte years it had won between 36 and
40 per cent, and the result was even more satisfying to Hamer since it
reversed the swing away from Liberal recorded the previous
Table 6.1 Election results, 1970-73

%
Liberal
A.L.P.
C.P.
D.L.P.
A.P.
Others

Federal

State

Party

36.5
41.3
6.4
13.3
2.2

1970
seats
42
22
8
1

%

1973»
seats

42.8
41.7
5.8
7.9
1.6
.5

46
18
8
—
—
1

%
33.6
47.0
8.0
8.3
2.1
1.0

1972
seats
14
14
6
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December in the federal election. He now had a secure majority in
his own right, firmly establishing the change of direction gingerly set
in motion by Sir Flenry in 1970.
For Victorian Labor and Mr Holding it was another disappointment. Compared with 1970 the party's share of the vote increased
slightly, but given the present electoral distribution it seems almost
impossible for Labor to win in Victoria. Table 6.2 illustrates the likely results of other voting systems in the last two elections.
Table 6.2 Election results under alternative systems
First Past Post
Liberal
A.L.P.
C.P.
D.L.P.
Ind.

PJl^

Preferential

1970

1973

1970

1973

1970

1973

34
30
9
-

40
25
8
-

27
31
4
10
1

32
30
4
6
1

42
22
8
1

46
18
8
1

Those seeking electoral reform in Victoria clearly face a dilemma, for first past the post in 1970 would have allowed the Country
Party to play its old corner-party role again and would not have injured the Liberal ability to form a majority government in 1973.
Proportional representation would have given the balance of power
to the minor parties in both elections. Moreover, while the electoral
boundaries favour rural voters, at the expense of all others. Liberal
seats averaged slightly more voters per seat in 1973 (29,815) compared with the A.L.P. average (29,112), so that redistribution could
favour the Liberals without injustice. The smallest metropolitan seat
before the 1974 redistribution was Mr Holding's own electorate at
Richmond with 21,865 and the largest is the Liberal seat of Scoresby
with 60,500, emphasizing that it was the outer suburbs which showed
the grossest discrepancies. Here for the moment the Victorian
Liberals have retained their voters' loyalty despite the 1972 federal
swing at the fringes. The distribution of electors is also more in the
Liberals favour, for their voters are more dispersed, and they tend to
win seats more economically. Labor's inability to win more than
about 42 per cent of the total state vote continues to be its major
stumbling block to electoral victory.
The other important consequence of the 1973 election compared
with 1970 was the erosion of the D.L.P. vote from 13.3 per cent to
7.9 per cent. They lost to the Liberals suggesting to one observer that
"the electoral support of the Democratic Labor Party is a fastwasting asset""', and certainly if the declining support measured by
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the 1972 federal election and the 1973 state election is to be the pattern of the future, the effect on Australian politics, and more particularly, Victorian politics will be as far-reaching as that of the
original split in 1955.
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7

The Political Pressure
Group System

A detailed map of the significant state-oriented pressure groups in
the Victorian political scene still remains to be drawn, but a rough
outline of their interaction with the political and administrative
machinery of the state can be attempted. We can begin with the
shadow they cast over party policies. In 1955 election policy speeches
tended to be "sober catalogues of benefits" displayed as if in shop
window; a promise of reform in the bread industry, of relaxation of
rent control, of amendment of the company law to discourage
fraudulent promoters, increases in state superannuation and State
Savings Bank housing loans, the establishment of an Institute of
Technology and a "culture centre" for Melbourne, and specific
proposals covering public health in the fields of psychiatry, dentistry,
polio immunization and the building of hospitals and swimming
pools. It is easy enough to form an idea of the variety and force of
state-oriented pressure groups from this list of election promises,'
and to conclude that response to pressure was a natural aspect of
party policy-making for all parties, whose leaders made little
reference to ideological justification in their bid for voters' support.
By the 1970 election a different pressure dimension had
developed as the following references in Sir Henry Bolte's policy
speech show. The past fifteen years, he said, had been a matter of
quantity, and the time had now come to devote equal attention to
"the problem of values, the problems of change and the problems of
quality" which make up "human happiness and welfare ... The
theme of my policy speech has to do with human happiness and contentment and the development of the standards and qualities of ...
society." In stressing quality rather than quantity the Premier was
reflecting the change in pressure politics that had taken place in the
electorate since 1955. A consistent campaign for education reform
had been waged by teachers' unions and school councils for some
time before the election and the strength of the education lobby was
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reflected in the top priority given to education in the Premier's
speech. Even though 43 per cent of the state's budget was now
devoted to education (compared with 25 per cent in 1955) he
promised further spending for the building of schools, for Teachers'
Colleges to meet staff shortages, and administrative reform based on
the decentralization of the Education Department into three regional
directorates, together with a revision of the subsidy policy for school
amenities to give greater responsibility to School Advisory Councils.
The rural crisis was also reflected in his policy speech, for Sir
Henry's success in winning rural support and capturing marginal
country electorates was partly responsible for his long spell in office.
Indeed, country interests received far more attention in the Liberal
Party's 1970 policy speech than they had in 1955 when their participation had been chanelled through the three-party system. The
Premier promised probate assistance, railway freight concessions,
two new agricultural colleges and veterinary diagnostic laboratories
(strategically sited), the establishment of the Rural Industries Committee, horticultural scholarships for country students, the establishment of a Farm Water Supply Fund, subsidies for small rural fire
fighting units and an overhaul of the Victorian Mines Act to allow
the land owner a percentage of the royalty payable on minerals
found on his land as well as compensation. Given the lack of room
for manoeuvre in state budgets and the national spread of country
difficulties it was a generous response to the rural lobby for whom
the shoD window of the 1955 had become the supermarket of 1970.
Another successful area of pressure centred around social
welfare, organized by the government's own departmental advisers
as well as community social welfare agencies. The Premier promised
a separate Ministry of Social Welfare, substantial increases in the
government's contribution to charitable institutions charged with the
care of state wards, and increased subsidies for those concerned with
adoption. Not every welfare group, however, was acceptable for the
Family Planning Association still lacked official recognition as a
registered charity. Decentralized community medical centres were to
be established, thus meeting two demands in one, and a centre for
mentally retarded children at Colac. Add a geriatric centre at
Moorabbin and a consultative centre on drug dependency, and the
policy speech represented a comprehensive package deal for the
welfare groups.
Nor was the relatively strong Victorian local government lobby
forgotten. A board of enquiry was promised to examine thoroughly
all aspects of local government finance, the local authorities' most
pressing problem {see Chapter 4). The MunicipaHties Assistance
Fund was to be substantially increased, and councils were to be
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relieved of the task of lighting state highways and receive a subsidy
for beach cleaning and an increase in swimming pool subsidies.
Rounding out his election manifesto, the Premier promised a new
fund for the establishment of sporting centres in country and outer
metropolitan areas, a grant to the "Little Athletics" organization
and increased valuations for home finance loans.
He turned his promises into legislation in the spring session in
1970, underlining the importance of the organized presentation of
consumer demands through pressure politics in Victoria to achieve
legislative success. Analysis of the 1970 legislative programme complements the picture of pressure group activity sketched out by the
election policy speech. Of the twenty-three acts concerned with
policy passed during the immediate post election session, fourteen
were linked with a recognizable pressure group demand, and out of
the fifteen arising directly out of election promises, no less than
twelve could be so described. Articulate and organized pressure
group activity clearly provided the mainspring of major election
policy initiatives in 1970.
Table 7.1 Acts passed diuing spring session 1970
Attributable to
pressure group
Policy
arising out of election promise
other than election promise
Finance
Amending existing legislation
Miscellaneous
Total

15
8
17
71
3
114

12
2
24

38

Pressure groups also sought legislation in their own interests,
apart from those relating to election issues. If the twenty-four acts
passed to amend existing legislation at the behest of pressure goups
are classified, the results can be seen in Table 7.2. TThus the main
groups interested in seeking legislative action are not those in
business and industry, but groups concerned with regulating the conditions under which their occupations and professions may be carried on: the well-drillers, hairdressers, architects, lawyers, teachers,
crane-drivers, dentists and doctors. They constitute the biggest single
group seeking access to the Victorian legislative process for sectional
aims, though it can be argued that regulation of their operations is
also in the public interest.
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Table 7.2 Amendment of existing legislation
Interest
Regulation of occupations and professions
Economic based groups
Recreation and conservation
Housing and country utilities
Primary production
Church and charity

Number

%

11
5
4
1
1
2

46
21
17
4
4
8

24

100

Cataloguing the bills passed during the 1970 spring session is
not to suggest that group influence is limited to direct legislation.
The Opposition clearly uses the adjournment following a bill's introduction to consult interested pressure groups, and government
spokesmen often indicate that legislation has been sought by the industry involved e.g. the Wheat Marketing (Special Quotas) Act
(No.7976) was a typical biH of this nature introduced in 1970.
Moreover the industry concerned will often be consulted on the
provisions of the bill e.g. the Apprenticeship (Amendment) Act 1970
(Act. No. 8021), or it wiH have supplied some of the information
relevant to the bill e.g. the Institute of Building and Housing Society
Secretaries appears to have furnished the statistics relevant to the
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Act (No.7983).
Overall very few innovative bills are totally unconnected with pressure group opinion in Victoria. Groups also approach members of
parliament asking them to raise questions on their behalf in the
House, country members particularly finding that their electorates
expect them to be active on behalf of constituent groups. Questions
can be relatively trivial e.g. one member used the adjournment to
complain on behalf of the local Boy Scouts Association group about
Board of Works dumping near a scout camp but small issues are the
stuff of state politics. Protesting teachers even initiated a new pressure group legislative tactic in 1970—or perhaps it was reviving an
old one—when they filled the public gallery during the second
reading debate on the Teachers' Tribunal bill, cheering derisively
from time to time. The Premier was sufficently irate about this
behaviour to have the gallery cleared of strangers, making the success of the strategy somewhat debatable.
Turning to the administrative process, it is apparent that pressure groups are woven into it through a network of state-wide contacts. Many approach the appropriate minister directly with their
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submissions, as a matter of routine, a style intensified by the opportunity which a long period of one-party government offers to build
up personal contacts with a relatively stable group of political
leaders. Ministers come more and more to act like permanent heads
of departments in such circumstances for they often outlast them.
Group membership on advisory councils and representation on
various administrative boards is also quite common. Ex-servicemen
are represented by their organizations on Soldier Settlement Boards;
conservation groups on alpine resorts managements and environment protection groups on conservation councils; building and housing society secretaries sit on housing advisory committees; representatives of the Victorian Hospitals Association are members of
hospitals administration boards, and the various professional associations supply representatives for the relevant registration boards
linked with their profession.
Victoria's pressure groups are therefore recognized as having a
legitimate interest in the state's political system, and group representation is built into the structure both at the legislative and administrative level. Early state traditions of "attending to arrangements" have perhaps smoothed the path but clearly Victoria
follows the pattern of other democratic governments where its pressure system and the extent of its influence is concerned. The Premier
minimized their significance in an interview reported in the Sun on
the occasion of his anniversary of fifteen years in parliament saying:
"when you first come into Parliament you are scared of your own
shadow, but after a while you realize pressure groups don't mean
much. You do what's right in your own judgement"^ but the
evidence hardly bears him out.
PRODUCER PRESSURE GROUPS
Case studies suggest that it is the producer groups which are the
most influential today and worker and employer or producer groups
in primary or secondary industry are particularly important as the
following accounts illustrate.
Victorian Trades Hall Council
The Victorian Trades Hall Council, established in 1856 under
another name, has approximately eighty unions affiliated with it.
There are also eight Provincial Trades and Labour Councils at Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine, Gippsland (with its headquarters at
Morwell), Geelong, Maryborough, Mildura and Wonthaggi. Unions
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are represented on the Council in proportion to the numbers of their
members, up to a maximum of five delegates, the aim being to prevent large strong unions from dominating the organization. In 1967
however, twenty-seven of the larger left-wing unions objected to the
limitation to five delegates because it considerably reduced their influence on policy matters and refused to pay their dues. Suspended
from the Council subsequently, the dispute caused a serious rift in
the Victorian labour movement, and the twenty-seven rebel unions
developed into an independent labour pressure group, often expressing a different and more militant view from that taken by the Trades
Hall Council. One tactic was to impose black bans on projects, such
as the controversial proposals to build pipelines under Port Phillip
Bay for carrying oil and natural gas. The Council was seriously embarrassed by the loss of financial support, until April 1973 when the
rebel unions voted by a narrow majority 13—9, to rejoin the Trades
Hall Council. The terms of the compromise were that the rebels
would pay $200,000 in back fees and the T.H.C. executive would be
restructured to divide power with the industry groups. The exact
system of weighting was not disclosed when the compromise was announced.
The Trades Hall organization is staffed by a President,
Secretary and Assistant Secretary, all full-time officials, with an office staff of four research officers whenfinancesallow, responsible to
an executive committee of ten representatives. Close communications are maintained with affiliated unions by means of circulars
placed several times per week in the union post boxes situated in the
T.H.C. building in Lygon Street and a first-name culture prevails.
The Council also runs job representatives' courses and one-day
schools in matters of general union interest and encourages unions to
run their own internal programmes, but education work is obviously
hampered by the small permanent staff and prevailing financial
stringency. One noteworthy achievement has been the Trade Union
CHnic established in 1964 by the Victorian branch of the Australian
Meat Industry Employees to provide treatment of and research into
industrial accidents and diseases. This has a full-time staff of thirty
people and treats an average 200 industrial accidents per week.
The main methods by which the Trades Hall Council seeks to
promote the labour movement are representation, consultation and
conference. It values its direct representation on such authorities as
the Victorian Industrial Appeals Court, the Workers' Compensation
Board, the Apprenticeship Commission, the Industrial Safety Advisory Council and the University Councils and the numerous indirect links it has with the state administrative structure. Deputations from members are arranged to the premier, individual
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ministers and cabinet sub-committees on matters of concern
(averaging one a fortnight) with varying degrees of success
depending on the issue and the minister. The Council sees this tactic
as an incremental one centered around the need to ventilate
grievance before action results, and the union concerned may return
again and again with its request, until it is finally granted. Changes
in the nature of workers' compensation finally agreed to in 1972 are
an instance of the success of this style of approaching the government. The Trades Hall Council prefers to direct its attention to the
administration rather than to parliament, and secures its demands
by "a stroke of the executive pen" rather than through resort to
legislation, a preference highlighted by the relative infrequency of
labour-inspired legislation in the session table set out above. Plugged
into the state machinery as the unions are through the Council, they
are in a position to take the initiative if the situation warrants it^ and
they are also consulted by the government on matters relating to
labour where legislation is being considered. The amendments to the
Apprenticeship Act in the 1970 session are an example.
Victorian unions do go on strike of course, one of the most
serious for more than twenty years occuring in 1969 over a confrontation between the Tramways Union Secretary, Mr Clarrie O'Shea,
and the Commonwealth Industrial Court for unpaid strike fines.
Unionists marched twenty-two abreast up Little Bourke Street to
clash with police outside the Court building itself. State government
employees also went on strike quite regularly in the late 1960s, but in
general, Victorian labour, through its Trades Hall Council, operates
within the Victorian traditions of "attending to arrangements" and
looks to the state administration where for them the real action takes
place rather than to the symbolic parliamentary scene. The promotion of labour as a legitimate interest in Victorian politics is accepted
by government and unions alike, and there is little evidence that the
movement has been handicapped by the long spell spent in opposition by the Victorian branch of the Australian Labor Party. Given
the niche it has carved out for itself in the structure of the state
government, Victorian labour "plays the game".
Victorian Chamber of Manufacturers

Employer organizations operate in a similar fashion. The Victorian
Chamber of Manufacturers formed in 1877, has between 6,500 and
7,000 members (800 of them country members) and a staff of 120,
many of them specialists and graduates. Almost one third of
Chamber members operate under the metal industry award, a situation making for conflict between the bigger employers and the majority (80 per cent) of employers who employ fewer than fifty people.
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The former can more easily carry heavy increases in wage awards
than the smaller employers whose control over price schedules is
much less, and while the Chamber's membership is gradually moving towards bigger manufacturing units, its most active members are
still those who own small factories, and its policies are still shaped
more directly by them. In May 1972 the Chamber's Director unsuccessfully sought a wage "freeze" despite considerable opposition
from the big manufacturers (who saw such a policy as leading inevitably to industrial action by the recently amalgamated metal
workers' union) because of demands from smaller Chamber
members that it should protect their interests in the face of ever
spiralling wages and a lack of protective tariff barriers.
The Chamber places a great deal of emphasis on the services it
offers to members, particularly the provision of information necessary for conducting business. It employs lawyers and briefs barristers so that its members have expert representation before state
and federal industrial courts, it has its own well-staffed statistics
department supplying a steady stream of up-to-date information, it
advises its members on practical matters such as record-keeping, and
it has set up an innovatory telephone service for answering up to
1,500 enquires on industrial relations per day from members—
queries concerning wage awards, tariff provisions, safety regulations, taxation demands and many others. Members also receive a
weekly industrial diary concerned with matters of policy, and a
weekly service bulletin which is largely factual, supplemented by a
loose-leaf wage bulletin kept up-to-date free of charge and by copies
of awards and determinations as they come out. Communication is
further maintained through an ad hoc pamphlet system.
The Chamber's council, which meets once a month, has about
fifty members elected by members on a complicated formula basis
which recognizes various interests within the membership. In addifion, each of thirteen industry groups (similar to the census breakdown) provides a forum for matters of interest and is entitled to
representation on the Council. Office-bearers are elected by the
Council which also appoints a Director as executive head; he appoints the remainder of the staff. The traditional pattern has been
one of strong leadership by the Director and a hierarchical organization, but this is now changing towards a board-style administration
and in 1972 a constitution was drawn up to give effect to the new
style. Today the Council and the professional secretariat are very
much involved in policy initiatives, particulary with the appointment
of additional trained people to the secretariat since 1970; proposals
come to the central policy-making body, the Council, in the form of
white papers prepared by the research department for its considera-
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tion. It is a cabinet/public service pattern giving a quite different
style of operation from the "strong" leader direction of the past. For
finance the Chamber relies on members' subscriptions, based on the
size of the pay-roll, with a minimum of $46 p.a. (the largest subscription is about $1,000), and runs its own insurance company which
provides an important supplement to revenue, to which are added a
portfolio of investments. Its various sources of revenue give the
Chamber a strong financial basis for its activities, allowing it to
secure the expert personnel necessary to give the professional advice
its members need in today's regulation-dominated business and
manufacturing world.
Like the Trades Hall Council, the Chamber centres its activifies
around its services to its members and the communication of information on behalf of its members within its organization and to the
outside world—to the government, the public and other business interests. With the emphasis on communication and publicity has gone
a sophisticated approach to supplying press releases and radio commentary and the use of teleprinter links and computers. There is a
constant interchange of information at the international level
through trade missions and links with High Commissioners as well
as on the domestic front. Again Hke the Trades Hall Council, the
Chamber of Manufacturers seeks membership of government committees and wage boards; it is currently presenting a case for
membership of Industrial Courts, and maintains links with the Tariff
Board on behalf of members. Some attempt is being made to establish an industrial secretariat with the Associated Chamber of
Manufacturers to strengthen federal representation, and Council
members have pressed for an amalgamation with the Victorian
Chamber of Commerce and employer organizations in other states
so that employers can speak with one voice to counter the Australian
Council of Trade Unions. However members are also reluctant to
see authority slip away from the state-based bodies, believing that
their interests are best served by their own organizations, and
although there is a great deal of personal cooperation between the
federal and state organizations, for the moment the federal body
concentrates mainly on lobbying in Canberra.
Melbourne Chamber of Commerce
This employer organization describes itself as the "only completely
representative voice of free enterprise in the Melbourne metropolitan
area". It provides the secretariat for the Victorian Chambers of
Commerce, and is a foundation member of the Associated
Chambers of Commerce of Australia based in Canberra. Formed in
1851, the Melbourne Chamber was an early success in promoting a
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multitude of interests, but later growth saw the emergence of
specialist organizations serving particular needs; today its members
are more concerned with the tertiary sector - banks, insurance companies, custom and import agents, retail houses, and the new consultant services which rank as its biggest group of members. It can be
considered the spokesman for Victorian trading, commercial shipping and, to a lesser extent, manufacturing interests. Its membership
was highest in the immediate post-war period, but during the long
period of Liberal government there has been a downward trend in its
numbers to the present total of about 1,700. It seems that trade and
commercial interests see the Chamber as a useful channel of access
when the business climate is unfavourable, as it was in the early
1950s when import regulations had to be countered, but have less
need for it when business improves. Today the trend is towards
amalgamation, the issue of joint public statements with other Victorian employer bodies, and even a permanent merger with the
Chamber of Manufacturers.
The Chamber of Commerce regards its spokesman role as very
important and places great emphasis on its public relations. Its staff
of about twenty people include a press and information officer (a
senior appointment) who is heavily engaged in promotional activities
on behalf of the Chamber's members. Some attempt is being made
to provide an industrial enquiries service, similar to that available to
Chamber of Manufacturers' members, but it is possible that
amalgamation when it takes place will allow Commerce members to
use the Manufacturers' centre. Other services offered are assistance
with customs procedures, translation services, secretarial services to
member organizations, reception of trade missions, processing of
trade enquiries, including certification of the many documents
needed to conduct international trade, and an export advisory service. A fortnightly news-letter and a Year Book and Directory of
Members is also provided, but "contact" activities are clearly more
important than the straight provision of facts and statistics. Like the
Trades Hall Council and the Chamber of Manufacturers, the
Chamber of Commerce also has members on a number of
government boards including the council of the University of
Melbourne, the Discharged Serviceman's Preference Board, the
Marine Board, the Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissions, the
Metric Conversion Board and the State Immigration Advisory
Council.
The governing body of the Chamber is the Council composed of
fifty elected members and nineteen members invited to join as industry representatives. The elected members tend to be more active.
The Executive Committee, elected by the Council, is the mainspring
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body which meets fortnightly and plays a major role in policymaking. Honorary standing committees are set up by the Executive
Committee to help formulate policy in specific areas, thus drawing
on expert advice very cheaply. Sixteen such committees are listed in
the 1971 annual report, one of the most important being the committee responsible for putting the Chamber's view on proposed legislation to the state government. Provided the leadership is effective, the
Chamber appears to be able to mobilize satisfactorily when it its interests are threatened e.g. its committee was able to convince the
state government in 1971 that there were so many anomalies in its
proposed superannuation bill that it was not practicable and the bill
was withdrawn. They also influenced the Premier in his decision to
rescind his budgetary proposal to impose an accommodation tax on
the state's hotels and motels in the same year, a major achievement.
Finance comes from membership subscriptions and an investment portfolio, but the Chamber is restricted from ranging too widely in its business activities because its members will not tolerate the
Chamber competing with them. An attempt to set up an insurance
company along the lines of the successful Chamber of Manufacturers venture failed due to opposition from insurance members, and
similar pressure is exerted by management and training firms if the
Chamber attempts to go beyond its present very modest education
and training services. Membership subscription therefore comprises
60 per cent of the total income of about $200,000 per annum at present.
The Chamber's activities are not limited to Victoria, for it will
quite often act as an agent for federal trade and industry organisations, and it also maintains considerable international contact
through trade missions and other host activities. Unlike the
Chamber of Manufacturers, it is not much involved in legal
representation, placing more emphasis on methods of direct consultation and on those concerned with promotion and publicity. It
also operates directly at the local government level, for many of its
most active members own property in the Central Business District
and expect the Chamber to protect that property. Its special civic affairs division was influential in persuading the Melbourne City
Council to introduce long term strategic planning in Melbourne's
inner areas and it also gave support to the underground rail loop project designed to improve the public transport services in central
Melbourne. In general the Melbourne Chamber is centre-oriented
rather than suburban-minded, and attentive to the implications of
both state and local government planning decisions as well as those
made by the state's statutory authorities.
Again the picture that emerges is that of a group active at the
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administrative
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level of government, though perhaps inclined to
developments more closely than either of the other
groups because government policy-making more
members' interests.

Victorian Farmers' Union
The main rural pressure group in Victoria, is the Victorian Farmers'
Union formed in 1968 by a merger of the Victorian Wheat and Wool
Growers' Association and the Victorian Division of the Australian
Primary Producers' Union. Australia's largest grower industrial
organization," its members include 75 per cent of all Victorian
farmers. Victoria's rural producers perceived very early that coUecfive representation meant greater strength, and in the 1920s they
formed an industrial organization based on wheat farmers' discontent with marketing procedure often described as "non-party
political". In the 1960s they responded to the rural crises of those
years by seeking even more grower unity, though retaining industry
representation. At the pre-amalgamation conference, lasting and effective unity was seen as depending on the retention of industry
autonomy as well as collective action and industry based groups were
built into the new organizational structure, alongside a traditional
branch structure. Today the Union has a financial membership of
27,000, spread over the whole of the state, divided between 350
branches in twenty-three areas^ The basic member is the traditional
family farmer and there is little evidence that "factory farming" has
taken over Victoria's rural areas. The pastoral industry dominates
the membership, but wheat and dairy farmers also form a significant
percentage of the membership as Table 7.3 illustrates.
Table 7.3 Membership of V.F.U.
Division

Number of Members

Pastoral
Grains
Dairying
Fruit
Poultry
Pigmeat
Vegetables
General

8,278
5,763
6,225
810
341
150
558
157
22,282

Not classifed
Subscription less than $10

500
3,384
26,166

%
37.2
25.8
27.9
3.6
1.6
0.7
2.5
0.7
100.0
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The Union extends its activities beyond the traditional collective producer range into marketing policy areas as the need arises. It
is just as promotion conscious as the industrial producer groups, and
seeks professional and expert help to put its members' cases. The
V.F.U. provides quite extensive services for members, one of the
most important being a purchasing service through the Victorian
Farmers' Co-operative which supplies farmers with farm requisites
at discount prices and has between 5,000 and 6,000 current accounts.
The Union also finds it necessary to issue its members with an Industrial Award Handbook and keeps this up-to-date, and aims at
direct representation on industrial courts in the future. Once this
goal is achieved, it will set up an industrial relations and legal section
similar to those in the two industrial groups—further evidence that
the day of the amateur pressure group organization is past. The
Union gives its members advice and representation on rural
reconstruction questions, keeps them informed of current pricing
policies for their products, underwrites their insurance need through
its own company (at 22'/: per cent discount) and provides free a fortnightly copy of the organization's newspaper, the Victorian Farmer.
The list is a comprehensive return for an annual membership of $10.
The V.F.U. is a grass-roots organization, based on the individual branch member. Branches send delegates to District Council meetings, which in turn send on policy items to the State General
Council. This consists of Council office-bearers, elected by preferential voting at the Annual General Conference, one representative
from each District Council, and one from each Industry Division. Industry divisions, set up alongside the branch and district structure,
cover the pastoral industry, grain-growing, dairying, fruit,
vegetables, poultry, and pigs. The divisions are autonomous within
the Union and responsible for determining poHcy relevant to their
own industry; they send resolutions forward to a separate annual
general meeting held within each industry division. The General
State Council appoints an Executive Director, responsible for administration, with a staff of about forty people, five of them
graduates employed on research.* Tension is inevitable when policymaking is so divided between different sections and various levels of
the one organization, and annual conferences can be lively. It appears certain that the need for expert advice and increasing professionalization will result in the executive wing playing a greater part
in future policy-making in this organization too.
The V.F.U. uses the time-honoured methods of farmers'
organizations to present its members' viewpoint to government.
Consultation at the ministerial level with both the federal and state
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governments is of major importance; the dairy industry plan adopted
in 1971 was the outcome of one such consultation. Although the
Union uses direct contact at the federal level more than many statebased organizations, it has no strong Canberra base, preferring to
operate from Victoria and finding this no particular disadvantage.
Consultation is also a two-way affair with governments frequently
consulting the Union on farming policies, particularly where trade
agreements are concerned.' Governments also use the V.F.U.'s
network to disseminate information relating to farming efficiency.
Representation on boards is again most significant, particularly for
marketing boards, e.g. the V.F.U. has four out of the five members
on the Oats Marketing Board.' Legal representation has not been
important to date, although the increasing need for the rural industries to interact with the indlistrial sector proper as farming
becomes more scientific may well force an extension of such activities in the future. The rural crises of the late 1960s and early
1970s showed some of the weaknesses of the farming organizations
so far as their public relations are concerned, but it seems overly optimistic to conclude, as the Peking Review did, that in resorting to
the direct action of a street demonstration in March 1970 Victorian
farmers were an example of the success of revolutionary movements
against monopoly capitalist class rule. "In Melbourne last March",
said the Review "8,000 Australian farmers held their biggest
demonstration in Australia's history, shouting slogans against
hunger and exploitation"' More accurately, the march reflected
farmers' discontent with their formal channels of access to government, their political party and group representation, and the relatively old-fashioned approach those organizations had to modern public
relations. The V.F.U. Executive has since heeded the lesson.
The Union's finances are healthy. Its assets, including a
prestigious city building in Collins Street, totalled nearly $550,000 at
December 1970, and its annual income was approximately
$380,000.'° The Union insurance company profits augment subscripfions based on a bank order system. Its representatives are well integrated into the state's administrative structure, and their submissions are carefully listened to at the political level. Rural Victoria is
still a significant part of the Victorian governing processes despite
the industrialization of the past twenty years and appears to have
lost little of the organizational skill that allowed it to enter into Victorian government after the first world war.
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CONSUMER PRESSURE GROUPS

More numerous but less well organized than the employer/producer
groups, consumer groups are among the most interesting to emerge
in Melbourne in the 1960s. Of these the local Residents' Associations committed to the protection of inner suburban areas have been
particularly active and the state government's decision to cut the
freeway programme in 1973 was directly attributable to their activity.
The Carlton Association
This association, formed in 1969 from informal groupings of residents in the northern and southern parts of Carlton, now has more
than 1,000 members" although those who started the group, young
middle-and high-income professionals and academics still appear to
dominate the membership, or at least provide its activist core.
Recruitment of members is based on a modified cadre system: the
Association aims at having a representative in each Carlton block
whose task it is to keep his neighbours informed of the group's activities. They handle the problem of the migrant population by using
interpreters and printing their notices in English, Greek and Italian,
and the local newspaper, the Melbourne Times, gives the Association generous publicity. Its aims are "to promote the social,
educational and cultural well-being of the residents of Carlton and to
press for the comprehensive planned development of Carlton and to
preserve its historical character". Meeting regularly, the group uses
its architect and town planning members to present alternative
proposals to the Housing Commission plans for the area and
engages in a considerable amount of extrovert publicity to counter
what it considers to be heavy-handed, unsympathetic planning for
the area. Typical of their methods are the sale of colourful posters
and the burning of an effigy of the then Housing Minister, Mr
Meagher, at a demonstration against Commission proposals. Most
of its activity does in fact consist of opposing the Housing Commission and its "bull-dozer" approach to planning and its relative success is undoubtedly as much due to the superior organizing skills and
professional expertise of its leading members as to .the justice of its
cause. Clearly as consumer groups become more "professional" in
the mould of producer groups, they are also more successful at
achieving their aims.
The Consumer Affairs Council

This has been somewhat less successful. Established in 1965 under
the title of the Consumers' Protection Council following a by-
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election promise by the Premier to bring about a measure of consumer protection, it can best be described as a pressure group
stamped with the official seal of approval. Introducing the bill, the
Minister said that the Council's function was to assist "the buying
public in discriminating between a wide range of products now
available; to help them know their rights as consumers; and to ensure
that they know how to secure these rights.'"^
Its six members were appointed by the Minister, three consumer representatives and three representing business interests; thus
it was not a consumer-oriented pressure group but a semigovernment authority designed to be "a mediating influence, a gobetween body between consumers and business." The first chairman,
Mr David Bottomley, was relieved of his post when he became too
active in his pursuit of dishonest firms and shady operators, but the
new chairman continued to produce a detailed annual report drawing
the government's attention to a wide range of deceptive sales and
advertising practices by used car dealers, auctioneers, pyramid sellers, electrical appliance repairers and pest exterminators.
The government has tended to acknowledge the need for action
but in practice does little about the Council's recommendations; consequently it has been unable to do much for the fundamentally weak
and disorganized consumer interests. Instead it has carried out
something of an ombudsman's job, processing consumer complaints
which come to it through the Minister or a backbencher, and "off the
street".'^ It has used publicity with reasonable success, arranging
press releases, television interviews, and industry and consumer conferences. However its budget has never been big enough to allow it to
publish information concerning consumer complaints regularly, a
service which would have increased its influence very considerably,
and few of its recommendations for changes in the law have been
heeded by the government. A major problem has been the lack of
strong consumer backing. If it is compared with the well-organized
and strongly committed Carlton Association, the Consumers Affairs
Council, despite its official blessing illustrates all the fundamental
weaknesses of consumer pressure groups. Governments do not initiate pressure—they respond to it, and Victoria's major consumer
interest organization is wrongly structured to organize effective consumer pressure.
The League of Rights
The League of Rights is a somewhat different example of a nonproducer pressure group. It does not operate solely in Victoria, but it
has its headquarters in Melbourne under the driving leadership of its
Director, Mr Eric Butler. The League has been described as an
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organization situated on "the farther shores of Australian politics"'"
and it is often the centre of bitter political controversy.
Most recently the number of its members and hard-core supporters has been estimated at 10,000 around the whole of Australia.'^
Its influence is probably strongest in Victoria where it has a large
number of branches, probably more than thirty; particularly influential is its Voters' Policy Association. There are also four subsections: the Institute of Economic Democracy, the Christian Institute for Individual Freedom, the Australian Fleritage Society and
the "Lilac" League (the women's organization). A number of Electors' Associations, though not formally affiliated to the League,
maintain close links with the parent organization. Its main strength
is concentrated in the Gippsland area, in the Western district and in
some outer suburban areas in Melbourne.
The Director has been the guiding force behind League polifics
and strategy since the League's beginnings in 1964. He is a proHfic
writer and speaker, and has raised more than $50,000 annually to
finance the League's activities." Its published aims are as follows:
1. To promote loyalty to God and the Crown and to the Country as
part of the British Commonwealth of Nations
2. To attack and expose Government-by-Regulation and
bureaucratic interference with economic and social activities
3. To expose the manner in which the safeguards of individual rights
and liberties are being destroyed
4. To take steps designed to secure the individual very definite rights
which no government can take away, and especially by defence of
the written Constitution.
Many of its critics argue, however, that the League's activities
run directly counter to these aims, and it has been described as "the
leading racialist organization in this country ... (with) a consistent
record of bigotry and hate-mongering of the worst kind"." Its world
view can certainly be described as "conspiratorial". Members work
actively at the grass-roots level to further League aims, meeting
weekly or fortnightly, and engaging in highly organized letter wrifing
to the press, to M.P.s and to public servants, and taking part in
public propagandizing through "open line" radio programmes and
other forums.
One League activity which was of considerable concern to the
Liberal Party was its infiltration of party branches in the federal
electorate of Diamond Valley, the subject of a special enquiry by a
State Executive two-man committee in 1968. The committee
reported that no Victorian member of the federal (parliamentary)
Liberal Party was a member of the League and that "the degree of
infiltration by the League into party branches in Victoria ... (was)
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difficult to assess" However "there have been instances where
similarly worded motions, following a League line, have been introduced at several branch meetings within a remarkably short space
of time," and the Liberal State Executive, although unwilling to be
alarmist, resolved at its meeting in April 1969 that "membership of
the League of Rights is inconsistent with membership of the Liberal
Party."
Clearly the League is a force to be reckoned with in state
politics. Many would judge its influence to be wholly undesirable,
given the League's reportedly anti-semitic and racist tendencies, but
its success does underline the importance of organization in the
politics of the bureaucratic society.
It is clear from this survey that in Victoria, pressure groups lend
their chorus to the "pluralist heaven," and that the state has a welldeveloped pressure system firmly integrated into the legislative and
administrative processes. The suggestion that this has been so formalized as to become institutional is perhaps more open to doubt.
Yet analysis of the methods of operations favoured by groups in
their approaches to government during the 1970 spring parliamentary session supports the conclusion inherent in the case study
evidence already offered.
Two-thirds of the references in the parliamentary debates for
the session to the methods used by pressure groups in bringing their
requests before the Legislature were to the institutional structure of
government, with the request coming either through the Minister of
the Crown and his department, or from an agency of government on
which the group was represented. Supported by the case study
evidence of the value of organization, Table 7.4 shows how central
are the links with the administrative process, and formal recognition
of their role, to pressure groups in Victoria. It ascribes to the pressure group sector an integral function in the state's political system.
Table 7.4 Frequency of pressure group approaches to Parliament, 1970
Deputation or other approach through Minister
Through pressure group membership of a statutory board
or advisory council
Election promise reminder
Introduction of a private bill at the request of a pressure
group
Arising out of a direct approach to a member of parliament
Arising from the referral of a biU to a pressure group for comment
Total

10
ID
2
2
4
2
30
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The church

It is sometimes argued that the separation of church and state is far
from complete in Victoria, and that the church influence in Victorian
politics is still strong. Yet it is difficult to pinpoint any direct interference over the last twenty years, making it perhaps more accurate to say that state governments have hesitated to move in opposition to them so that the churches represent an initial barrier on
many issues in state politics rather than a major hurdle. For example, the extension of hotel trading hours, facilities for totalizator offcourse betting and the setting up of a state lottery were all strongly
opposed by the churches in Victoria, yet eventually they were implemented. The general view that Presbyterians have had a
disproportionate influence in Victorian politics is still commonly expressed, and Mol points out that they are over-represented in the
state as a whole, compared with the national distribution." They are
also over-represented among those favouring the Liberal and
Country parties, but suggestions of demoninational influence are
nebulous and elusive.
Probably the main contribution made by any Victorian church
to the state's politics has been Roman Catholic support for Catholic
Action, the Catholic Social Movement and the National Civic Council, bodies responsible for the establishment of industrial groups
within the trade union movement, which in turn precipitated the
1955 split in the A.L.P. and the emergence of the D.L.P. Other examples of church influence in Victorian politics in the past half century are pale shadows by comparison.
Another distant indicator of church influence in Victoria may
reside in the independent school backgrounds of those Victorians
whose biographical details are listed in Who's Who in Australia. In
1962, six out of a possible sixty independent schools between them
provided almost half the Victorian entries, and Scotch College
founded by the Presbyterians had the greatest percentage of entries."
Furthermore, public service as an occupation ranked second for
those who had attended Wesley College, and third for those who had
attended Scotch College, but not at all for those who had attended
Melbourne Grammar.^" Perhaps there was slight evidence of linkage
in that the Deputy Secretary and the Assistant Secretary of the
Commonwealth Treasury were both old Scotch Collegians, and that
the College had also educated Commissioners for the Melbourne
Harbour Trust and the State Electricity Commission of Victoria, but
to assume that some relationship exists between attendance at a
denominational school and church influence over their subsequent
occupational decisions seems much too tenuous. All one can really
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say is that there seems some element of truth in the stereotype of
Melbourne as a church-minded city but it is difficult to translate this
into direct church influence on Victorian politics.
The last three chapters have set out the sources of difference in
the Victorian polity, re-inforcing the state images and sterotypes
hinted at in the opening chapter. They lay bare the mechanics of the
characteristic bureaucratic style of the Victorian structures of
government, where political passions play little part in what is transactional and instrumental politics perfected. It only needs an account of the media, and the contrast of direct action politics in the
mode of the 1970s to complete the picture of politics, Victorian style.
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Political action up to the mid-1960s in Victoria seemed to be frozen
into the attitudes outlined in earlier chapters, with the expression of
deviant political opinion confined to group in-fighting of the kind
described. But by the end of the 1960s, direct political action and
protest, in conjunction with media reporting of such action began to
re-shape the parameters of political action within the state.
If anything, the sharpest political activity in Victoria now seems
to be located, outside the party system. Teacher militants were
among the earliest groups opposing government policies and decisions, and education-derived dissension has persisted, despite
reforms based on regional administration, the loosening of curriculum requirements, improvements in staff/pupil ratios, and community participation at the School Council level. For example, at its
annual conference in July, the Victorian Secondary Teachers' Association (which represents 43 per cent of secondary school teachers)
voted to refuse to teach Higher School Certificate courses for sixth
forms in 1975. The H.S.C. examination is the basis of selection to
Victorian universities, and the V.S.T.A. favoured selection by ballot.
Not surprisingly, the Minister for Education, Mr Lindsay
Thompson refused their demand which he said, was "as practical as
sunbaking in a Melbourne fog." If there were objections to H.S.C.
because students from socially advantaged areas obtained higher
scores, alternative methods of assessment should be introduced. The
boycott was carried by a narrow majority, and has since proved unworkable, but it is unlikely that university entrance procedures will
still remain unchanged. Such changes will be the direct outcome of
activity by the militant executive of the Teachers' Association and
not. of Liberal Party executive initiative.
Another important group of new political activists to emerge in
the 1970s have been the citizen action groups. They began as smaU
neighbourhood associations concerned with the promotion and
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development of their own immediate locality, and have now been
joined by environmentalists to become a highly significant political
action group in Victoria. A joint deputation to the Premier opposing
the development of Mount Feathertop for ski-ing by major conservation groups succeeded in keeping the mountain wilderness unspoiled; Mr Robert Pettit, a member of the Geelong Regional Planning Authority resigned because he was not "prepared to tolerate the
stigma associated with recent newspaper articles" linking his
membership of the Authority with his involvement as a director of a
company concerned with extensive land dealings in Geelong; the
government promised to set up a new regional planning authority for
the Dandenongs and the Yarra Valley (similar to the Westernport
Authority) when the conservationists on the Yarra Valley Advisory
Committee threatened to resign; and the Melbourne City Council
sfill appears to be holding firm on the Interplan recommendations
for channelling future growth in the city presented to it last year.
There has also been considerable publicity for the reports prepared
by the Public Interest Research Group and other academics stressing
the decline of growth as a basis for planning in Melbourne, and supporting policies for its control. Even more significant perhaps was
the lack of sharp critism of recommendations by the Australian
Government's Commission of Inquiry into Land Tenures suggesting
that land rights be split into two categories, user rights and development rights, the former to be held by the owner, and the latter to be
the property of regional planning authorities, and not subject to
compensation.
Set against the small-scale of the early protests when groups of
activists endeavoured to halt the destruction of historically important buildings, the present scope of the conservationists' and environmentalists' aims illustrates clearly the changes that have occurred. Public authorities for planning and conservation have
proliferated under the present Premier's administration, their guidelines spelled out in ministerial statements to parliament, and the
Minister for State Development and Decentralization announced
plans for a new tax on industry to slow down growth in Melbourne,
the revenue raised to be put aside for the encouragement of commerce and industry in the country. The substantial change in the
focus of public policy-making since the Bolte period (described by
one critic as a philosophy of "bread, circuses, freeways and large
new industries") undoubtedly had its roots in the citizens' action
groups, led by middle-class reformers, thus politicizing a hitherto uninvolved professional stratum in Victorian society.
Direct political action in the form of protest marches in the
streets peaked in 1970 and 1971 with the anti-Vietnam moritorium
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marches and anti-apartheid demonstrations. They drew big crowds,
and even bigger headlines, and eventually led to violence to give us
some of the ugHest newspaper reports and photographs in many
years. Student unrest at the universities seeped down to the secondary schools, a development that also received considerable newspaper coverage. It seemed almost as if a serious polarization
between law and order on the one hand, and direct action on the
other was developing. Cabinet finally set up a consultative committee of police, demonstrators, trade unions members, church
representatives and media people to work out guide-lines for future
demonstrations should they persist through the seventies.
PRESSURE, PROTEST AND PUBLICITY—TWO CASE STUDIES
It now seems inevitable that some kind of direct action politics had
to emerge as the only possible poHtical style in the face of the increasingly bureaucratic tone to Victorian politics that flowered
under Sir Henry Bolte. Protest can take no other form—the "poHtics
of the snarl" which interrupts formal ceremonies and puts children in
the path of the bulldozer seems to be the only avenue. The following
case studies illustrate this side to Victorian poHtics which developed
in the latter part of Bolte's term.
Anti-hanging protest
Victoria retained the death penalty for capital crimes until 1975 but
the Bolte government had commuted all death sentences imposed
during its term of office until August 1961. In that month a conviction was recorded against a particularly unattractive criminal,
Robert Peter Tait, for the murder whilst on parole of Mrs Ada
Hall at the Hawthorn Vicarage, and cabinet decided that he should
hang. This decision aroused considerable public opposition, a
Citizens Anti-Hanging Committee was formed, backed by the press,
and a public campaign mounted, aimed at delaying execution until a
petition for reprieve on the grounds of insanity could be heard by the
courts. University student opposition was also mobiHzed, and the
Premier to his extreme annoyance, found himself surrounded by
jeering students when he paid an official visit to the University of
Melbourne at the height of the public campaign. The incident did little to soothe the strained relations that already existed between town
and gown. Finally the High Court granted a stay of execution and
cabinet had to give way, commuting the sentence to life imprisonment and marking Tail's papers "never to be released".
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Apart from the issue involved, capital punishment, and the
polarized community values that were both revealed and developed
in the course of the campaign, the case was particularly interesting
because it was the first time that the combination of public protest,
pressure group dissent, and respectable social opposition came
together to oppose the Bolte Liberal government over a political
decision', and successfully changed policy.
Late in 1966 the situation was repeated. A warder at Pentridge
goal was kiUed by an escaping prisoner, Ronald Ryan, who was then
re-captured and found guilty of murder. Cabinet again decided upon
execution, and this time the hanging did take place early in February
1967. There were less extenuating circumstances than in the Tait
case; there was no question of the prisoner's insanity for instance,
and the victim was a warder killed in the execution of his duties, but
the opposition that developed in response to cabinet's decision was
equally strong. The Anti-Hanging Committee was re-constituted, its
membership consisting of church dignitaries, academics, teachers,
lawyers and social workers. Other pressure groups such as the
National Youth Council and various church organizations added
their voices, and the daily newpaper and radio and television stations
gave the case major coverage, so much so that "in the memory of
newspaper journalists and executives, there has not been a single
controversy in the state which has been accorded such intensive and
extensive treatment."^
Yet this time the campaign was unsuccessful. Sir Henry Bolte
refused to see the petitioning clergymen, and the church hierarchy
failed in its stated aim to seek to bring "this unreasonable Premier"
to see reason. No legal tactics could be invoked by those opposed to
capital punishment to delay the sentence, and the issue turned not on
the law as in the Tait case, but on competing value systems centering
around the issue of capital punishment. It is always more difficult for
pressure and protest groups to modify a political decision where
values alone are involved rather than a mixture of values and institutional arrangements; these two death penalty campaigns bring
this point out very clearly. An A.P.O.P. poll taken the day after
Ryan was hanged showed a slight majority favouring the death
penalty in the case of the murder of a policeman or prison warder,
suggesting that capital punishment is one issue on which community
values are sharply polarized and therefore one where political controversy is certain to occur. In 1961, in the Tait case, the church, the
courts, social pressure groups and the press defeated the political executive, but in the Ryan case in 1967, they were unsuccessful, and the
executive triumphed. The Premier probably had the last word:"If we
had to make decisions purely on their popularity there would be
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some very poor decisions."' However it is only because these were
comparatively isolated instances of widespread disagreement with
his government's policies that Sir Henry was able to ensure that his
views prevailed even when they were less popular.
Environmental protest

It was not often that he ran counter to pubHc opinion, and it was thus
something of a surprise to the government when in 1969, after nearly
fifteen years in office, criticism of his policies built up over a conservation issue. In May of that year, the Minister for Lands, Sir William McDonald gave his approval to a scheme to develop 50 farms,
each of about 4,000 acres, for settlement as sheep farms on Crown
land west of Horsham, close to the South Australian border in an
area known as the Little Desert. He produced departmental cost
benefit studies which showed that the proposal was a sound
economic one despite the prevailing rural depression, but his announcement was the signal for a full-scale campaign to "save the Little Desert" to be mounted by conservationists groups, including one
based on western Victoria.
Experts of various kinds claimed that the scheme would wipe
out unique wild life in the area, and that its economics were highly
dubious; at the same time the Minister's departmental advisers were
shown to be rather more divided on the merits of the scheme than he
had implied. A great deal of expert and professional criticism was
ventilated at public meetings, to reinforce the more emotional conservationist claims, all widely reported in the press, and considerable
pressure was brought to bear on the government to withdraw the
scheme. The Minister, not noted for his ability to compromise
refused to modify his intitial proposals; Liberal parliamentarians
divided on the issue, and even a tour of the area arranged by Sir William to demonstrate the value of the scheme did not wholly convince
them. A party State Council meeting on 31 July 1969 discussed the
Little Desert at length, and a motion to postpone the scheme for a
year was defeated only by the Minister's spirited defence of his decision and his insistence that a postponement was tantamount to a vote
of no confidence in him and his department.
The Premier was overseas that winter, and the Acting Premier,
Sir Arthur Rylah, attempted to stem the tide by appointing a cabinet
sub-committee to inquire into the Little Desert scheme but to little
avail. On his return Sir Henry appeared to regain control of the
situation by scaling down the scheme to involve twelve farms only,
announcing that an extra 80,000 acres of national park were to be
proclaimed in the area, and reducing the sum to be spent on road
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construction from the original $400,000 to $120,000, but even this
failed to cool the issue. It revived in full force in early September
when Sir William McDonald in a serious error of judgement moved
his road-making teams into the area. In banner headlines the Age
disclosed that the Minister's brother-in-law owned the property
where the road ended and that his nephew intended to apply for a
Little Desert farm, disclosures which provoked an angry attack from
Sir Henry that "the article in Saturday morning's Age was one of the
lowest, filthiest pieces of journalism I have ever read. The inference
was that the Minister was a crook, which of course he's not. I personally vouch for the honesty and integrity of the Minister.""
Sir William's statement to the House the next day was followed
by a rowdy debate' which opened up the old city/country division in
Victorian politics. The opposition forced a division to show its disapproval of the Minister's stand, and carried their attack into the
Legislative Council where the government did not yet have a majority. The upper house set up a committee to inquire into and report
upon the proposal, having regard to
1. the suitability of the land for any and what type of farming
2. the probable economics of farm units of the size proposed
3. the value of the areas as a sanctuary for native flora and fauna.
Sir Henry refused to appoint Liberal members to the committee,
saying that it was an attempt by "another place" to dominate the
Assembly; instead he announced the appointment of a lower house
committee, which Labor in turn boycotted.
The opposition returned to the attack in the Council early in
December, moving an amendment to the Public Works Loan Allocation Bill which reduced the relevant schedule by the Little Desert
roads allocation of $120,000 on the grounds that all work on the Little Desert should cease until the select committee had reported. The
opposition leader in the Council, J. Galbally, declared that if the
government would not give the Council the assurance that no further
work would proceed on the Little Desert "we intend to persist to the
point of throwing the government out. Is that clear? We shall throw
the government out into the street".*
Not to be intimidated, the Premier threatened to scrap the Bill's
enfire schedule of $118 million and hold an early election, the only
occasion on which he needed to resort to such a dire threat during his
whole term in office. However a by-election in the Dandenong electorate on 6 December recorded a heavy swing to Labor, and caused
him to pause. Cabinet finally decided to give Labor the assurance
they sought and postpone work on the Little Desert for, as the
Premier said, "Defeat makes you re-think your policies. It makes
you pull up your socks a Httle."
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The development plans were referred to the Land Resources
Council to be set up in the autumn session, a decision which the obdurate Sir William McDonald said "showed that the effect of the activities of the conservation groups, the press and the opposition
political parties was to block one of the few practical pieces of
decentralization possible in Western Victoria". He lost his
parliamentary seat at the next election.
The Little Desert case was highly significant for it was the first
time that the Victorian government experienced the power of the
developing conservation lobby that has become so prominent in the
1970s. Groups mobilized rapidly and the media responded by giving
the Little Desert issue the full treatment. The government's own
public service experts in the Lands Department appeared unhappy
with the Minister's decision to go ahead with the scheme, the Liberal
Party was divided at the parliamentary level and within the extraparliamentary organization, and the opposition parties, the A.L.P.
and the Country Party were able to make effective use of their constitutional advantage in the upper house to bring their criticism
before the Victorian public. The effect of these combined pressures
forced the government to drop the scheme and, presumably, the
Minister to lose his parliamentary seat. Yet it is unHkely that the Little Desert issue would have led to such a defeat for the Bolte government even three or four years earlier. The development of the state's
marginal lands has had public approval in the past, as the various
Soldier Settlement Schemes illustrate; there was no evidence that the
Minister had profited from his office under the Crown, even though
he had perhaps been incautious, and it is likely that his constituency
regarded the scheme as an "appropriate attention to the needs of the
district", for conservation appears to be a predominantly urban preoccupation.
The government also utilized a number of the traditional ploys
for taking the heat out of a potentially explosive issue: it appointed a
cabinet sub-committee of inquiry, scaled down the orginal proposal
and made a significant concession by setting aside an additional area
for a national park, but all to no purpose. The situation almost
reached the stage where an early election was forced. It was
therefore no accident that Sir Henry Bolte's election policy speech
the next year should stress his party's plans for the Victorian environment. Early in 1969 he had described conservation as one of a
number of minor issues, but by the mid-1970s it has pride of place.
The two case studies, particularly the successful environment
protection action, suggest therefore that the Victorian political
system will respond to the "wishes of the electorate" expressed
through protest, pressure groups and the mass media, though not, of
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course, invariably. It constitutes a well-established avenue of
political activity, outside the constitutional modes of participation
which no poHtical leader can afford not to take into account, and
somehow in the end becomes complementary to the established
bureaucratic modes.
THE MEDIA
Since the media play such an important part in reflecting direct action politics in Victoria, its structures are of some interest.
The largest and potentially most powerful press group in
Australia, the Herald and Weekly Times Ltd., is based in Victoria.
It controls more than one quarter of all capital city newspapers, all
of which have an extensive circulation and includes the Sun NewsPictorial, the largest-selling daily newspaper in Australia. The group
thus has a monopoly of the morning newspaper market in four state
capitals, and of the afternoon market in three of them.
Melbourne's morning newspapers are the Age, daily circulation
209,000 and the Sun News-Pictorial, daily circulation 655,000;
limited competition is provided by the Australian and the Financial
Review (now printed in Melbourne).' The Herald, daily circulation
490,000 is the only afternoon paper, and when the Age proprietors,
David Syme and Co., attempted to produce a rival afternoon paper
called Newsday in 1969, they were forced to close it down seven
months later, after making a staggering loss of $1,500,000.' There is
also a bi-weekly, the Sporting Globe and a weekly. Truth, with a circulation of 383,000, 61 per cent of which is sold in the metropolitan
area, and 39 per cent in country areas of Victoria and in Tasmania
and South AustraHa. These cater to specialized audiences, as do a
number of miscellaneous publications, some weekly, some bimonthly, some monthly like the Victorian Farmer and the Weekly
Times which are directed at Victoria's partisan readers.
The Melbourne suburban newspaper circuit is healthy, deliveringfifty-fivesuburban newspapers free into 1,250,000 homes each
week.' Seven groups control most of the suburban newspapers:
Leader PubHshing Co. Pty. Ltd. and Gazette Newspapers operating
mostly in the northern suburbs; Standard Newspapers Ltd. in the
eastern and southern suburbs; Cumberland Newspapers (Vic.) Pty.
Ltd., scattered around the metropolitan area; David Syme & Co.
Ltd., western and inner suburban; Progress Press Pty. Ltd., centred
around Chadstone and Waverley, and responsible for the paper with
the biggest individual circulation (101,900), the Chadstone Progress;
Peter Isaacson with only one paper, the Southern Cross; and
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Newsads, centred in the eastern suburbs. Recently twenty-eight of
the suburban papers banded together to form the Allied Suburban
Newspapers confederation, deHvering their papers into 86 per cent of
all Melbourne homes. Two papers keep their independence and individuality, the Melbourne Times, first published in 1971 and
devoted to the preservation of the character and environment of
Melbourne's inner urban areas, Carlton, Parkville, East Melbourne,
Fitzroy, Richmond and South Yarra, and South Melbourne's
Record, started in 1868, and barely modernized since.
In addition, Victoria has six provincial dailies, the BaUarat
Courier with 19,100 circulation, the Bendigo Advertiser, with
15,600, the Geelong Advertiser, the largest with 25,800, the
Sunraysia Daily with 8,300, the Warrnambool Standard with 9,400
and a new regional afternoon daily, the Shepparton News now 6,100
launched in July 1972. There are also about ninety country newpapers, most of them weekHes, with grand titles like the Jeparit
Leader and the Wycheproof Times, though without matching circulations. The ownership pattern of these tends to be regional also
e.g. Western District Newspapers Pty. Ltd., owns and publishes the
Camperdown Chronicle, the Western Plains Advertiser, theCobden
Times and the Terang Express: M.D. Macpherson the Shepparton
News and others in Echuca, Kyabram and Rochester; James Yeates
and Sons the East Gippsland News, the Bairnsdale Advertiser and
the Snowy River Mail but there are still independent editorproprietor country newspapers like the Mortlake Dispatch. The Elliot family group appears to have something of a state-wide grip on
country newspapers, with interests spanning from The Castlemaine
Mail, to the Sunraysia Daily, the Wangaratta Chronicle Dispatch,
the Kyneton Guardian the Maffra Spectator and the Gippsland
Times but Victorian country newspapers still appear to be a
stronghold for the traditions of the press and a bastion against the
big combines that elsewhere dominate the newspaper world.
There is no home-delivered Sunday newspaper, and Melbourne
newspaper interests seem wary of experimenting with their introduction in a state which does not appear to have developed the habit of
reading a Sunday paper. Two Sunday papers. The Sunday Review
and the Melbourne Observer, built up a modest milk bar distribution
but the former soon merged with a fortnightly magazine and the latter had a restricted circulation 91,000 in 1972; interstate (primarily
New South Wales) Sunday newspapers are also available at
newsagencies.
What do Victoria's plethora of newspapers find to print each
day, and who reads them? That they have a characteristic "state"
flavour few would deny, but it is as difficult to pin down as the state
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stereotypes. Melbourne's daily Sun has been described as "the people's newpaper", and if circulation is a guide, it is the only Victorian
paper entitled to the description. Table 8.1 taken from a readership
survey conducted from April-September 1970, spells out the
readership patterns.'"
Table 8.1 Victorian newspaper readership patterns. Daily papers read on three or
more days (April-September 1970)
Professional

Farmers

White Collar

Sun
Age
Australian
Financial
Review

46.4
38.8
13.5

68.7
36.3
—

58.0
25.9
6.9

61.1
17.0
2.9

64.4
13.3
1.9

5.4

-

2.0

1.0

.3

HerakI

63.1

53.0

62.5

53.9

52.8

Well-to-do
Sua
Age
Australian
Financial Review
Melbourne ATeraW

37.0
42.3
17.2
6.9
61.0

Skilled
Semi/Unskilled
Tradesmen

Better-off

Artisans

Lowest Income

57.2
27.4
6.3
2.7
63.5

63.3
16.7
3.5
.8
55.4

54.3
16.2
4.9
38.6

The picture is one of newspapers tailored to suit a particular
Victorian audience, this even applying to some extent to the mass
circulation dailies, the Sun and the Herald. The managing director
of the Age, Ranald Macdonald, a great-grandson of the dominating
figure of the Victorian newspaper industry in the last century, David
Syme, described the problems faced by an independent quality paper
with no other major publishing or television interests, or even a Sunday edition due to this specific nature of their readers' interests.
Studying the strong managerial and professional interest disclosed
by Morgan's survey, he decided to develop the Business Age, as an
enlarged financial, business and commercial section, and to concentrate on increasing the news coverage, giving space to "expert,
authoritative and informed people" writing under their own name."
The Age has also run stronger campaigns on public issues over the
last two years, including a hard-hitting campaign on conservation
just prior to the 1970 election, a policy which sometimes brought it
into sharp conflict with the Premier, Sir Henry Bolte.
By contrast, the Herald emphasises social welfare, concentrating in crusading style on the need for reform in the state
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children's welfare homes and on pensioner relief schemes. It was also
extremely active in the two anti-hanging campaigns, the Ryan case
and the Tait case. It has developed a personalized, detailed reporting
style, giving it almost the flavour of a local newspaper, a successful
mix if circulation is any guide.
Some differences in state content preferences in newpapers were
documented in one survey of the AustraHan media audience,'^ e.g.
Victorian readers of popular and quality papers were more interested
in reading about sport than those in New South Wales, and some
other differences in state newspaper reading patterns also showed up
in terms of orientation, but the figures provide little more than a tantializing glimpse of what lies beneath the generalizations they illustrate.
The suburban newspapers follow a similar policy of tailoring
their publication to their readership. Most of them appear to be
heavily slanted to local affairs, and staffed with local journalists who
write the local news content of the paper. The remaining space is filled with syndicate features and what one commentator called
"homey sort of columns". Local affairs are the principal business of
the suburbans. Local members of parliament, both federal and state,
often write a regular column , but the political content is much more
likely to be concerned with the activities of local councils. The
Melbourne Times with its angry defence of the character of the inner
suburbs and its attacks on the Victorian Housing Commission for
destroying existing houses has been able to mobilize support, and it
seems evident that a local newspaper linked with a local pressure
group can still secure some political mileage against larger competitors.
Country newspapers are linked in a Victorian Country Press
Association, which, when it held a conference in 1972, drew 170
delegates. This, one member said, was prima facie evidence that "the
country isn't dead and buried but is very much alive and in many
places prospering". Yet to contradict him, two Gippsland papers
folded in April 1972 after nearly ninety years of publication. The
provincial dailies, with the exception of the Geelong Advertiser, subscribe to the Regional Dailies of Australia association, thus to some
extent solving the problem of finding enough copy to fill a provincial
paper each day by printing the syndicated material supplied by that
organization. But their circulation figures are comparatively small in
comparison with most of the suburbans. The general style of the
regional dailies, despite the injection of the Regional Dailies
material, does not differ so very much from that of the bi-weekly and
weekly papers that dot the Victorian countryside. Their emphasis is
also local content, and their impact on the political scene limited to
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local issues in just the same way. For example the Bendigo Advertiser ran an unsuccessful campaign to prevent the tram service being
replaced by bus routes when the State Electricity Commission
decided in 1971 to shut down its uprofitable legacy from the Monash
era.
Television and radio are linked with newspaper ownership in a
way which suggests that they are really one industry, the communications industry. For example. The Herald and Weekly Times
group, publishing the daily Sun and Herald, hold the bulk of the
shares in the licence company of the television channel HSV7; they
hold the radio licenses for 3DB and 3LK; and they have a marginal
interest in 3XY through their holdings in David Syme & Co., which
has a 50 per cent interest in the operating company 3XY. Another
example is the AustraHan Consolidated Press which published the
Daily Telegraph in Sydney until its press interests were sold to
Rupert Murdoch in 1972 and holds four fifths of the shares in the
Melbourne TV channel GTV9 and has part ownership in radio station 3AK.
Even at the provincial level the ownership pattern is similar; the
Elliott newspaper group publishes a number of provincial
newspapers, hold shares in a regional television station STV
Mildura, and has interests in two radio stations 3MA and 3NE.
Provincial ownership also crosses state boundaries so that Associated Broadcasting Services Ltd. has a part ownership in
telecasting networks in the Goulbourn Valley and in Townsville, and
holds broadcasting licenses for 3SR Shepparton in Victoria and 6BY
Bridgetown in Western Australia.'^
Despite this interlocking ownership Victorian television and
radio has developed a characteristic state twist and its own state personalities: Graham Kennedy in television and Ormsby Wilkins in
radio 3AW are both as Victorian as jokes about the Melbourne
weather. What is difficult is to know how significant such state variations are in politics. Victorian political parties are no more skilful in
handling the media than their counterparts in other states, although
the A.L.P., the Liberal party and the D.L.P. write fairly regular
columns in the Herald, the A.L.P. partly owns 3KZ radio station,
and the D.L.P. has been most sophisticated in its use of TV and
radio election campaigns.
Thus it can be concluded that in Victoria, as elsewhere, politics
intrudes only marginally into the media's main function of supplying
entertainment. It may be that their most important political function
is that of supplying a communications network for commonly-held
social attitudes which tune into the state stereotypes, rather than
acting as a source of political information. Clearly they do operate
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as an important communications network within the state
boundaries—their content is familiar to their clientele and they are
sensitive to their audience. The study of Victoria's media network,
though beyond the scope of this chapter, would be a productive and
interesting enterprise, especially in view of the rql^. it played in the
state's political action in the 1970s.
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9 Victoria's Future —
Demography and Economics
If Victoria today has outgrown many of its former political constraints, and if the politics .and government of the late twentieth century are likely to take new directions, then the nucleus of the changes
are already present in Victorian society. The more recent developments in population growth and economic productivity are the most
Hkely sources of political change for the next twenty years, and to
these we will now turn.
THE MIGRANT INFLUX
Victoria's population at the end of 1971 was exactly three and a half
million, 28 per cent of the population of the whole of Australia. It
had expanded at the annual rate of 2.57 per cent in the 1950s and
1.80 per cent in the 1960s, so that between the censuses of 1947 and
1971 the overall population increase had been more than 70 per cent.
The average annual rate has now slowed somewhat to 1.7 per cent
and the strains of adjusting to a rapidly increasing population which
have been an important part of the Victorian political experience
over the last twenty-five years should now decrease. The most
significant aspect of the increase is that a high proportion is
overseas-born—by 30 June 1971, nearly one person in every four in
Victoria had been born outside Australia—23 per cent of the state's
total population compared with 8.7 per cent in 1947. The major
birthplaces of migrants living in Victoria in 1971 are shown in Table
9.1.'
Between January 1956 and June 1969 some 194,000 residents of
Victoria were naturalized: 50,000 Italians, 24,000 Dutch, 23,000
Greeks, 21,000 Poles, 16,000 Germans, 15,000 Yugoslavs, 9,000
Hungarians, 6,000 Ukrainians and 5,000 Latvians, to identify only
those nationalities involving more than 5,000 naturalizations. A
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Table 9.1 National origins
Country

Number

United Kingdom and Ireland
Italy
Greece
Yugoslavia
Germany
Netherlands
Malta
Poland
New Zealand
Other

270,571
121,758
79,048
49,776
36,699
33,939
25,787
23,639
15,900
59,241

37.8
17.0
11.0
7.0
5.1
4.7
3.6
3.3
2.2
8.3

716,358

100.0

Total

comparison of the numbers of those born outside Australia with the
figures for naturalization does suggest that the decision to become an
Australian citizen may have ethnic roots, for southern Europeans,
hoping their stay will be a temporary one, have significantly lower
rates of naturalization than those migrants coming from central and
eastern Europe. In a study of settlers in the Latrobe Valley published
in 1964, Jerzy Zubrzycki also found marked ethnic differences in
naturalization rates, those migrants who were born in Baltic states
having the highest rate and Polish and Ukranian migrants, as well as
those born in Germany having the lowest rate. Those born in Greece
and Italy were divided equally between those who had applied for
naturalization and those who had not.^ The slender evidence of these
figures suggests that the eastern Europeans have significantly increased the proportion of those opting for Australian citizenship, but
the percentage of southern Europeans applying for naturalization
has dropped somewhat, or at best remained static, and is now
significantly lower than the eastern Europeans.
Immigrant background is also important for financial reasons.
An assisted passage is a privilege granted freely to British, northern
and eastern European migrants by the Australian governments, but
one which is not readily available to southern Europeans.' Italians,
Greeks and Maltese therefore often have to borrow their passage
money and add the cost of repaying passage loans to that of setting
up a home in a new country. At the same time they tend to be unskilled" and lack the earning capacity to meet such burdens^ adding to
their difficulties in settling themselves in their new country. The
slower rate of naturalization and low socio-economic status suggest
that political problems missing from Australian society since the
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White Australia policy was first formulated may once again arise.
Deprived of a vote, Victoria's unnaturalized European migrants
could develop into an underprivileged ethnic minority, owing little in
the way of political loyalty to their adopted nation or state (not even
an assisted passage out). The situation may even contain the seeds of
the ethnic problems that have arisen in the United States of America
at various times in the twentieth century. It is a sobering thought.
What of migrant attitudes to politics? In a pioneer analysis of
the question, Alan Davies develops a rough typology of doubly
apathetic, newly apathetic and fighters-on\ to categorize typical
migrant political stances. He suggests that as a consequence migrant
political competence will be somewhat below the Australian norm,
except where particular groups have a high average educational
level. Furthermore, those migrants who do take some part in politics
are more likely to do so through ethnic organizations, and while
migrant national and cultural societies may be politically conscious,
their politics are often inbred, arising out of old ethnic disputes and
therefore factional and unrealistic.^ Serbs and Croats have
sometimes erupted into un-Australian political violence' but generally for the tiny number of politically active migrants, politics centred
around European loyalties and styles of political activism is the
norm. Otherwise there is little commitment to poHtics and the majority are a least as indifferent as most native-born Australians. Few
have even become officials in trade unions, or held political party
posts. Few migrants as yet stand for and get elected to local councils,
and few even vote or involve themselves on school committees. Activities of this kind still seem to be very much the preserve of the
locally-born, with the exception of election to councils in some outer
suburbs like Altona and Northcote where migrants appear to have
more chance.'
Migrants who become naturalized enter into the mainstream of
Victorian politics through their vote, and in Victoria, as elsewhere,
voting habits are closely related to place of residence. In a
demographic pattern similar to that of the United States of America
at the end of the nineteenth century, post-war immigrants to Victoria
tend to congregate in industrial areas in the metropolitan area and in
Geelong and the Latrobe Valley.'" Moreover, different nationalities
seem to have different preferences when it comes to choosing a suburb in which to settle. One of the characteristics of migrant domicile
is the tendency of the newly arrived to move into central areas but
migrate outwards as their years of Australian residence increase."
Thus Greek families Hve in the municipalities of Melbourne, Fitzroy
and Collingwood, but the longer established families have tended to
move into the south-eastern suburbs of Hawthorn, Prahran and St
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Kilda. Those of Italian origin concentrate in the FitzroyCollingwood area, and the more established families spread
northwards into Brunswick, Northcote, Preston and Coburg, and
westwards into Essendon and Footscray. All nationalities are to be
found in the outer western suburbs of Keilor, Sunshine and Altona
and in the northern municipality of Broadmeadows, but it is
noticeable that those of British and Dutch origin are more likely to
be found in the outer eastern and southern areas. With a higher earning power, unhampered by the heavier financial burdens of the
southern Europeans, these migrants are able to move quickly into
the middle-class eastern and southern areas, and are less concentrated in those areas in which they do settle. Southern Europeans
are the most exposed to the problems of poverty, sickness and unemployment, semi-slum housing and unskilled jobs'\ all of which are
represented by the political problems of the industrial areas of
Melbourne, Geelong and the Latrobe Valley.
Although migrants concentrate in certain suburbs, an unpublished Ph.D. thesis submitted to the Department of Political
Science, University of Melbourne in 1972'^ suggests that so far they
have been unable to use their voting influence to elect migrants to office, nor have they developed the ethnic politics and Tammany Halls
common to the United States of America.'" The tendency to see the
New Australian vote as a Catholic vote is also not uncommon, but
this too oversimplifies their voting allegiances. Describing the
D.L.P. candidacy of the Italian editor of a weekly Italian newspaper
in the 1964 state elections, James Jupp points up some of the complexities." The Labor machine in the electorate was able to attract
Italian support, and the D.L.P. organization in the area was IrishCatholic oriented, i.e. Davies' contention that both the A.L.P. and
the D.L.P. appear able to vie on even terms for ItaHan support was
borne out in this case. Greeks are little interested in the D.L.P., their
community leaders being Liberal-inclined while politically active
Greeks are oriented to the A.L.P. A sample survey of Melbourne's
Jewish community in 1961'* showed that Jews from Eastern Europe
strongly supported the A.L.P., but Hungarian and Czechoslovakian
Jews were solidly Liberal. And, finally, an examination of the voting
intentions of the small group of Chinese-born voters by Arthur Huck
noted that those living in working-class areas supported the A.L.P.
but those living in middle-class areas were Liberal inclined." AH of
this indicates an absence of political solidarity among Victorian
migrants and suggests that for the moment the New Australian vote
in Victoria is something of a political myth. Some polling booths in
areas where there are large concentrations of eastern Europeans
have recorded high D.L.P. votes, e.g. in Deer Park, and it may well
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be that the Liberal Party has been strengthened by the influx of
Dutch and British migrants as Jupp suggests", but class appears to
be as relevant a factor in migrant voting as it is in Australian society
in general.
For the moment it does not seem that in Victoria one party
stands for the migrants and another against them; rather migrants
bring their political outlooks with them and fit them into the local
political framework as best they can. They are not even an important
component in the elusive "floating vote", although they lack the
stable political loyalties which arise from early political socialization
within the political system. The most significant aspect of the Victorian migrant programme that emerges at the moment is the existence of about one quarter million voteless individuals, legally,
politically, and perhaps socially, alienated."
Legislation passed in May 1974 allowing non-naturalized
migrants to stand for office and vote in local government elections
was perhaps more significant than it appeared on the surface. If
migrants are ever to participate in Australian politics they are most
likely to do so in the first instance at the local level, where they can
express views on familiar issues with the confidence that they can
pass judgment on events that are meaningful to them. After all, it
cannot be concluded that because migrants have not taken out
Australian citizenship that they are uncommitted to Australia. Most
migrants do change and become assimilated after twenty years or so
in Australia, but this does not mean that they wish to cut their
remaining link with their native culture. Dual national identity is
much less threatening. Thus naturalization is probably too harsh a
pre-requisite for citizen participation by migrants. Moreover, the
legislation may well give them the confidence to stand in their own
areas without party endorsement, which is often with-held from
migrant candidates. In turn they can look for support from other
migrants, now that the barrier of enforced naturalization to voting in
local council elections has been removed.
AGE
The age distribution of Victoria's population has also changed during the same period, those under 21 years increasing by about 3 per
cent and those in the 21-64 age group decreasing by about 4 per cent.
Between the 1961 and 1971 censuses, the proportion of the state's
population living in rural areas declined from 16.6 per cent to 12.2
per cent, and those living in the metropolitan area increased by 8.1
per cent to 71.5 per cent. Those living in other urban areas—
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Geelong, BaUarat, Bendigo and Moe-Yallourn in the Latrobe
Valley—also increased slightly over the same period, to make a total
of 87.7 per cent of the population of Victoria living in an urban area.
Victorians are predominantly city-dwellers, and predominantly
young as Fig. 9 illustrates.

100,000
Fig. 9. Age pyramid, 1971

100,000

Throughout the 1960s young Victorians indicated that they
took their politics conservatively. In February 1966 a nation-wide
Gallup poll showed that 54 per cent of the 21-29 year old group supported the non-Labor parties^" a percentage support matched only by
those over seventy years. Labor had attracted the young vote in the
1940s but this trend had reversed itself in the 1950s and 1960s and
the failure of the Victorian A.L.P. to recruit young voters to its
ranks during those years was obviously an important contributing
factor to the long reign of the Liberal Party in Victorian state
poHtics over the fifteen years following the A.L.P. "split". By the
end of the sixties the trend of young partisanship was again reversing
itself but if the 1973 state elections win for the Liberals (the first with
an eighteen-year-old franchise) was any guide it is a fickle loyalty.
The tiny percentage of adolescents involved in political protest has
stolen the limelight and distorted the overall picture, making assessment of youthful political attitudes difficult.^'
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Class-wise, Melbourne's voters divide fairly simply. Labor voters
tend to be concentrated heavily in the inner central areas, and in the
expanding suburbs to the west and south-west and immediate north;
these are the centres of industrial development and Labor voters are
also to be found in odd pockets of industrialization to the east of the
city, in Geelong and in the Latrobe Valley area and in the old mining
areas surrounding Castlemaine. Liberal supporters congregate in the
inner areas to the east of the Yarra River in traditional middle and
upper-middle class suburbs, and in the expanding middle-class areas
to the east and south. The Liberal Party also holds the mixed urban
and rural state seats which surround the city itself within a 100 mile
radius.
Map 5 showing the seats held by the Liberal Party, the A.L.P.
and the C.P. after the 1973 election illustrates the geographic distributions. It supports a view that in the peripheral areas of
Melbourne the Liberal Party has fared better than the A.L.P.,
despite the results of a more general test applied throughout
Australia to all federal electorates by Colin A. Hughes writing on
Australian electoral behaviour." His analysis indicated no such
Liberal advantage in the growth areas, applied to Australia as a
whole, but it may be that the analysis breaks down at the state level.
The state Liberal Party dominates Melbourne's fastest growing suburban areas to the east and south of the city.
If the electoral map (5) is compared with the map (6) classifying 133 Melbourne suburbs according to socio-economic status
ethnicity scores, the importance of the Yarra River as a line of social
demarcation is clearly evident. Those suburbs, and those to the east
are predominantly middle class. Similarly, map 7 shows that the
suburbs west of the Yarra contain the above-average concentrations
of nationaHty groups; to the east, apart from St. Kilda and Prahran,
only British and Dutch migrants are above average in concentration.^" The influence of the developing industrial area around
Dandenong is the only variation, coinciding with the Labor-held
electorate of Dandenong. Taken together, the maps showing status
ranking of suburbs (6), migrant distribution (7), and A.L.P.-held
electorates (5) illustrate unequivocally the grip of class on Victorian
voting patterns.
Occupational data reinforce the picture of an increasingly
middle-class urban Victorian society, with those lower down the
socio-economic scale bottled up in limited geographic areas. The
professional administrative groups increased slightly between 1961
and 1971, clerical and sales workers increased by 3 per cent at the ex-
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pense of farmers (down 2.5 per cent) and transport workers (down 1
per cent). Semi-skilled and unskilled workers declined by 4 per cent.
Thus the census figures for the distribution of the work-force
between 1961 and 1971 show clearly the increasing white-collar,
middle-class trend of Victoria's occupational groupings. The
stability of the professional and administrative occupations may be
partly due to the relatively small numbers of Victorians who had tertiary quaHfications in 1966, as Table 9.2 shows:"
Table 9.2 Educational Attainment, 1966
Males
Tertiary
University
Other
Secondary
Leaving or higher
Intermediate
Attended
Primary
Attended
No schooling
No Reply

Females

Total

1.6
2.5

.5
1.8

1.0
2.2

9.1
12.9
24.4

8.1
12.9
23.7

8.6
12.9
24.1

36.5
11.0
2.0

40.1
10.5
2.4

38.3
10.7
2.2

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

In 1966 more than three quarters of Victoria's population had
reached Intermediate standard or less in their formal education, and
half had attended only primary school or had even less education.
The paucity of the numbers who have either had, or are in the
process of getting, a tertiary qualification is undoubtedly significant
when the level of sophistication of the work force is considered. It
also underlies the importance of education as a policy issue in recent
Victorian state elections. With almost one quarter of the population
classified as full-time students the pressures are unlikely to be relaxed in the near future. Taken together, the comparatively low
educational level of the population and the occupational groupings
of the work force do suggest that the state's self-stereo typesuburban, conforming and materialistic—may be more accurate
than the Queensland picture of Victorians as a cultured, aloof and
sophisticated people.
RELIGION
A comparison of the religious groupings in the population over the
three census periods, 1961, 1966 and 1971 shows some new trends.
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By 1971 the proportion of Victoria's population belonging to the
Catholic faith had increased by 2.7 per cent, but Anglicans had dropped by 5 per cent in the same period. The numbers of Presbyterians
and Methodists also fell, the other Christian denominations rose and
Greek Orthodox adherents, while small in actual numbers, more
than doubled in Victoria between 1961 and 1971. The growth of the
population by migrants rather than natural-born increase, is the obvious key to the changes which result in links between religion and
politics becoming even more complex and convoluted.
One survey carried out in 1960 in the Ringwood area during a
federal by-election established some links between voting intention
and religious affiliation, and these are probably still valid, at least for
native-born Victorians.
Anglicans and Presbyterians were staunchly Liberal, Methodists less
reliably so ... [and] the adherents of the minor Protestant churches
gave increasing support to the A.L.P. Roman Catholic backing for
the D.L.P. was strong and increasing. More Catholics voted for the
D.L.P. than for any other party. And they were the only denomination in which there was strong and clear support for the D.L.P.^'
Table 9.3 Religious groupings
1961
Church of England
Catholic
Presbyterian
Methodist
Greek Orthodox
Other Christian
Others*

1966

1971

30.5%

28.7%

25.5%

26.0
12.5
9.4
1.9
7.2
7.2

27.6
12.0
8.7
3.1
7.3
7.3

28.7
10.4
7.3
4.0
9.2
14.9

* including no religion and no response

The traditional strong Catholic support for the A.L.P. also
emerged from the survey, cutting across the occupational structure
of the sample. This contrasted with the predominantly Liberalvoting Protestant group which had a high proportion of small
business men and professional and managerial occupations. Closer
identification with a church community also mitigated against class
consciousness. Catholics as a group being most non-commital and
evasive where self-classing is concerned." This suggests that voters
for whom religion is an important element of social identity may well
approach politics somewhat differently from the less religious.
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For most Australians religious adherence appears to have the
characteristic of a deeply ingrained habit passed on from generation
to generation.^' It is probably one of the cluster of Australian beliefs
(including party political loyalty) which are deeply embedded in
social experiences and shape a characteristic outlook on life, but
exert only a subliminal influence on conscious choice. A strong commitment to doctrine and religious belief (firmly developed in the case
of the Catholics by attendance at Catholic schools") may well make
the act of voting less one of habit and more one of conviction. The
Ringwood survey found that one third of D.L.P. voters gave
ideological reasons for their loyalty, and another one third gave the
promise of the party's policies,^" compared with the habit and class
reasons for A.L.P. support and party record for the Liberal supporters. The literature on the link between D.L.P. voters and the
Catholic religion is somewhat confusing, but "class voting" (i.e.
social habit voting) is much lower among Catholics, and there is
some evidence that the D.L.P. support was partly made up of "a
younger, enthusiastic and largely idealistic voter looking for a direction in politics which old-established parties do not offer."" Gallup
Polls suggest that the D.L.P. vote has been strongest in the young
(21-39-year-old) and the old (over 69) voters group, that it was evenly distributed between city and country, cutting across occupational
groupings. But it may be more valuable to look to the ideological
basis of D.L.P. support.
A contemporary account of the 1955 split in the Labor movement emphasizes the importance of doctrine to the Victorian breakaway group which formed the nucleus of the D.L.P. in Victoria."
Caught early in life through a school system which institutionalizes
knowledge and belief, an important group of Catholics in Victoria
may well have gravitated to a political organization and party which
expresses a similar political style of doctrine and action. It is the
quality of the religious experience, ideological in its orientation
rather than a function of haWt that shapes the political allegiance,
and such an experience is more characteristic of church-schooled
Catholics and some small Protestant sects. Sharp analysis of the
links between politics and religion must await more authoritative
data (a Social Science Research Council study by K.S. Inglis and
J.J. Mol has provided some of the preliminary findings described
here) but it is clear that the religious break-down of Victoria's population feeds into the political system in a number of different ways,
as yet imperfectly understood. The continued existence of the D.L.P.
despite the 1955 prophets of its rapid decline and the evidence of its
slow decline is proof enough of the importance of the subject.
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Victoria's unprecedented population growth over the last twenty
years, adding migrant and youthful components to the work force
has been matched by changes in the directions of industrial employment. The proportion employed in the work force has decreased
somewhat as a consequence of the demographic trend towards
youth, and those who are employed have tended to leave the primary
industries and go into white-collar jobs. Table 9.4 indicates these
changes since 1954.
Table 9.4 Industry and employment
Industry Group

Census 1954
%

Primary Production
Mining and Quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, Water and Sanitary
Building and Construction
Transport, Storage and Communication
Finance and Property
Commerce
Public Authority and Defence
Community and Business Services
Amusements, Accommodation, Cafes,
Services
Others

1961

1966

1971

%

%

%

11.1
0.4
32.7
2.5
8.2
8.2
2.6
15.5
4.3
7.8

9.1
0.4
31.4
2.7
8.4
7.8
3.5
15.7
3.7
9.6

8.1
0.4
31.8
2.5
7.9
7.2
3.7
15.7
3.9
11.1

6.6
0.4
27.8
1.8
6.8
6.6
6.9
18.7
4.8
10.4

5.8
.9

5.7
2.0

5.9
1.8

4.5
4.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

The steady decline in primary production as an employer of
labour has been matched by the increased demand for labour by
business and community services—police and fire brigades, hospitals
and dental services, education, consultant business services, accountancy and so on. Manufacturing has fallen, as has transport and
communication but commerce and finance have shown marked increases so that the trend to white-collar employment is clearly visible
on an industry basis.
Between 1946-7 and 1967-8 the number of factories in Victoria
increased from about 11,000 to over 18,000 and the salaries and
wages paid from approximately $156 million to over $1,500 million
in 1969-70. Investment in land, buildings plant and machinery
skyrocketed from $244 million in 1946-7 to $2,685 million in 1967-8.
The gross total of the Victorian factory output rose over the same
period from $631 million to $5,351 million".
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Industrial development has obviously concentrated in the metal
processing, food, textile, chemical, clothing and paper industries,
and is predominantly a metropolitan growth. Over 82 per cent of
Victoria's factory employees work in Melbourne, and the manufacturing industries employ nearly one third of the total work force.
More recently, factory development has tended to move away from
inner city areas (and the Labor strongholds of Port Melbourne, Collingwood, Fitzroy and Footscray) to the fringe suburbs of Altona,
Broadmeadows and Dandenong. This movement of the population
improves the Labor Party's chances of winning seats in the newer industrial areas, but Melbourne's general pattern of industrial
development still tends to lead to concentration in particular areas,
and this makes it difficult for Victorian Labor to break out of the
metropolitan concentrations which imprison its voters geographically.
Thus the demographic trends in increasing industrialization
promise little comfort to A.L.P. party organizers. Labor will need to
move out into the country areas where small farmers dominate the
scene if it is to extend its parliamentary representation, as well as
broadening its appeal in Melbourne to capture some of the lower
middle-class vote of the spreading dormitory suburbs to the north
and south-east.
Liberal Party ministries have made attempts to encourage
decentralization of industry, and to arrest the growth of Melbourne
by offering freight concessions, long-term low interest loans and
cheap power and water in the country. In 1944 a Decentralizadon
Fund was estabHshed by a combined U.A.P./C.P. Ministry; by June
1968 nearly $4 million had been given in assistance, but the problem
of overcoming the drawbacks of smaH markets and shortages of skilled labour characteristic of decentralized industry is considerable.
The Hamer government's efforts to extend its decentralization
policies in the 1970s by designating growth areas and satellite cities
have met with a disappointingly slow response to date, although the
more recent population movements have been away from the
metropolis for the first time for a century. It is a trend to watch with
some interest.
There has also been some increase in industrial development in
the Gippsland area east of Melbourne, where extensive brown coal
deposits support the state's fuel and electricity supply industry, and
the thick forest regions a timber and paper pulp industry; a brick and
tile and pottery industry has developed on the clay deposits to the
north of the metropolis, and petroleum refining, motor vehicle
manufacture, chemical fertilizers and aluminium ingots industries
have been established to the west of Geelong. Little expansion has
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taken place elsewhere however, and the problem remains one of
Melbourne's domination of the state's economic development. It is
still the main trading port, despite tentative schemes to develop nearby Westernport, and the centre of the transport network for the
state. With its large labour force, it provides Victoria's most extensive market, and is the centre of the state's commerce and financial
interests, as well as its administrative and educational centre. That
Melbourne will continue to dominate the Victorian scene for some
time ahead seems apparent, so that it is to the urban environment
that one must look for the significant forces in Victorian politics for
the 1970s. Its capital city is Victoria in a pattern of development that
differs markedly from that of its equally prosperous Sfew South
Wales neighbour.
In relation to its land area, Victoria is now the most densely
populated state in Australia, and the state is beginning to face the
contemporary problems of competing and conflicting land uses. Of
its 56.3 million acres, approximately 38 million (68 per cent) are now
used for rural purposes, in many areas with the aid of extensive irrigation and stock-watering schemes. It seems likely that land use in
Victoria is now stabilized—neither total rural production nor individual farm size is likely to be altered by further allocation of
Crown Lands to farming, as land settlement schemes in the past have
done. Instead the acute problems presented by declining farm income and resulting crisis in rural industries, which became obvious
in the late 1960s demand policies quite different from the traditional
rural settlement schemes that have characterized Victoria since the
beginning of the century.
It seems much more likely that the policies that will prevail into
the 1970s are those of amalgamation. Property size has in fact been
steadily declining since 1925 although by comparison with other
states Victoria is still a small-holder's state, particularly in the
number of holdings under 50 acres and between 50 to 99 acres in size.
However size of property is very much related to the district
farmed—where irrigation is practised as in the Murray Valley there
are a large number of farms that are less than 300 acres in size due to
the favourable farming conditions there. Thus Victoria with only 3.2
per cent of the total AustraHan rural acreage has 27.2 per cent of the
total holdings, whereas Queensland with 31.6 per cent of the area has
17.4 per cent of the holdings."
The crops farmed also indicated the small-holding "style" of
Victoria's rural life. Victoria is the leading dairy state, it produces
the bulk of Australia's sultana and raisin crop and soft fruits, and it
is the major potato-growing state. Wheat, oats and barley are also
important—Victoria produces about 20 per cent of Australia's total
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Table 9.5 Rural holdings in Australia
Vic.

N.S.W.

Queens.

S.A.

W.A.

N.T.

Tas.

Aust.

Number of
Holdings % 27.2

30.3

17.4

11.5

9.2

.2

.2

100%

Total area %

14.3

31.6

13.4

22.8

14.2

.5

100%

3.2

wheat output, and wheat politics are still significant in the political
process. Proposals for wheat stabilization schemes have been the
source of much bitter political conflict in the past, and only in 1948
was agreement reached with the federal government on an orderly
wheat marketing scheme to be administered through the Australian
Wheat Board. To some extent this has transferred the turbulence of
Victoria's wheat politics from a state to a federal forum, but rumblings still remain. One examp.le is in the continued operations of the
Grain Elevators Board, set up in 1934 to handle Victoria's wheat in
bulk. Its most useful political characteristic is that appointment and
tenure of the commissioners is at the discretion of the Governor in
Council, and as the posts are quite lucrative they are sought after by
back-benchers.
The state's pastoral industries are also important since Victoria
grows 20 per cent of Australia's wool, and 30 per cent of its red meat
production. A growing pig and large-scale broiler chicken industry
also make a substantial contribution to the gross annual primary
production total. On the other hand, Victorian mining and quarrying
production is the lowest of any state, but the discovery of commercial fields of natural gas and oil offshore in Bass Strait in the late
1960s raised hopes of new mineral wealth. Melbourne's gas reticulation system has been converted to natural gas, after initial difficulties, and the next peak load power station planned by the State
Electricity Commisssion of Victoria intended to use natural gas as a
fuel, but the industrial bonanza that Sir Henry Bolte hoped would
rise phoenix-like out of the reserves did not emerge.
Primary production apart from the mining sector is still
overshadowed by the pastoral industry which, in 1969-70, provided
39.5 per cent of net value. Agriculture (28.2 per cent) and dairying
(24.1 per cent including its subsidy of $16.6 milHon) accounted for
most of the balance, with poultry-raising and bee-keeping (3.4 per
cent) and trapping, forestry andfisheries(4.9 per cent of which about
three quarters comes from forestry) making up the balance. The
total net value of primary production in Victoria in 1969-70 was
$791 million compared with the equivalent total value of production
of Victorian factories of $2,395 million; at this stage primary
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production crept back to the value it held by 1965, while manufacturing output was 20 per cent higher in net value than in 1965. Such a
comparison of stagnation and growth points to the plight of the rural
industries, and suggests that their difficulties will still be a central
feature of Victorian politics into the 1970s, even if their impact is
somewhat diminished.
Incremental rather than radical social change seems to be the
future Victorian pattern. The implications for state politics lie in the
swing to urbanization and white collar employment by a youthful
population, but withal one more likely to take for granted a level of
economic activity that has shown a steady growth since the 1950s.
Expectations concerning the provision of adequate state-supported
services in education, health and urban environment will clearly be
significant, while those concerned with rural and industrial development will probably lose their edge. Within this general framework, a
number of special problems will probably surface—there may be
pockets of migrant poverty and rural depression for instance—to be
relegated to the care of independent administrative structures. Effective political leadership in the last twenty-five years of the twentieth
century will be one which ensures an adequate level of activity to
provide for the basic arrangements of Victorian society, and leaves
the provision of specific services to specialized agencies.
There will therefore be a need for a much closer and more integrated relationship between the federal government and the state
government than has hitherto prevailed. The next chapter will turn
to an analysis of federal/state relations in the Australian political
system from the Victorian perspective, linking this with the directions prevailing in the current political executive.
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UNDER BOLTE
Victorian premiers have argued consistently since 1942 that the state
is disadvantaged by the basis of financial allocation from the central
government which takes away from Victoria more in tax than is
returned, compared with the ratio applicable to other states. Its actual per capita general revenue grants for 1968-9 were the lowest
made to any state,' and its 1970-1 net income tax was assessed at
3808,038 million compared with payments from the federal government of $479,813 million.^ In 1968 Sir Henry Bolte attempted to
raise more revenue for the state by imposing a stamp duty on
receipts, including wages and salaries, but this failed when the
federal government treated the imposition on wages and salaries as
income tax, and warned Victoria that if it did not abandon the tax,
its general revenue grants would be cut by an equivalent amount.
Even the receipt duty part of the stamp tax was declared invalid by
the High Court in 1970, adding to the state's revenue difficulties.
Sir Henry Bolte then called a meeting of all the state premiers
to draft a united policy on state taxing powers, based on Canadian
practices, and succeeded in presenting an all-states manifesto to the
federal government on "the Financial relationships of the Commonwealth and the States". In effect it asked for the return of some
of the states' taxing capacity so that they would have a share in a
growth tax to meet their growing budget responsibilities.
The Victorian branch of the Liberal Party was equally concerned with the situation that developed in federal/state
relationships, and set up a party committee to report on methods of
reform. A one-day conference held in 1970 to report on the committee's recommendations voted overwhelmingly for a recommendation
that tax reimbursements should be a fixed proportion of federal tax
revenue, underlining the Victorian view that revenue-sharing was the
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most equitable basis for federal/state financial relations in
AustraHa.
Sir Henry continued the battle into the 1970 Premiers'
Conference by refusing to agree to Commonwealth proposals for the
next five-year tax reimbursement formula, and saying that while he
would accept the Commonwealth money, he did not feel bound to
accept any "gentlemen's agreement" about the formula. Victoria
could even be reduced to applying to the Commonwealth Grants
Commission for emergency funds to help run Victoria if the Commonwealth government was not more generous, he added.
The Premiers' Conference for that year set a new high for absurdity in the financial arrangements between the two major levels of
government in Australia. The practice of engaging in annual ad hoc
negotiations as a basis for arriving at policies related to the extent
and quality of the services that Australian states supply to their
citizens is clearly unsatisfactory in contemporary western societies,
and it does seem desirable to provide for more autonomy in state
budgeting in a federal system of government with its common
national goals and regional diversities.
The Liberal Prime Minister Mr Gorton, rejected both the
States' Manifesto and the recommendations of the Victorian branch
of his own party. Instead he put forward counter-proposals at the
Premiers Conference offering emergency grants to meet the state
budget deficiencies, a special per capita grant for $2 to Victoria and
New South Wales for a five-year period, and improvements in the
basic tax reimbursement grants. Further negotiations at the
Premiers' Conference in June 1971 resulted in the federal government transferring a small growth tax to the states in the form of payroll tax, subject to a corresponding reduction in the financial assistance grants. Pay-roll tax had previously been collected by the
states, even from their own employees (and thus from their own
budgetary resources) and paid over to the federal Treasury. Sir
Henry challenged this imposition in the High Court, but its validity
was upheld in May 1971.
The transfer of the pay-roll tax was a gesture by the Commonwealth which did little to remedy the fundamental defect in the
existing federal/state arrangements, whereby state and local government levels are responsible for many community services, but lack
the autonomous financial ability to meet these responsibilities
because they do not raise a large portion of their own revenue, or
control their borrowings. The state governments were forced to increase the rate of pay-roll tax next year to boost state revenues,
despite their reluctance to do so because they feared the inflationary
pressures generated by the tax. Since inflation is one of the main
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causes of state budgetary difficulties, the imposition of a tax which
added to the problem was hardly likely to resolve their basic financial problems. Finally, under Sir Henry Bolte, the Victorian government took what it saw as a desirable step towards meeting the need
for a forum where public policy priorities in Australia could be discussed when it called for a convention on constitutional reform during the 1970 spring parliamentary session. Parliament resolved that
The Legislative Assembly of Victoria, recognizing that the present
relationships between the Commonwealth of Australia and the states
call for urgent review and that a durable and acceptable adjustment of
powers and responsibilities within the federal system can only be
achieved by amendments to the Commonwealth Constitution requests
the Government of Victoria to invite the other states to join with the
Victorian Parliament in preparing such amendments and subsequently in conferring with the Commonwealth Parliament with a view to
submitting agreed amendments to a referendum of the Australian
people.'
The debate which followed emphasized the need for additional
machinery whereby the states could negotiate from the bases of their
respective constitutionally guaranteed sovereignties with the central
government. The Attorney-General, Mr (later Sir George) Reid, expressed a widely-held Victorian view when he said.
It is timely for us to take stock of the position and advocate what constitutional amendments are necessary to correct the situation... We
are in grave danger of becoming colonial dependencies of Canberra...
(and) this motion... propounds the necessity for Parliament to endorse
or to approve the action of the Government in seeking to join with the
other states to ensure that the federal system is preserved.
Parliament was directed to record in the minutes that the motion to call the convention had been carried unanimously in an unusual display of political party consensus. The other states agreed to
participate in the proposed convention, though with some reservafions, for support for constitutional reform has never been high in
Australia. Success in changing the constitution in the past appears to
have been the outcome of state and federal agreement to the political
bargain involved, and support from all state and federal political
parties for the proposed amendment to the constitution is also important. No referendum in Australia has ever been carried when the
major political parties have opposed one another over an issue, and
no major constitutional reform has ever occurred as the result of formal inquiries or conventions.
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In the early months of 1973, when the new federal Labor government
decided to pursue its own policies and ignore state protest, it introduced a new dimension into intergovernmental relations in
Australia. Labor was not interested in strengthening the states as Sir
Henry Bolte had hoped, and planned to restructure the Commonwealth Grants Commission so that it could make direct grants
to local councils on the basis of submissions and a needs formula
determined by the Commission. It was even suggested that the Interstate Commission, set up in the federal constitution, could be reconstituted to deal directly with local government in Australia, thus
avoiding the necessity for working through the state governments.
Federal Labor also proposed that the local government sector should
have its own access to the Loan Council, and held a referendum in
1974 to amend the constitution to this effect, but it was unsuccessful.
If intergovernmental policies like these were to be successfully
introduced into Australia, the system would become increasingly trilateral, with the federal government the dominant partner. As such it
would represent a major shift in the relationships between the functions and levels of government in Australia, though whether it would
be "natural" and "rational" as many of its proponents argue is
another matter.
As a consequence of federal government initiatives after 1972,
Mr Hamer, within six months of his sweeping election victory in
May 1973, found himself forced to take postures similar to those
taken by Sir Henry Bolte. Saying that he was determined to prevent
"unwarranted Federal intervention into affairs which are primarily
the responsibility of the states," he faced a major dispute when the
federal government introduced its bill to give it control of all territorial waters up to twelve miles, and followed this up with a request
to the British Parliament to abolish the right of appeals from state
courts to the Privy Council in London. The state premiers and their
representatives hot-footed it off to London to protest against Mr
Whitlam's unilateral approach to the British government without
first consulting his own states, their main concern being that his action could establish a legal precedent whereby any similar request
destroying state rights could be taken, even to the stage of altering
the constitution.
They argued that it was even possible that the states could cease
to exist as sovereign entities, and petitioned the Queen to instruct the
Privy Council to advise them in advance on the legal complexities
raised by Mr Whitlam's request. They were not so much seeking a
decision by the British government as an understanding that in the
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case of a federation, requests for changes should not come just from
the central government but from all of the partners. In Mr Hamer's
words
The States would present a united front to request the British government not to act on constitutional matters on the unilateral approach
by the Federal government or by any one government in the
Australian federation. The partners in the Australian federation—the
federal government and the six state governments—should thrash
these things out here in Australia.

There is not much doubt that the British government agreed
with Mr Hamer on this last point. Mr Heath had his own problems
including the cod war with Iceland, a sex scandal in his cabinet and
disclosures of large-scale corruption in local government, and was
certainly not anxious to become involved in a distant "colonial"
squabble with its overtones of Queen Victoria's vanished Empire.
One foreign office Civil Servant said, "We wish they would all go
home; you can't expect anyone here to take sides", a statement that
seemed to sum up British official and press opinion on the embarassing legacy of England's imperialistic past. Mr Heath finally got
around to discussing the issue with the Australian premiers, but kept
his priorities by first inviting them to watch, from his official stand in
Pall Mall, the traditional British ceremony which ushers in the summer, the trooping of the colour.
The only real outcome of Mr Whitlam's ill-timed request was
that it mobilized the Australian states, both labor and non-labor,
against the common "centralist" enemy, supporting the hypothesis
that there are two ball games in Australian politics, the party conflict
and federal/state confrontation. Mr Whitlam, in provoking his state
Labor colleagues into opposition before he had consolidated federal
Labor's election win, just as Mr Gorton provoked his Liberal state
premiers in 1970, also ensured that Mr Hamer stepped into his
predecessor's shoes on a states' rights issue. It served to illustrate the
small range of alternatives available to poHtical leaders in the
Australian federal system.
It was even more disappointing because, initiaHy, Mr Hamer
and Mr Whitlam seemed to have a number of things in common
despite their different party labels. Mr Hamer has been a firm supporter of the Prime Minister's new city concept and the development
at Albury-Wodonga, and his suggestion at the May conference that
a seven-government committee be set up to prepare guidelines to attack inflation met with warm agreement from the Prime Minister.
There was even talk of a turning-point in federal/state relations after
the long winter of the Bolte era, but events soon proved the thaw to
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be illusory. The dispute over the territorial waters bill and the right
of Privy Council appeal, had ruffled Victorian feathers, as had the
recommendation by the Australian Universities Commission that
the state's fourth campus should be situated at Dandenong, only a
few miles from Monash University, despite the fact that the Victorian government had already announced its multi-campus concept
in support of decentralization in education. The Premier stated firmly that Victoria would still go ahead with its plans for a split university to be centred at Geelong, BaUarat and Bendigo despite the
A.U.C. recommendation.
The Premier's Conference at the end of June also saw a
familiar situation re-emerge when the Commonwealth government
stood firm against pay-outs to the states and the premiers united in
bitter criticism of the Prime Minister's parsimony, an attack which
Mr Hamer continued in his state budget speech in September. All
the states faced budget deficits due to the effects of inflation on their
wages structures and saw the limitations resulting from the current
reimbursement formula on which the Commonwealth government
based its offer as "neither fair nor adequate". Mr Hamer pointed out
that the Commonwealth government's refusal to give little away
threatened his election promises and ignored the state's needs while
fuelling the inflationary spiral because it left him no alternative but
to increase state taxes. The terminology of the Conference had
changed but the sentiments were still Sir Henry Bolte's.
Yet another shock was to come when the federal government
decided to cut tariffs, a policy with severe repercussions for Victoria's decentralization policy dependent on country textile factories.
The state government also refused to be bullied into handing over
Aboriginal affairs, despite a federal government statement that they
would pass any laws necessary to take them over. A Commonwealth
offer of approximately $10 million for railway funds, provided the
money was used in setting up four new railway lines and two new stations as directed, was described in the very best Bolte tradition by the
Victorian Minister for Transport as "blackmail by power-hungry
Canberra". It now seems clear that centralist/states rights politics
are part and parcel of the Australian scene irrespective of party
labels and leaders. A country with a federal system of government
develops a particular style to its politics, instantly familiar to those
who live in other federations but quite foreign to those who have
never experienced a political system where power and authority are
divided on a territorial basis.
Mr Hamer reiterated the Victorian theme when he brought
down his budget in 1974. He said that his government's budgetary
task had not been made any easier by the refusal of the central
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government to concede a role to the state governments "in pursuit of
a national plan to combat inflation". At the June 1974 Premiers'
Conference the Prime Minister had announced that no revenue assistance would be provided for the states beyond the tax reimbursement formula grants, although the inadequacy of these had always
been recognized in the past, and the federal government had always
provided additional finance. Now the Prime Minister was informing
the states that it was up to them to close up the substantial budget
deficits arising out of his decision by increasing state taxes and
charges. The premiers pointed out that such veritable chasms
between receipts and expenditure could only result in their increased
charges having an adverse effect on economic activity and employment, while adding to the cost-push aspect of inflation and denying
the states a part in a joint effort to fight the inflation which was
threatening Australia's social and economic fabric. The Commonwealth finally offered a 10 per cent increase in loan programme
funds for capital works, for which Victoria's premier was willing to
be grateful, "just as a drowning man may well be grateful to the
person who saves him, even if that person first pushed him in".
Mr Hamer went on to point out that the states are sovereign
authorities with legislative powers and financial resources of their
own, and a body of electors to whom they are responsible. Cooperation with, rather than domination by the central government is
a constitutional imperative. The states are equally concerned with
the present slump in economic activity and confidence and rapidly
rising unemployment, and said Mr Hamer, this budget is directed to
those concerns to the best of my ability. He intended to maintain existing initiatives in education, mental health, pre-schooling, conservation, decentralization and transport; to bolster up the public works
programme to preserve some measure of employment; and to avoid
increases in taxes and charges bearing directly on the cost of living
such as general consumer taxes or fare increases in public transport.
The budget debate in Victoria this year had something of the undertone of crisis characteristic of similar debates about the Premier's
plan in the 1930s, and the loan funds crisis in the early 1950s. Intergovernmental relations are always more important in periods of
stress, and the state government's decision to stand on its constitutional dignity over the conditions imposed by the federal government on unemployment relief funds, public housing monies, the
renewal of the off-shore oil leases and hospital provision exacerbated
inter-governmental conflict. Yet constitutional power is divided in
Australia, and state governments do have jurisdictions and political
responsibility. If the federal government wants to enter them it will
have to be with state co-operation as a partner in shared cost
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programmes. The states are still a force to be reckoned with in our
federal system, adopting strategies that are damaging to the federal
government for whom the fragmented power structure is a serious
barrier to central government priorities.
REFORM IN FEDERAL/STATE RELATIONS
The lack of a suitable political forum whereby the responsibilities
held by each level of government can be debated and appropriate administrative arrangements devised to meet them is a serious one. The
1974-5 Victorian budget debate may have provided an opportunity
for members to express their concern (at one stage in the language of
the Hegelian dialectic, a delightful contrast with the more normal
pragmatism in state poHtics) but its impact on federal/state finance
will be negligible. The state parliaments are not forums for bargaining over policy alternative in Australian politics, and some reforms
whereby appropriate institutions become part of the political system
are long overdue. Victoria has now followed the New South Wales
lead in appointing a cabinet minister for federal/state relations, and
there are signs that the poHtical leadership has recognized the necessity for greater interaction between levels of government in Australia
in the future. There are still no indications that Australians will vote
"yes" at a referendum which proposed to abolish state legislatures,
judiciaries and administrations, so that sovereignities will remain a
fact of life for Australian governments for the time being.
At the same time, state governments are finding it increasingly
difficult to fund their activities without additional federal government aid. Their demands for ever-increasing shares in the public
revenue need to be set into the context of the growing calls on their
own budgets, a function of the electorate's expectations about "the
quality of life" and adequate state-supported services. Table 10.1
sets out the details of state government budgets since I960.''
State receipts from their own tax bases have clearly grown considerably each year; in Victoria for instance, almost every major tax
Table 10.1 State budgets: receipts and outlay
% av. increase p.a.
1960-61 to 1969-70 1970-71
Budget
Receipts
Budget
Outlays

1971-72

% increase
1972-73 1973-74

12.5

15.6

16.7

14.3

15.3

12.5

14.0

13.4

14.4

18.1
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available to the government was increased in two successive years for
1971-2 and 1972-3. As a consequence the percentage of the state
budgets subject to federal government control since the 1960s has
changed little since then as Table 10.2 illustrates.'
Table 10.2 Federal budget grants as a % of total state receipts
1960-61
Amount

57.7

1969-70
55.9

1970-71
62.2

1971-72 1972-73
57.9

57.5

1973-74
58.2

Federal payments to states and loan programmes as % of total state outlays
Amount

72.5

67.6

70.1

65.8

66.3

67.9

The major change that took place in federal/state relations after
the A.L.P. government achieved office in 1972 was the switch from
general revenue transfers to specific purpose grants as part of a
deliberate policy change. Table 10.3 sets this out.^ These were accompanied by comprehensive sets of conditions which involve the federal
government in detailed decision-making and the administration of
state expenditure programmes which distorted state policy goals and
aroused opposition to federal directive, as in the health care
programmes and housing policies. The state housing scheme in Victoria saw negotiations deadlocked for months because the Victorian
government was unwilling to accept the federal government's insistence that public housing be on a rental basis and not on the home
ownership scheme favoured by the state.'
It is clear from Canadian experience that state budget priorities
can be considerably modified by the need to provide matching funds
for federal grants. It may also be the case that a central government
could be insensitive to state differences of the kind outlined in the
Table 10.3 Federal payments to states
% av. increase p.a.
1960-61 to 1969-70 1970-71
General
Revenue
Grants
8.8
24.4
Specific
Purpose
Grants
Total

% increase
1971-72
1972-73 1973-74
3.9

10.6

9.0

12.7

17.6

20.6

31.3

77.8

9.8

22.4

8.6

17.1

33.3
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first chapter, and misjudge policies accordingly. State governments
could then become increasingly unwilling to suffer electorate disapproval of policies which distort their budgets, but over which they
have no control, and which results in their administrations becoming
bogged down in the minutaie of conditions attached to federal
programmes. Resolving such problems will be a matter for much
greater interaction between the levels of government in Australia
than has been characteristic of political leadership in the past. Mr
Hamer's performance as a state political leader therefore comes into
focus, and to an assessment of this we will now turn to complete the
study of Victorian government and politics.
NOTES.
1. R.L. Mathews, and W.R. Jay, Federal Finance (Nelson, 1972), pp. 311, 350.
2. Victorian Year Book 1973 (No. 87). Victorian Office of the Commonwealth
Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1973, pp. 989, 1001.
3. V.P.D., 6 October 1970, p.7l5.
4. P.B. Wade, "Recent Developments in Fiscal Federalism in Australia with Special
Reference to Revenue-sharing and Fiscal Equalisation". Paper presented to a
Conference on Fiscal Federalism at the Centre for Research on Federal Financial
Relations, ANU, Canberra 1974.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. See "Political Chronicle: WciovVy Australian Journal of Politics and History for
1973 and 1974 for further discussion.

11 Epilogue
THE HAMER STYLE
The changeover in political leadership in Victoria in 1972, from Sir
Henry Bolte to Mr Rupert Hamer has been in marked contrast to
the experience of the federal Liberal Party since Sir Robert Menzies
stepped down. Inevitably it raises the question of why the Victorian
electorate has approved of the Hamer Liberal government, yet has
been unwilling to transfer this state support to the federal party at
the last two elections. Some part of the answer is to be found in the
nature of the two levels of the party.
Fig. 10. "Frog Prince" by Collette courtesy Herald and Weekly Times Ltd.
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The Victorian branch of the Liberal Party has always been
more interested in discussing the beliefs and ideals of the party,
producing its own "journal of liberal opinion". Checkpoint, as a
forum. After the 1972 federal defeat, they seized the initiative and set
about drafting a new state platform with commendable despatch,
arguing that the 1952 platform had no real value today in view of the
very considerable changes that had taken place in the thinking of the
Liberal Party of Victoria. There should be a written document, a
blueprint for the 1970s which would epitomize the spirit of
liberalism. The result of their activitity, the Official State Platform
of the Liberal Party of Australia was approved by State Council on 4
March 1973, and tested in the 1973 state elections with splendid
results for most of the party members. To some extent it became the
guide-line for the pressure-cooker revision of federal policy that took
place before the May 1974 federal election, and as a consequence
was criticised for the part it may have played in the defeat of the
federal party by conservative elements in the party unhappy with its
"progressive" tone. Since it was so much a Victorian exercise,
meeting with some criticism at the federal level, the role played by
Mr Hamer allows an assessment of the aptness or otherwise of Victorian liberalism for the electorate of the 1970s.
He appears to have been fully involved in drafting the new platform, favouring the inclusion of some of its more radical items and
lending the weight of his approval to them. Said one observer on this
point.
The imprint, particularly of Dick Hamer and Lindsay Thompson on
this platform is very considerable...The Premier...would come in after
an exhausting period in the House and contribute fully. For the nonparliamentary members it was an excellent way of seeing at close
quarters the quality of the mind of the Premier and the orderliness and
commonsense which he has. At times we wondered whether some of
the more controversial and radical proposals would create difficulty in
the party. The Premier would often say: "I like it. I think we should
do it". And in it would go and in it stayed'.
Even within the Victorian branch, however, approval of the new
platform was not unqualified. In March 1974 State Council refused
to pass a motion calHng for an end of support for legislation which
discriminates against minorities. Mr Hamer's statement in the press
the next morning saying that delegates had misunderstood the motion, which did not matter anyway because minority rights were
taken care of in the revised platform, could not conceal the existence
of tension between conservatives and reformers in the party. Hamer
will have to continue to Hve with the difference: his skiH in presenting
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the mildly reformist policies that appear to meet with the electorate's
approval, while at the same time soothing the apprehensions of his
more timid party supporters was fully tested when Senator George
Hannan resigned a few days later to form a breakaway group. "I
now find myself at variance with many of the ideas and the utterances coming from the organizational leadership of the Liberal
Party in Victoria", he said, and he went on to criticize the Victorian
President, Mr Peter Hardie, as a "trendy who saw the Liberal Party
as a small i ' Liberal Party in contradiction to the party's
traditions". A devout Roman Catholic, Senator Hannan has firmly
opposed "progressive" poHcies on censorship, abortion and
homosexuality, and his failure to secure re-endorsement on the
Senate ticket in 1972 probably stemmed from this opposition. While
his National Liberal Party gained very little support in Victoria, it
did highlight the policy controversy that had arisen in Victoria
between the younger Liberals, under the Premier's banner, and the
older party conservatives.
Conflict surfaced again when the federal Parliamentary Leader.
Mr Snedden promised that the Liberals would not contest federal
seats held by the Country Party. "Progressives" on the Victorian
State Executive, led by the President, Mr Hardie (twelve in all)
threatened to resign if Liberal candidates were withdrawn from the
seats in question in Victoria and Mr Snedden had to capitulate.
However the Victorians were surprised at Mr Hamer's muted support for Mr Hardie, despite his general approval of the President's
reformist views. The Premier seemed reluctant to be drawn into a
"family dispute", obviously preferring to hold himself aloof from the
conflict that developed in the party around the issue. His low profile
throughout became a source of puzzlement to many party members
who had expected him to come out strongly in support of the
"progress and reform" group, and provides some interesting
pointers to his preferred political style. Beyond the obvious facts of
his considerable difference from Sir Henry Bolte, his firmly-stated
approval of "progressive" policies, and his personal popularity in the
party, there had been little of substance upon which to base a perception of his style as state premier, but this incident made it a little
clearer.
The avoidance of unneccessary political conflict is obviously
part of it, although it does not follow that he is a weak leader. There
is no doubt that he holds his cabinet's respect, but he does so from a
distance, and there is something of a judicial flavour to his mode of
presiding. The same quaHty is noticeable in his parliamentary style,
which tends to be remote from the party battle, and reinforced by a
preference for a legal style in debating. He intervenes in debate more
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in the manner of a judge summing up than that of a poHtical leader
setting out guide-lines, almost as if he sees the legislative scene as a
court of law where conflicting viewpoints are set out for a decision. A
preference for resolving political conflict using judicial conventions
may well strike a sympathetic chord in the Australian political
culture with its penchant for judge-dominated commissions of inquiry, arbitration courts and constitution changes through the High
Court.
Moreover, it is a style that has been linked with his reforms in
Victorian government. Legislation relating to consumer affairs,
fluoridation and censorship has been introduced, an ombudsman and
a law reform commission have been appointed, and initiatives taken
in decentralizing the state administration. The decisions have followed a common pattern; information has been gathered and
evidence collected from both inside and outside the public service, it
is weighed up, and a firm decision then taken on the basis of the
presentation. If conflict occurs in the early stages when opposing
cases are being put forward, the political leader is outside it, maintaining an impartial stance before taking a clear decision to guide
Victoria's affairs of state. Some typical examples of Mr Hamer's approach are to be found in the parliamentary debates refuting opposition statements. He says "it is not a fact that... and the inference
drawn is therefore totally unwarranted"; he affirms his decisions in
phrases such as "that was my answer, it is still my answer and it is
still my attitude", and he answers misrepresentation charges by saying that he "always attempts to answer questions to the best of his
ability" with "truthful and accurate" answers. Clearly he considers
that parliamentary debate should be conducted along objective and
constructive lines, and he does not hesitate to set the speaker right on
a point of order if he deems it necessary.^ Together with his "orderly
contribution to the Victorian platform", to quote one admirer, it
adds up to a distinctive political style, set within a framework of
beliefs labelled within the Liberal Party as "progressive and reformist" or "trendy and little '1'" depending on the member's own sympathies.
Because Hamer's style departs so markedly from the "boss"
style characteristic of Sir Henry Bolte's era, it does raise the question of its suitability for resolving political conflict in Victorian
politics today. The development of administrative politics, and the
increasing inappropriateness of the politics of confrontation towards
the end of Sir Henry's reign could well be linked with the growth of a
style in public policy-making based on expert and professional advice presented in programme budgeting, cost-benefit analysis and
simulation studies. Education, public transport, health and social
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welfare are no longer stamping grounds for party ideology; instead
policies are more likely to be the outcome of orderly decisionmaking, minimizing conflict. For this kind of politics the Hamer
political style seems well suited, only failing where conflict still persists even after the judicial decision based on evidence has been
taken, as in environmental issues coming within the jurisdiction of
the newly constituted Ministry of Conservation. They are of some interest because they still appear to operate on the old political ground
rules.
For instance the stormy Environment Protection Authority
continues to arouse controversy in the public service because it insists on privileges outside the prevailing conventions in its dealings
with the public; in the Ministry because it stands its ground on the
autonomy conferred on it by its enabling Act, and among the other
statutory corporations such as the State Electricity Commission
because of its wide interpretation of its responsibilities. Pollution in
Port Phillip Bay still has to be checked, and the cost of doing so
soars, while Westernport Bay is threatened with a similar problem as
industrial and residential development booms. The Board of Works
has revised its strategy planning for Melbourne yet again, and now
talks in terms of limited small-scale goals and investigation areas,
scrapping the growth corridors concept of 1971 so severely criticised
by the environmentalists. The Historic Buildings Bill to preserve
significant buildings in Melbourne had a rough parliamentary passage, and the unique Emerald Hill area in South Melbourne was
only saved from the developer by last-minute federal intervention.
The environment appears to be the source of major political conflict
in the 1970s, just as social justice has been the issue of the past.
It can be concluded that while issues change, the nature of
political conflict does not, and an objective, impartial poHtical style
may be less effective if the opposing counsel refuse to accept the
judge's decision. Mr Hamer's preferred strategies may yet have to be
discarded when political passions run high, just as Sir Henry Bolte's
direct approach became inadequate when decisions became a matter
of expertise. However, one difficulty may be resolving itself, and that
is the cabinet legacy of "Old Guard" ministers who have proved
something of a stumbling block to the moderate reform programmes
supported by the Premier. Two of them have already indicated that
they will not be standing for election again once they complete their
present terms, and a third is tipped to replace the present AgentGeneral in London when his appointment expires in 1976. But
whether the pool of talent available for replacement will yield
ministers of the calibre sought by Mr Hamer is another matter.
More conventional poHtical ploys were the order of the day
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when the Hamer government faced a conflict of interest issue in
March. It appeared that shares in Victorian mining companies had
been allotted to public servants in the Mines Department during the
1969-70 mining boom, and the Premier acted in character by first
seeking information on the matter and outlining the principles that
ought to govern behaviour. He said "the whole principle is that there
must be no conflict of interest; public servants...can't own shares in
companies with which they have dealings which might affect the
value of those shares."
The subsequent report by the Secretary for Mines was tabled in
State Parliament on 2 April, and stated that no conflict of interest
had occurred, nor had any of the officers involved done anything
which was prohibited. However the Premier pursued the matter
beyond the exoneration of the officers involved and promised that
legislation would be brought down so that in future Mines Department employees would be prevented from holding shares in any mining company operating in Victoria. An Opposition motion of want of
confidence in the Minister of Mines foundered on the rock of this example of the premier's political style, an excellent example of Mr
Hamer in action, with his preference for handling political conflict as
if it were a legal dispute in a court of law. He criticised his opponents
for the way "a great deal of innuendo and outright statements have
been made about corruption without the slightest proof having been
offered to the House," dismissed claims of allegations for which "no
evidence has been produced," and went on to state firmly that
"before an attack of this type is made there should be some positive
proof of the claim that there was neglect or a failure to act. The facts
are quite simple and under the circumstances they are insufficient to
merit a motion of want of confidence in the minister."^
It was a far cry from a characteristic Sir Henry description of
his critics as "rowdy, loud-mouthed juveniles and no-hopers," and
the Labor Opposition's cry of "whitewash" also came to seem little
more than political rhetoric when confronted with such a reasonable
and systematic response. A strategy geared to party confrontation
appeared out of place in the rational parliamentary climate
engendered by Sir Henry Bolte's political successor, and it is odd
that Mr Holding, the Labor Leader, despite his comparative youth,
seems so set in an old-fashioned traditional A.L.P. mould, and out of
touch with the new political style that dominates Victoria's political
affairs today.
The autumn session of parliament in 1974 also saw the introduction of legislation concerning Melbourne's water supply. This
has been a highly contentious and sensitive political issue in the past,
and Mr Hamer put forward a solution similar to the one he devised
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for managing conflict in the environment, i.e. he decided to set up a
new ministry for water supply and resources. This will bring the
water supply opponents into his court of cabinet where he can resolve
disputes and disagreement. The minister concerned will be responsible for both the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works which Mr Hamer
hopes will result in a policy centred around the desirability of having
an over-all co-ordinating body for the state's water resources, rather
than the disputes over priorities that have been common in the past.
The bill's introduction sparked off a rowdy debate and strong opposition from country members who have long opposed the diversion
of streams north of the divide to Melbourne's water supply, suggesting that conflict is still likely to occur over water resources
despite the device of a co-ordinating ministry. City v. country is a
time-honoured cleavage in Victorian politics, and one not yet
without significance.
One final example of the inevitability of old political conflicts
surfacing was given by the wrangle over the decision to sell the Victorian Inland Meat Authority's works at BaUarat and Bendigo. The
two meatworks, set up in the 1940s, have become a most unprofitable state venture, but their disposal has involved a six-month
dispute, culminating in a parliamentary censure motion which even
Mr Hamer's conflict-avoidance style has been unable to contain. A
storm in a tea-cup, its tedious ramifications have nevertheless illustrated something of the nature of political conflict in the modern
administrative state. The Victorian parliament has recently allowed
the production of a television documentary covering a typical session, but it would be Utopian to expect such an account to shed much
light on the nature of political conflict and poHtical behaviour in Victoria in the 1970s. Set pieces rarely contribute to an understanding of
politics.
Mr Hamer has probably been at his most effective as a state
premier in tackHng the administrative reform of some of Victoria's
ramshackle structures of government. Reflecting the politics of the
past as much as anything else, they defy most attempts to classify
them according to recognizable principles of administration save
those of past expediences and political crises. Few state premiers
have shown an interest in administrative structures, and the present
premier is therefore something of a maverick, perhaps because he is
a lawyer who has spent most of his parliamentary career in the
Legislative Council. He has a preference for orderly governing arrangements set out with some legal precision and has set about tidying up the administration he inherited with some energy.
He commissioned Sir Henry Bland, former secretary of
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Defence and Labor and National Service to conduct an inquiry into
the Victorian public service and make recommendations for reforming its more 19th century procedures to fit a modern administrative
state. The recommendations were promptly translated into legislation on 11 December 1974, and although they represent considerable
steps forward in many respects, the bill also seemed to be something
of an anticlimax. The majority of the state employees in Victoria do
not come under the jurisdiction of the Public Service Board, but are
covered by industrial awards which place their public authority
employers in a position very little different from that of the private
sector. Guide-lines followed by the boards, commissions and corporations in personnel matters are often those of the Australian
public service, so that the state public service has been something of
a Cinderella bureaucracy with a minor role in the administration of
the state. It has certainly warranted Sir Henry's criticisms, but it is
difficult to see how it could have developed differently, given the
close personal atmosphere of state poHtics where politics and administration are so inextricably mingled as to defy even a measure of
analytical separation. To be critical of the Victorian public service
because it has not developed a commonwealth-big-bureaucracy style
(a model Sir Henry takes to be axiomatic) is to under-rate the importance of the political envelope within which state bureaucracies
operate, a highly significant factor in Victoria.
Prior to 1941 there was only a single Public Service Commissioner, and with premiers like Sir Albert Dunstan who brooked no
alternative centres of power within their administrations, an
emasculated service was inevitable. In 1946 a more independent
Board was set up, but the Teachers' Tribunal and the Police Tribunal
accompanied them, and there is little to suggest that radical administrative reform in the public sector was a political possibility. It
is only now with a premier more committed to administrative reform
that change is occurring, and the real question is whether there is any
point in instituting reforms now which were introduced into the
British Civil Service fifty years ago, and into the Australian public
service in the 1940s.
The measure of an efficient public service in a cabinet system is
one which tenders expert advice to the ministers, but this is difficult
to sustain given the nature of present-day economic management,
and the rise of political movements concerned with "value" policies
such as environment protection. Ministerial government arranged
around a functional division of governing tasks, supported by a
departmental structure staffed by officers trained in the expertise of
those functions, may well be outmoded when political issues are one
of principle rather than of function, where problems range between
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moral, social and economic questions with a disconcerting contempt
for the old functional divisions, and where experts are no longer willing to act only as advisers through ministerial spokesmen but seek a
place along with the political representatives at the decision tables.
Sir Henry's observations concerning the inadequacies of the
Victorian public service are well merited, but his recommendations
relate more to the Australia of the 1940s, and his suggested reforms
may well contribute little to solving the dilemmas he so carefully
documents. They are solutions which undoubtedly appeal to the
premier's tidy legal mind, but they lack the edge of imagination that
may be necessary in an administrative climate seeking "open"
government, participation in decision making, and shared responsibility, and are thus too conservative in their estimate of the role
possible to a public service today.
Yet incremental policy changes are all that can really be expected at the state government level in Australia, where upwards of
90 per cent of state budgets are committed to maintaining on-going
programmes. Mr Hamer's government has made steady progress
with legislation that can accurately be described as incremental, such
as the decision to make land available near Melbourne for low income earners, and to stabilize land prices in development areas to
meet housing shortages. He has introduced a bill to provide for the
education of handicapped children, made provision for a Small
Claims Tribunal to enable customers cheated by suppliers to get
quick inexpensive justice, outlawed pyramid selling, and brought in a
bill to abolish capital punishment in Victoria. Some secondary
school principals have even allowed homosexuals to address students
on homosexual law reform with departmental sanction. It is a
measure of the changing Victorian society, governed by Mr Hamer,
that this activity provoked so little public reaction.
Tentative and very modest proposals to restructure the
M.M.B.W. were also put forward during the period. This has been a
recurring debate in Victorian politics, for the Board, composed of
fifty three commissioners appointed by local metropolitan councils
attracts reform proposals Hke a honey-pot. Mr Hamer's first steps
towards curbing the mammoth's powers was to transfer it away from
the jurisdiction of the Minister for Local Government to that of
Water Supply, thus breaking its nexus with the councils at least. He
also removed some of its fringe activities like foreshore protection
and freeway design, and directed it to concentrate its attention on
water supply, sewerage and drainage. Major reconstruction,
however, is still to come.
Some headway has also been made in protecting Melbourne's
townscape against historical annihilation. A bill aimed at preserving
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buildings of architectural style and historic significance was introduced into parliament, a working party set up to consider the
future of the colorful Queen Victoria market at North Melbourne,
and moves to prevent the demolition of the historic Emerald Hill
area in South Melbourne initiated. A plan to build a bayside
restaurant at Point Ormond near Elwood Beach, approved of eight
years ago, was finally quashed because of the interference to public
access to the beach it involved. Even the powerful Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works saw its control of freeways and bay
foreshores passed over to other authorities. In conjunction with
plans to shift more state administrative offices to the country over
the next five years, the stemming of the backlog in unsewered
properties with the help of a federal grant for sewerage works, and
the imposition of stringent pollution conditions on the State
Electricity Commission's scheme to build a 1000 megawatt power
station on the bay, it adds up to more awareness of the need to
protect the city environment than seemed possible in the dark days
of the 1960s\
Finally, is it all enough? After all, change is always relative, and
Victoria clearly stiH remains faithful to some of its old political
traditions. Asked a Question Without Notice in the House as to
whether "God Save the Queen" should continue to be played at official functions, Victoria's premier gave a forthright "Yes." It is subjective, yet perhaps substantial evidence of the continuing validity of
the state stereotype for conformity and respectability which began
this study.

NOTES
1. Alan Missen "The New Victorian Platform—Lessons for the Future?"
Checkpoint no. 15, (July 1973) p. 3.
2. V.P.D., 9 April 1974, p. 388.
3. V.P.D., 3 April 1974, pp. 237ff.
4. Reference should be made to "Political Chronicle: Victoria" Australian Journal
of Politics and History for 1973 and 1974 for detailed analysis of Hamer's
political style.
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